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Abstract

1

A year and a half ago, we started a project on implementing a new, aggressive instruction scheduler for
GCC, aiming at VLIW-like architectures. We have followed the selective scheduling approach [Moon97] in
essentials. At the moment of writing, we have completed the basic functionality of the scheduler, including support for bookkeeping code creation, instruction
unification, register renaming, and forward substitution. The scheduler also performs software pipelining
on loop nests and supports control and data speculation on IA-64. The implementation is available on the
sel-sched branch in the GCC repository.

In late 2005, the compiler team of the Institute for System Programming of the Russian Academy of Sciences
(ISP RAS) started a project on implementing the aggressive instruction scheduler for GCC. The project is
motivated by the importance of instruction scheduling
for modern architectures, such as IA-64, PowerPC, and
Cell. The existing instruction scheduler, also known
as the Haifa scheduler, has a number of limitations
that make unconvenient its further development. The
most important such limitation is lack of instruction
cloning support. Absence of instruction cloning reduces scheduling freedom and does not permit to add
more transformations to the scheduling engine, among
which one of the most importance is software pipelining. The second limitation is that the scheduling front,
i.e. all places in a scheduling region at which we are
scheduling at the moment, always contains a single instruction. This implicitly proritizes control flow paths
among which the front traverses first over paths that are
traversed last.

This paper focuses on the problems we had to solve
to implement in GCC this particular scheduling approach, and on the new infrastructure we have created
for this purpose: analyzing dependencies on-the-fly; extending APIs of dependency analyzer, cfg engine, and
emit-rtl.c to initialize data for new insns and basic
blocks; and working with insn RHSes as well as with
whole instructions. We explain how this mechanism allowed us to add new features such as speculation. We
describe the mechanisms used to choose the best instruction on each scheduling iteration: using DFA interfaces, per-region instruction priorities, and cooperating
with the backend.
We also describe the effort on improving the IA-64
backend, needed to get performance results from the
scheduler, including placement of stop bits, aligning
issues, and heuristics implemented inside scheduler
hooks. Results of preliminary evaluation of the scheduler on the set of small benchmarks and the SPEC
CPU2000 suite are also presented.

Introduction

The project goals were to implement a state-of-the-art
approach to the instruction scheduling, focusing on the
IA-64 platform as the one that needs good scheduling
most, and to create a framework in which it is easy to
add more transformations, such as speculation, to increase scheduling power. This framework should consist of the scheduler core, which is capable of scheduling
arbitrary DAGs and supports basic instruction transformations, and of the IR manipulation core, which processes new instructions and basic blocks, adding them
to the current region and initializing various scheduler
data for them. We have chosen selective scheduling
[Moon97] as a basis for the scheduler core. It focuses
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on VLIW architectures and incorporates basic transformations, such as instruction cloning, register renaming,
and forward substitution.
The previous paper about this project [Belevantsev06]
focused on implementing approach details via GCC
infrastructure, and also described some ideas how to
improve the basic implementation. This paper introduces the most important parts of the developed framework, namely dependence analysis, manipulation of insns/basic blocks, software pipelining, and target cooperation. We explain how these parts are used to implement
basic transformations and speculation support. We also
discuss preliminary evaluation results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the selective scheduling
approach. Section 3 describes parts of the framework
listed above. Preliminary results are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes.

2

Filling a parallel group is handled by the fill_group
routine. Its driver loop adds new instructions to the current parallel group until target resources and data dependencies permit. First, the set of available operations, or
av set, is computed for each boundary1 of the current
group. Then the best operation is chosen and scheduled. Finally, the best operation is moved up to the each
group boundary from its original location, possibly creating bookkeeping copies and updating av sets along its
moving path (see Figure 1).
fill_group(insn) {
group = create_empty_group (insn);
boundary = insn;
while (1)
{
av_set = compute_av_set (boundary);
best_op = choose_best_op (av_set);
if (best_op == NULL)
break;

The selective scheduling approach

In this section, we will sketch the most important ideas
of the selective scheduling, namely: separation of the
available insn computation and the actual code motion
stages, formulation of the computation stage through
simple propagation routines, incremental recomputation of the available insns, partial register renaming
through scheduling right-hand sides (RHSes) instead of
whole insns, and implementing software pipelining on
top of the scheduler. A similar section was included in
[Belevantsev06], but we reworked it and included in this
paper for completeness.
2.1

loop terminates when no more instructions are left for
scheduling.

The main scheduling routines

The scheduler takes as an input an arbitrary part of the
control flow graph that forms a DAG. The driver routine
breaks the CFG onto several DAGs and schedules each
of them separately via schedule_region routine,
which contains the main scheduling loop. An iteration
of this loop tries to gather a parallel group of instructions at the currently scheduling point, and then to advance the point. A parallel group corresponds to a single
VLIW instruction when targeting to a VLIW architecture, or to a regular instruction in other cases. A scheduling point is called a fence, because when performing
software pipelining, code motion through a fence is prohibited. All fences form the scheduling front. The

move_op_to_boundary (boundary, best_op);
schedule_op (best_op, group);
advance_group_boundary (&boundary);
}
return group;
}

Figure 1: The fill_group routine

The basic routines do not change when more transformations are added to the scheduler. Instead, the
new functionality is incorporated into the computation,
choosing, and code motion stages. For example, let us
consider the renaming transformation. Register renaming is done through scheduling RHSes instead of whole
instructions. An instruction is eligible for register renaming when it is a store to a register, i.e. of the form
(set (reg) (rhs)). For such an instruction, only
its RHS participates in the scheduling process.
First, we determine whether an insn is separable, i.e. it
can be represented as lhs = rhs. The RHS is then
added to the av set analogously to other instructions.
Later, the choosing code will also find the best target
register for the RHS, and the operation will be scheduled as best_reg = best_rhs. We will consider
1 When

a group contains conditional jump(s), it can have several
boundaries. This is currently not supported.
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that some insns are scheduled as RHSes in the below
subsections and will use a term operation to denote either an insn or an RHS.
2.2

moveup_op(insn, op) {
/* Ok to move if no dependence. */
if (!data_dep_between (insn, op))
return MOVEUP_SAME;
/* Try substitution. */
if (true_dep_p (insn, op) && rhs_p (op)
&& copy_insn_p (insn))
{
dst = SET_DEST (insn);
src = SET_SRC (insn);

Computation stage

The task of the computation stage is to gather all instructions available for scheduling along all execution paths.
The simple way to do this is to traverse the DAG starting
from current scheduling point in reverse topological order. When visiting an instruction (a graph node n), first
a set of the insns available immediately after n is computed as a union of n’s successors’ av sets. Then this set
is propagated through n by filtering out its elements that
could not be moved up past n. Finally, n’s operation is
collected and added to the set:
S

avset(n) = moveup_set(
S
av_op(n)

x∈Succ(n) avset(x))

As the code motion stage invalidates the av set found,
it should be recomputed after scheduling each single
insn. The recomputation should be done incrementally
to avoid high overhead. It can be noticed that after code
motion av sets become invalid only along the moving
path and could be restored using the valid sets from
other basic blocks. Hence, the key idea of the computation stage is to save the intermediate av sets at the beginning of each basic block to avoid recomputating the
sets from scratch.
The moveup_set routine filters its input set with
the moveup_op helper, which determines whether the
given operation could be propagated through the current insn. Usually, it is enough to check for the data dependence between the two. When no dependence exists
between them, the operation stays unchanged. With additional transformations enabled, we check whether all
dependencies could be eliminated with a certain transformation, e.g. substitution. For example, x+y RHS
could be moved before the y=z copy as x+z, i.e. true
dependence between these two operations can be eliminated with substitution. In this case the propagation
helper will modify the operation before returning (see
Figure 2).
Instruction unification happens when av sets of a branch
point’s successors are joined. In a resulting av set, equal
operations are unified into one. When an operation is
being scheduled as an RHS, its RHS is compared to the

if (dst_is_in (op, dst))
{
substitute (&op, dst, src);
return MOVEUP_CHANGED;
}
}
/* Try something else...
if (...)
/* Can’t do anything.
return MOVEUP_NULL;

*/

*/

}

Figure 2: The moveup_op propagation helper

other operations of the same class. Separable and nonseparable operations are considered unequal. The comparison is done via rtx_equal_p.
2.3

Code motion stage

When the av set is calculated, the scheduler chooses the
best element of the set (either an instruction or an RHS)
for moving into the current group. The task of choosing
the best operation from the av set is orthogonal to the
rest of the scheduler, and it is driven by implementationdependent heuristics, so it is covered in the next section. Here we assume that the best operation best_op
is chosen and now the task of the code motion stage is
to actually move it up in the parallel group. An important point to note is that register liveness information
is needed to be able to choose an instruction. An instruction can be unavailable for scheduling because certain registers are live on the code motion paths of this
instruction. Thus, the liveness information should be
computed and updated analogously to the av sets data
(forming lv sets).
The code motion process is driven by the move_op routine. It traverses the DAG starting at the group boundaries in search of the original operations (from which
best_op could be derived). Let’s assume first that
we have not performed any transformations, then it’s
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//current scheduling point
//best_op: z = b + c

//current scheduling point
z = b + c;

//current scheduling point
z = b + c;

if (...) {
a = b;
} else {
a = c;

if (...) {
a = b;
} else {
a = c;
//bookkeeping copy
z = b + c;
}
//found and deleted:
//z = b + c;

if (...) {
a = b;
} else {
a = c;
//found and deleted:
//z = b + c;
}

}
z = b + c;
(a) Before the traversal

(b) After traversing ‘then’ path

(c) After traversing ‘then’ and ‘else’ paths

Figure 3: Creating bookkeeping code
enough to search just for best_op. When the operation is found, it is deleted from its original place
and moved to the parallel group. When register renaming is used, the operation is replaved with a copy
old_dest=new_dest. Then the routine backtracks
and continues the traversal.
When backtracking along the already traversed code
motion path, bookkeeping copies of best_op are inserted on edges that join the current moving path from
outside. All predecessors of a join point should be in
the same region as the join point itself, so that bookkeeping copies will be definitely scheduled later. When
the traversal explores other code motion path and sees
already created bookkeeping copy, it is recognized as
original operation and deleted in the same way (see Figure 3). This allows creating only necessary bookkeeping
code.
The process is more complicated when additional transformations are performed. It is not enough to search for
the best_op because it could be changed by a transformation (e.g. substitution or speculation). Hence, we
should “untransform” best_op when traversing to reproduce its original form and add the resulting operation
to the set of operations we’re searching for. Back to our
previous example, when x+z is the best operation and
we’re traversing through y=z, we don’t know whether
this operation was moved up earlier as x+y (through
substitution) or as x+z (unchanged), thus we should
search for both forms below the copy.
To reduce the number of operations we should search
for, the set of these operations is intersected with the av
sets saved in basic blocks. This is possible because the
available operations which can be found below a DDG
node should be in its av set. Also, during backtracking the current form of the best_op at the node being

traversed should always be retained to allow correct creation of bookkeeping code.
2.4

Software pipelining

Selective scheduling supports software pipelining of innermost loops via manipulating fences. When a loop
region is being scheduled, current set of fences represent “dynamic” backedges in the sense that code motion
through those fences is not allowed. Therefore, at any
time a scheduling region is actually acyclic. Moreover,
each time a fence is advanced, a new edge in the region
becomes the backedge, so that code motion through the
edge that was previosly a backedge is now allowed (see
Figure 4, where current backedges are shown in red).

load'
load

load

mul

mul

mul

load

store

store

store

fences

Figure 4: Software pipelining in the scheduler
The actual pipelining happens when an instruction is
being moved up along the real backedge of the loop.
The bookkeeping copy of the moved instruction is created before the loop header, forming the prologue of
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the pipelined loop (on the figure, the pipelined load is
shown in blue, and its bookkeeping copy in the prologue is shown in brown). Analogously, the epilogue
is created when a conditional jump to the beginning of
the loop is being moved up, and bookkeeping copies are
created on both targets of this jump. However, moving
jumps with creation of bookkeeping copies is currently
not supported.

3

Implementation highlights

In this section we discuss the most interesting parts of
the scheduler implementation. For each part, we explain
the way it was implemented, why we chose this way, and
which scheduler features need this part to work. We start
with describing basic data structures of the scheduler.
Then we follow with initialization mechanism of this
data for the new instructions, basic blocks, and regions
coming to the scheduler. We describe handling dependencies via the dependence analyzer, supporting multiple fences, implementing register renaming, instruction
transformations, and software pipelining. We finish with
discussing support of target-dependent part of the scheduler, i.e. using the DFA interface and scheduler hooks to
choose the best instruction and to ensure the correctness
of the resulting schedule.
3.1

The basic data structures

There are four types of data in the scheduler: per-region,
per-basic block, per-instruction, and per-operation data.
The per-region data is being worked with analogously
to the Haifa scheduler, as we reuse the same code for
region recognition except when pipelining outer loops.
The per-basic block and per-instruction data in GCC is
stored in vectors indexed by corresponding uids.
An instruction together with its data is represented to
the scheduler as a virtual instruction, or vinsn. A vinsn
holds all the information that can be derived from the
insn pattern only, i.e. it is not flow-sensitive. This includes:
• Whether an instruction can be cloned or not (if not,
we cannot create bookkeeping copies for such an
instruction. Examples of such instructions are calls
and assembly statements.),

• Whether an instruction can be separated on a lefthand side and a right-hand side expressions, and
those expressions themselves, if it can,
• Sets of registers used, set, or clobbered by this instruction. The sets are needed for checking liveness restrictions on a destination register when an
operation is being selected, and updating liveness
information after code motion.
A vinsn type also serves as a smart container for the
flow-insensitive information. This information changes
only when an operation is transformed while being
propagated through the flowgraph, so it is desirable to
allow sharing of vinsns to reduce memory footprint of
the scheduler. The container supports this via lazy copying of vinsn data on request, when the operation is being
changed, and attaches the same vinsn to another operation otherwise.
An operation is an element of an availability set, so it
describes a single scheduling entity as viewed by the
algorithm. An operation is represented as a vinsn together with the flow-sensitive information, i.e. the data
that describes this vinsn during the propagation process.
It should be noted that the initial per-insn data is actually
the operation initialized for the original position of the
insn in the scheduling region. This data is mainly used
to prioritize operations to be able to select the best one
for scheduling.
3.2

Initializing new insns and basic blocks

When scheduling, new instructions can be created explicitly as bookkeeping copies. These are immediately
initialized. However, new instructions and basic blocks
could also be created implicitly as a result of modifying control flow.2 For basic blocks, we provide specific
implementation of the create_basic_block hook,
which records created blocks in a local vector. Similarly, we add an RTL hook that is called whenever an
insn is being emitted. The hook records new instructions in another local vector.
Finally, we provide a number of wrappers for the control flow API functions, e.g. for redirect_edge,
split_block, and some others. A typical wrapper
2 This is not a problem for the cfglayout mode.

be able to schedule jumps.

We don’t use it to
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calls the original function, then it adds the recorded
blocks to the current region. In the very end, the new
instructions are initialized. This is because instruction
initialization procedures require the consistent control
flow to work.
3.3

Handling data dependencies

Handling dependencies in the selective scheduler is
more complicated than in the Haifa scheduler. This is
due to several reasons. First, it is important to know
which part of an insn has caused the dependence; we
can overcome some of dependencies with renaming and
substitution. Second, it is hard to deduce correct dependencies of a bookkeeping copy from the original instruction. For example, the source insn is dependent on certain conditional jumps in the source code, but the copy
will depend only on some of them, and those also vary
between different fences. Third, insn dependencies may
change due to transformations, such as substitution or
renaming. We have decided to support on-the-fly mechanism of calculating dependencies, in other words, make
them “dynamic” instead of “static.” The mechanism
consists of two parts: managing dependence contexts
and adding hooks to the dependence analyzer.
A dependence context describes the state of dependencies during analysis (declared as struct deps).
When processing an insn, the analyzer will find dependencies between this insn and the insns recorded in the
current dependence context. For the Haifa scheduler,
a dependence context always contains all insns starting
from a region head up to the current insn. In the selective scheduler, we use dependence contexts for various
purposes.
Before scheduling a region, we run initial dependence
analysis pass that has the same dependence context as
the Haifa scheduler. This is used for initializing various flags such as SCHED_GROUP_P or CANT_MOVE.
During the computation stage, a dependence context has
only one instruction through which we propagate an operation in the moveup_op routine. When the best insn
is being chosen for scheduling, a dependence context is
used to check whether all input data for an operation is
ready, i.e. all producers are done. For that purpose, we
maintain a separate dependence context for each fence,
which includes all instructions that were scheduled on
this fence.

During the above tasks, we require the analyzer to
perform different actions.3
For this purpose, we
have added a number of callbacks to the dependence
analyzer, namely {start, finish}_{insn, lhs,
rhs}, note_reg_{set, use, clobber}, and
note_dep, note_mem_dep. These hooks are
called by the analyzer when corresponding events are
happened and perform some user-defined actions. For
example, in moveup_op we record the insn part upon
which the operation depends. When checking all the
producers of an operation, we calculate the earliest cycle on which the operation could be scheduled.
The price of the flexibility of this on-the-fly analysis
is that the user code should implement caching of dependence queries by itself. Without this, compile time
spent in the dependence analysis is unacceptable. We
are working on the caching mechanism, but do not yet
have any numbers.
3.4

Supporting multiple fences

For the selective scheduler, supporting multiple fences
means supporting multiple scheduling states at the same
time. This task mainly boils down to localizing in the
fence structure some previously global variables and
flags. This includes the DFA state, state_t, and
the dependence context; current cycle, number of insns
scheduled on this cycle, last scheduled insn, did we have
a stall, etc.
However, this is not enough from the target point of
view. Previously, a target could assume that the scheduler has a unique state which could be saved for the
sake of scheduler hooks implementation. E.g., the IA64 backend saves last scheduled insn and the DFA state
to be able to place stop bits. With the new scheduler,
this tecnique does not work. To solve this problem, we
have introduced a concept of a target context.
A target context is used to localize all the variables that
are needed internally by the target. From the scheduler point of view, a target context is an opaque type,
represented as a void* pointer. The scheduler implements a number of API functions to manipulate target
contexts. These functions are mainly wrappers of corresponding targetm.sched hooks, which should be
implemented by the target to handle needed variables.
No hooks are needed if the target doesn’t want to save
any bits of the scheduler state.
3 The

default action of the analyzer is creating dependence lists.
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3.5

Implementing register renaming

Register renaming applies only to separable operations. The difference in scheduling between separable
and non-separable operations begins in the propagation
stage. When an operation is being scheduled as an RHS,
we discard all non-RHS dependencies, i.e. anti and output dependencies. (We may try some transformations
to eliminate the remaining RHS dependencies, e.g. via
substitution.)
On the choosing stage, we calculate the set of available
target registers for each operation from the resulting av
set. This requires to mark as used all registers that are
live on all code motion paths to originators of an operation. To determine these paths, we need to perform the
recursive search similar to that of the code motion routine. During this search, we also check for registers that
are live on exits from the current region and on targets
of conditional branches that do not lie on code motion
paths. All these registers cannot be used as a target register for a given operation because of overlapping live
ranges.
Additionally, we need to take into account all registers that are unavailable due to target-dependent considerations. A list of these conditions is taken from
regrename.c and is roughly as follows:
• A register’s class and mode should be compatible
with all uses of original register;
• A register is neither a leaf register in a leaf function, nor a call saved register, nor a frame pointer;
• A register is set in the regs_ever_live array.
We plan to support using call-saved registers in the
future, so this restriction could be lifted.

pressure resulting from this, which is to be done in the
future. As a result, we do not run selective scheduling
before reload by default.
3.6

As noted above, additional instruction transformations
could be implemented to eliminate more dependencies
when scheduling. Currently, we have implemented forward substitution and speculation support. Both transformations follow the same scheme.
When propagating a separable operation through an
insn, we consider RHS dependencies of the operation.
If those are eligible for the transformation, we perform
it and update the operation. Currently, the default dependence hooks for the selective scheduler will record the
single dependence with the merged status of all dependencies found.4 This behavior can be changed to record
all the data if needed.
When searching for original operations during code motion, we have to perform the reverse transformation to
be able to find original operations. As we don’t memorize the exact pattern of the original transformation,
“untransforming” an operation could yield multiple results. For example, unsubstituting y=x+x through z=x
results in four possible combinations. Similarly, when
a control speculative load is being propagated back
through a jump, unspeculation results in both regular
load and control speculative load. The resulting set of
untransformed operation is also filtered through recog
to leave only valid insns. When the original operation
will be found, the correct form of the resulting set will
be used during backtracking to create required bookkeeping copies.
3.7

Among available registers, we prefer one of the original
registers, or the oldest one that was previously used for
renaming. The last restriction to be checked is that the
resulting instruction should be recognizable.
When scheduling before reload, all liveness restrictions
are checked in the same way. Some of the unavailable
register checks are performed too, for the sake of hard
registers that are already introduced. For pseudo registers, we can always generate the new target register
for an operation. Currently we do not control register

Implementing insn transformations

Implementing software pipelining

As noted in Section 2.4, support for software pipelining
of innermost loops is provided via manipulating fences.
From the implementation point of view, this is taken
care of by an iterator used for traversing a scheduling
region. The iterator is called FOR_EACH_SUCC, and
its task is to enumerate all successors of an insn. The
successors are considered valid depending on the flags
4 I.e.,

when several dependencies are found between the operation and the insn, the resulting status will reflect the “hardest” dependence.
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passed to the iterator. For example, SUCCS_NORMAL
will return all successors belonging to the current region, SUCCS_ALL will not filter any successors, etc.
When pipelining, successors reached through a back
edge are considered valid; otherwise, they are filtered
out and will not be returned for a normal traversal.
A prologue is formed by bookkeeping copies created
when an insn is being propagated through a loop header.
As noted earlier, bookkeeping insns should be scheduled
and thus should be placed in the same region. For this
purpose, a preheader block is created as a placeholder
for these insns. This ensures that new insns will end up
in the current region. However, we will not schedule
them during the first pass over the region, because there
is no way to reach these instructions. Moreover, when
multiple fences exist during pipelining, we may end up
with unscheduled bookkeeping code in the middle of the
loop. To solve this problem, we run the second pass that
schedules all previously unvisited basic blocks of the region.
With pipelining, an instruction could be scheduled more
than once. To ensure that pipelining process will terminate, we prefer instructions that were scheduled less
times when choosing. However, as we also check that
all input data for an instruction should be ready, this is
not enough. For example, a producer could be pipelined
on each scheduling iteration, forcing the consumer to be
unavailable for scheduling. This problem does not exist
in the original approach, as it assumes that all instructions have the latency of one. In our case, we just limit
the number of times an instruction could be pipelined.
For pipelining of outer loops, two things are changed in
the basic approach. First, scheduling regions are formed
from loop nests produced by the loop optimizer. The
regions are created starting from the innermost loop. A
loop region consists of the loop preheader created by
the loop optimizer and the loop body excluding all basic
blocks belonging to its inner loops. After scheduling the
loop, its preheader is moved to the region corresponding to its outer loops, so that the prologue code will be
scheduled together with the outer loop code. When loop
latches are shared, i.e. the latch of the outer loop also
belongs to the inner loop, it is also moved to the outer
loop region.
When pipelining an outer loop region, the inner loop
body (which is already scheduled) is treated like a bar-

rier, i.e. no code motion is possible through it.5 The
FOR_EACH_SUCC iterator is changed to let the scheduler to reach the blocks of the outer loop that are below
the inner loop. For this purpose, when a fence is about to
move to the inner loop, which is normally not allowed as
this would be another region, we detect this and return
inner loop exits as actual successors for this fence.
To be able to use the loop optimizer API, we should
work harder to preserve consistent loop structures in
the cfgrtl mode. As we don’t change much of the control flow, but merely query loop properties, this requires
relatively small adjustments to the loop optimizer (for
example, ensuring that a loop preheader edge is a fallthrough edge) and some support inside the control flow
wrappers implemented in the scheduler, namely updating a latch and a header.
3.8

Target-specific details

The target-dependent part of the scheduler is the choosing stage, when we select the best instruction for
scheduling and the best target register for this instruction
(when register renaming is active). The latter problem
is covered in Section 3.5. As for the choosing mechanisms, we reuse three existing features of GCC: instruction priorities, DFA lookahead scheduling, and scheduler hooks.
Instruction priorities are calculated on the initialization
phase of the scheduler, when the first pass of the dependence analysis is performed, using the code from the
Haifa scheduler. When scheduling, instructions from an
availability set are sorted using the code similar to the
rank_for_schedule function. We consider a number of sorting criteria besides priotities, namely the spec
attribute,6 the number of times an instruction was scheduled, and SCHED_GROUP_P bits.
After sorting, a ready list is formed from the available
instructions, and the list is passed to the DFA lookahead engine (i.e., max_issue function) and then to
the scheduler hooks from the targetm.sched structure. The lookahead engine tries to choose such an instruction that: a) issuing it will then allow issuing as
5 The

original approach suggests treating an inner loop body as a
super instruction, but we think it isn’t worth the trouble. Nevertheless, this could be implemented in the future.
6 The spec attribute equals to the number of conditional jumps,
which are traversed by an operation, such as the operation is unavailable on some of the targets of this jump.
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many instructions as possible, and b) issuing it will allow issuing the instruction with the highest priority on
the current cycle. It does so by checking resource restrictions and pipeline hazards using the finite state automaton built from the functional units description of
the target [Makarov03].
The scheduler hooks are used by the target to change the
sorting order and the lookahead engine behavior. Sometimes, as on IA-64, calling hooks are required to get the
correct schedule. The hooks should be compatible with
both schedulers, so we call them at exactly the same moments during scheduling as the Haifa scheduler does.
However, as we construct the ready list from the final av
set, which actually contains operations instead of insns,
the target is unable to change any of the insn parameters
by looking at the ready list (for example, the PowerPC
backend tries to modify instruction priorities). We plan
to support this in the future.
The last thing to note is that the target is able to make
use of the support for multiple scheduling points by implementing its own target context type, as described in
Section 3.4. Any global variables that keep bits of the
scheduler state should be localized in this context.

4

Current results

At the moment of this writing, we have implemented
all the basic functionality of the selective scheduler.
The basic framework supports register renaming, forward substitution, control and data speculation, pipelining of innermost loops, and pipelining of loop nests.
The scheduler bootstraps on ia64 and powerpc (we only
check c, c++, and fortran). The implementation
is available on the sel-sched branch in the GCC SVN
repository since January 2007. By default, the selective
scheduler works as the second scheduling pass.
All results posted below are for HP rx6000 Itanium 2
servers. We didn’t do any performance tuning on other
platforms. Alexander Kirnasov from Samsung tested
the new scheduler on a private 4.2-based branch on the
Cell architecture and got up to 6-7% speedups on tests
with a complex control flow [Kirnasov07]. He has utilized bigger scheduling regions (via extend_rgns) and
bigger scheduling windows (up to 256 insns) than default.

4.1

Initial performance tuning

At the end of 2006 we have started to work on performance tuning of the scheduler. This work is done on
the Itanium architecture. As a result, we have made a
number of tweaks both to the IA-64 backend and to the
scheduler itself. The backend fixes include alignment
changes, better placement of stop bits, and memory dependence tweaks.
The default function alignment for IA-64 is now set to
64 bytes, and the default loop alignment is 32 bytes.
This is consistent with the values used by the Intel compiler. The function alignment equals to the icache line
size, and the loop alignment ensures that the processor
frontend can deliver two bundles per cycle to the backend. Additional care should be taken of the loop branch
label, which holds the alignment, to stay with the loop.
When an extra block is created for the prologue code,
this property doesn’t hold anymore, and this is one of
the reasons for us to force a loop preheader edge to be
fallthrough.
It is desirable to place a stop bit after every cycle to
avoid excessive stalls. This is because when any of the
instruction’s inputs are not ready, the whole instruction
group will stall until the latest data will be available.
This early placement is especially dangerous for an FP
code with lots of long latencies, and this is what the Intel compiler does. We have implemented this feature via
fixing the dfa_new_cycle hook and the final placement of stop bits.
With memory dependence tweaks we’ve tried to reflect the Itanium hardware better. For floating-point
loads/stores, we consider all may-aliased memory dependencies to have a zero cost, and we increase the cost
of a must-aliased dependency. We are also trying to
limit the number of memory operations in an instruction
group.
As for the scheduler improvements, these include numerous bugfixes and tweaks to the choosing heuristics.
The big change is rescheduling the code of pipelined
loops with disabled pipelining. This is motivated by a
situation when pipelined instructions, which are moved
from the beginning to the end of the loop, leave “holes”
in the schedule. These holes can be potentially filled
with the other instructions. However, the pipelined part
of the loop will not change during this process.
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-O2, pipelining, no spec

-O2, pipelining, control spec

Benchmark
Whetstone
Tfftdp
Sim
Shuffle
Linpackc
Heapsort – High MIPS
Low MIPS
Dhrystone 1.1
Dhrystone 2.1a
c4 : Fhourstones 1.0
Black Jack
Nsieve – High MIPS
Low MIPS
FFT size=1000000
FLOPS – MFLOPS(1)
MFLOPS (2)
MFLOPS (3)
MFLOPS (4)
Hanoi: 29 disks
Fibonacci
30 Queens
MatMult – normal
temporary variable in loop
unrolled inner loop. factor of 4
pointers used to access matrices
transposed b matrix
interchanged inner loops
blocking. factor of 4
4x4 subarray (from T. Maeno)
4x4 subarray (from D. Warner)
Robert’s algorithm
Scimark
FFT
SOR
Monte Carlo
Sparse Matmult
LU
Blowfish – set_key
raw ecb
cbc

Speedup, %

Code size, %

Speedup, %

Code size, %

–4.11
1.89
1.73
1.00
5.00
0.00
0.69
–0.28
–0.09
–0.07
0.70
16.46
4.49
2.84
9.69
10.92
13.37
21.02
1.71
–6.77
22.58
–2.90
–2.94
3.85
5.41
–1.39
0.00
–12.18
3.28
14.29
1.37
1.01
4.89
–0.07
1.26
1.67
0.08
–0.01
0.02
0.44

1.67
6.22
4.57
1.20
1.31
1.17

–3.47
2.00
–0.03
0.70
1.52
1.43
–2.07
–1.84
–2.27
1.02
0.70
17.08
4.25
segfault
12.36
10.91
13.35
21.01
3.43
–6.94
–101.78
11.59
11.76
19.23
10.81
1.39
1.61
–12.90
–3.28
3.57
1.39
3.06
6.16
3.74
1.28
3.60
0.34
0.75
0.74
1.20

1.67
7.33
3.20
1.51
4.28
1.96

2.40
1.76
1.77
0.66
1.01
4.99
2.74

0.00
0.00
0.72
7.51

3.24

3.83

2.38
1.31
–0.85
0.57
0.33
–2.71
–7.73

–0.60
0.00
1.53
20.42

3.96

3.52

Table 1: Results on aburto benchmarks, compared to the Haifa scheduler. Speedups and code size changes are
shown. The scheduling window is set to 64 instructions.
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4.2

Testing on small programs

We have started the tuning process using the wellknown benchmark package compiled by Alfred Aburto
[AburtoBenchmarks]. Current results can be found in
Table 1. The biggest speedups on these tests can be attributed to the pipelining of innermost loops, and sometimes, as in nsieve, of outermost loops. Even when
no pipelining happens in the outer loop, the prologue of
the inner loop is scheduled together with the rest of the
outer loop code, which allows to shave off some cycles.
When control speculation is enabled, we can pipeline
loads, which are exception-risky instructions. This
increases speedups for matmult, scimark, and
flops, while overspeculating for linpack and
queens. We are working on further performance analysis of the control speculation support.
It should be noted that on small testcases we’ve seen a
lot of local fluctuations in performance. These are partly
fixed by the backend changes described above, especially alignment adjustments and memory dependence
tweaks. The other problem is cache conflicts, which are
not modeled by the scheduler. To fix this, we can enable
prefetching loop arrays by default on Itanium, starting
at -O2.
4.3

Testing on SPEC CPU2000

We have been looking on the SPEC CPU2000 performance since February 2007. Current results can be
found in Table 2. As with the small benchmarks, most
speedups are because of the combination of pipelining,
renaming, and control speculation. The backend tweaks
are helpful mainly to the floating-point code with its
long latencies, while the SPEC INT part does not change
significantly.
The perl slowdown is due to the linker relaxation done
when optimizing references to global variables. We are
placing stop bits between loads of addresses of global
variables, which get removed by the linker, but stop
bits are left intact. The proper solution to this problem
will be to remove useless stop bits during the relaxation
[Wilson07].

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a project on implementing
an aggressive interblock instruction scheduler for GCC.

The project goal is to design and implement a scheduling framework that can be easily extended to support
a number of instruction transformations, such as register renaming, forward substitution, instruction mutation.
Implementing those transformations improves scheduling for modern architectures such as IA-64 and Cell.
The basic parts of the scheduler infrastructure are now
implemented and can be found at the sel-sched branch in
the GCC repository. The branch bootstraps with c, c++,
and fortran enabled on ia64 and powerpc. We are
currently working on performance tuning for Itanium.
Our first results show that the pipelining, speculation,
and renaming are beneficial for the floating-point code.
We aim to prepare the scheduler for inclusion into GCC
4.4 near the end of 2007. For this purpose, we will continue to work on performance tuning and compile time
improvements. Other change that will be needed is using the dataflow engine for updating register liveness information.
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Abstract
Program slicing is a program analysis technique initially
introduced to assist debugging, based on the observation
that programmers mentally form program slices when
they debug and understand programs. Namely, only
those statements need to be investigated that actually
influenced the erroneous value, and eventually, these
statements constitute the backward dynamic program
slice. An efficient algorithm to compute such slices
has been implemented in the GCC/GDB environment,
which adds a new slice command to retrieve the slice
for a given program entity. In this paper, a background
on program slicing is given, followed by the details of
implementation. The dependences are computed after
‘gimplification’ in GCC, while STABS format is used
to transfer them to GDB. The initial experimental results
are presented as well.

1

Introduction

Debugging is a methodical process of finding and removing failures in a computer program. One of the most
difficult steps in this process is isolating the source of
the bug after a failure has been observed. The symptoms of a bug hardly ever bear any clues about the actual source of the problem. So, locating the cause of
a bug is a cumbersome task for programmers. Unfortunately, most modern debugging tools do not provide
any sophisticated means to aid this process. Generally,
a simple “step-by-step” or maybe a “binary search” approach is applied for this task. Although it has some
nice features in this respect (like reverse execution), the
situation is similar with the GDB debugger as well.

In the scientific world, however, this issue has been extensively researched during the past decades. Remarkable results have been reported within the program slicing community, for example. Program slicing is an analysis technique for extracting parts of a program which
represent a specific sub-computation of interest. It has
been originally introduced by Weiser [13] to assist debugging, in which case a set of program points is sought
which affects the variables of interest at a chosen program point, called the slicing criterion. The reduced
program is called a slice. This definition is more precisely referred to as backward slice, since it associates a
slicing criterion with a set of program locations whose
earlier execution affected the value computed at the criterion (as opposed to forward slice, which is a set of
locations that are affected by the criterion). Slicing can
be categorized as static or dynamic. In static slicing,
the input to the program is unknown and the slice must
therefore preserve meaning for all possible inputs. By
contrast, in dynamic slicing, the input to the program is
known, and so the slice needs only preserve meaning for
the input under consideration. Hence, by using backward dynamic slicing in debugging, the program parts
which influence a program point where an error has been
manifested in a specific execution of the program can be
isolated.
One of the reasons why dynamic slicing is not yet
present in leading debuggers is the lack of efficient algorithms to perform this operation. The algorithm introduced by the authors of this article is a promising
one for this application, since it is more efficient than
the previous approaches [3, 4, 7]. We started the implementation of the algorithm in the GCC/GDB environment, currently having a fully operational version for
C programs. In this paper, we elaborate on the algo-
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rithm and the details of implementation, and give initial experimental results. These are promising, but there
is still plenty of work to be done: stabilization, testing
of other front ends and the scalability, algorithm variations and enhancements, other user features and integration into popular debugger GUIs. The source code
is accessible from our web page at http://www.
inf.u-szeged.hu/opensource/. If this feature
is welcomed by the community, an official development
branch could be created to attract further volunteer developers, and to possibly integrate it into a future official
release.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section
we first overview the dynamic slicing technique and the
method implemented. Section 3 contains all the details of implementation in GCC/GDB. In Section 4, we
overview the current status and initial experimental results, while Section 5 deals with the ongoing work in the
project.

dynamic slice includes the statements that have direct
or indirect influence on the statement in question. “Influence” can basically mean two different things: dataand control dependence [12]. Informally, data dependence means data flow to the observation point, while
control dependence is the influence on the mere execution of the dependent statement. Note, that with a different execution of the program the result may be a different set of influencing statements. For example, if the input were ha = 2i, statement number 6 could contribute
to the value of z, but in this case statement 3 could not.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

read(a)
y=0
x=1
while(a>0)
y=x
x=2
a=a-1
z=y

read(a)
y=0
x=1
while(a>0)
y=x
x=2
a=a-1
z=y

Figure 1: An example program and a dynamic slice

2

Program slicing in debugging

One of the most frequently cited applications of the program analysis technique of slicing is program debugging. A backward program slice of a program consists
of all statements and predicates that might affect the
variables in a set V at a program point p [13]. A slice
may be an executable program or merely a subset of the
program code. In the first case, the reduced program
may be executed, and its behavior with respect to a variable v and a program point p is the same as that of the
original program. In this paper, we are concerned with
using slicing methods in program debugging. During
debugging we generally investigate the program behavior under the test case that revealed the error, not under
any generic test case. Therefore, dynamic slicing methods are more appropriate for this task than static ones.
We are not interested in executable slices either.
By using dynamic slices, certain statements can be ignored in the process of localizing a bug. For example,
consider the program in Figure 1. If it is run with input
ha=1i and an erroneous value of z is detected at line
8, a backward dynamic slice can help narrow the possible causes for this error. Namely, only the shaded statements contributed to the value in question, and these will
eventually constitute the backward dynamic slice.1 A
1 The reader may notice that the error could have also been caused

Dynamic slices are computed with respect to the dynamic slicing criterion, which is (x, i j ,V ), where x is
the program input, i is the statement number where the
error is manifested at execution step j, and V is a set of
variables which have faulty values at i [3]. In the previous example, the slicing criterion was (ha = 1i, 89 , {z}).
2Step j is required since different slices can be obtained
for the same statement at different occurrences during
the execution (for example, the slices for y at statement
5 are different in different iterations of the loop). As a
concrete scenario in a debugging session, the programmer sets a breakpoint at the slicing criterion (the point
where the error has been manifested) and executes the
program. By computing the backward dynamic slice
at the breakpoint, a set of influencing statements is attained, which can be of great help in localizing the bug.
Various approaches have been proposed to compute dynamic slices, e.g. [2, 3, 8, 9]. In previous work, we
elaborated on different algorithms for this task, which
significantly differ from previous approaches [3, 4, 7].
We use specialized data structures based on program dependences, which enable different usage scenarios with
optimal space and/or time requirements, instead of having a common program representation as the previous
by a bug in statement number 7, but it is not part of the dynamic slice
according to the original definition. This issue is addressed by the
so-called relevant slices [7], which we plan to deal with in the future.
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approaches suggested (cf. the Dynamic Dependence
Graph by Agrawal and Horgan [2]). For the purpose of
debugging two strategies are possible. One may compute the backward dynamic slice of interest by tracking
back the dependences starting from the criterion (called
the demand driven approach), but we can also globally
compute all occurring dependences (and slices) in a forward fashion as the execution of the program advances
(global method) [3]. In the current work we apply the
global method, but the demand driven algorithm could
also be tried to compare its efficiency attributes (this is
planned in the near future). In the following, we will
overview this algorithm on a principal level, while in the
next section we will deal with concrete implementation
issues in the GCC/GDB environment.
The algorithm operates on two data sets: the execution history (list of statements executed for the run under consideration) and the concise static representation
of the program. It processes the execution history in a
forward way (i.e., after each executed statement certain
required calculation is done) to follow dynamic dependences. The static representation of the program needed
by the slicing algorithms is called the D/U program representation. It captures local definition-use relationships
between the variable occurrences within each statement.
For the time being we will assume that each statement
defines one variable and uses zero or more variables.
A statement of a program has the following D/U representation:
i. di : Ui ,
where i is a statement serial number. The defined variable at the ith statement is d(i) = di , while U(i) = Ui
is used to denote the use set that is utilized for computing the value of di . A useful property of our approach
is that by using the same D/U representation, we are
able to capture not only the data dependences but the
control dependences as well, which significantly simplifies the algorithm. Namely, each di defined and uk ∈ Ui
used variable can have a special meaning that we call a
predicate variable. Predicate variables are virtual variables that are not part of the program, but are generated for each predicate instruction in the program (these
are the conditional branching instructions like ‘if’ and
‘for’). Predicate instructions determine the control dependences among the statements, and we can treat the
corresponding predicate variables as regular variables
that can serve both as defined and used ones. More precisely, if statement i is a predicate instruction, a generated predicate variable pi will be the defined variable at

i, d(i) = pi . Furthermore, for any statements i0 its use
set U(i0 ) will be extended with a corresponding predicate variable for each predicate instruction on which i0
is directly control dependent. Our example has the D/U
representation as follows:
i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

read(a)
y=0
x=1
while(a>0)
y=x
x=2
a=a-1
z=y

d:U
a : 0/
y : 0/
x : 0/
p : {a}
y : {x, p}
x : {p}
a : {a, p}
z : {y}

The conceptual algorithm is shown in Figure 2, where
LS(v) denotes the statement number at which variable v
has been last defined.
program
input:
output:

GlobalAlgorithm(P, x)
P : a program
x : a program input
backward slices for all (x, i j ,U(i))
criteria

begin
1 Read execution history
2 for j = 1 to steps executed
3
i := statement at the jth step
4
DynDep(d(i)) :=

S
uk ∈U(i) DynDep(uk ) ∪ {LS(uk )}
5
LS(d(i)) := i
6
Output DynDep(d(i)) as the backward
dynamic slice for crit. (x, i j ,U(i))
endfor
end
Figure 2: Global algorithm for backward dynamic slices

In essence, the algorithm computes the dynamic slice
for a given variable defined at the current execution
step (DynDep(d(i))) based on the previously computed dynamic slices for variables used at that point
(DynDep(uk )). The statements at which the used variables have been defined last are also added to the resulting slice set. The LS point for the defined variable is
naturally set after the slice has been computed, for we
are interested in the previously existing dependences at
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the actual step. If the algorithm reaches a breakpoint at
some j (or the end of the execution) the actual slices for
all defined variables are instantly available. More details
on the algorithm can be found in the cited works.
The algorithm requires different extensions in order to
be applied to a real programming language and environment. In the current version, the GCC/GDB implementation handles C, for which several issues had to be dealt
with. The most important enhancement is the handling
of data dependences that occur through different memory manipulations, like pointers and arrays. Namely, we
always track the dependences on memory locations instead of individual variables, so any kind of data access
is converted into memory addresses. Another important
issue to be solved was the handling of interprocedural
(cross-function) dependences. Some of these are more
elaborated in our previous work on dynamic slicing C
programs [4], while the concrete details regarding the
present work are found in the following section.

3

Implementation in GCC/GDB

Our implementation approach of dynamic program slicing consists of two separate phases. The first phase
collects the necessary static data for the second phase,
which needs this data to run the algorithm. This static
data is a set of D/U pairs for every single line of the
source code. Naturally, this data is collected by GCC
in the first phase (referred to as the static phase), and
then it is transferred to GDB to run the global slicing
algorithm (the dynamic phase).
The source code has to be compiled with the -O0
-gstabs -fdu-analysis flags in order to use the
dynamic program slicing algorithm in GDB. We use the
STABS debugging information format to communicate
with GDB. So, every kind of optimization should be
avoided during compilation. When GCC is executed
with the given flags, it additionally generates the D/U
information to the final assembly code. At this point,
we have all the static information in the resulting object needed by GDB. When this kind of object is loaded
in GDB, the D/U information is saved in the memory.
When the user steps through an instruction, GDB computes all the dependences which are relevant in the currently executed source line. The resulting slices are
stored in form of a set of lines in the original source
code. The overall process is shown in Figure 3.

!
"
#
$$$

Figure 3: Architecture of dynamic slicing in GCC/GDB
3.1

GCC

Our D/U analysis algorithm is implemented as a
new GCC pass. The new pass runs after gimplification, but before any optimization in pass_all_
optimizations. It is run in the middle end, and not
in the front end, in contrast with some other dynamic
program slicing tools, such as “Spyder” [1]. In GIMPLE form there is no need to parse language dependent
statements, as we should do if the algorithm was run in
the front end.

3.1.1

Obtaining the D/U information

For obtaining the D/U information the algorithm walks
through the CFG and for each GIMPLE statement a single D/U element is generated. Since a line of the source
code mostly contains several GIMPLE statements, we
need some additional processing at the end to produce
the expected results. This whole process can be divided
into the following basic steps:
• Find and store control dependences
• Find and store data dependences
• Eliminate temporary variables
• Stringify to assembly file
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Slicing in GDB debugger is supported by the
-fdump-tree-du-analysis GCC flag.

3.1.2

Control dependences

The main logic for discovering control dependences among basic blocks was borrowed from
the DCE (dead code elimination) pass. We used
calculate_dominance_info to find dominators
in the CFG using the classical algorithm by Lengauer
and Tarjan [10].
We can find all the control dependences between basic blocks with the algorithm described in [11], but
this information should appear for each D/U pair. So,
first all the control dependences between basic blocks
are discovered by using the mentioned function already
present in GCC. Later when the D/U pairs are collected
from GIMPLE, the control dependences are appended
to the D/U pairs (recall that our algorithm handles data
dependence and control dependence uniformly). Control dependence relations appear as T_PRED pseudovariablesin the list of used variables. These T_PRED
pseudo-variables are defined for each conditional statement.

3.1.3

Data dependences

The algorithm processes GIMPLE statements recursively, and specifically the following language constructs are of interest:
{VAR,PARM}_DECL nodes: In our case these are the
atomic items of the program (these are the T_NORM
variables). The temporary variables introduced by gimplification are eliminated later (see Section 3.1.4).
MODIFY_EXPR nodes: We can distinguish defined and
used variables with the help of these nodes. In a simple
case, on the left hand side of such an expression, there
is the defined variable and on the other side there are the
used variables. In real programs however, there can be
more defined variables for a single line. In GIMPLE,
these definitions appear as different statements.
{ARRAY,INDIRECT}_REF nodes: In the case of
these nodes instrumentation is necessary to help
processing D/U information within GDB (see Section 3.1.5).

{COND,SWITCH}_EXPR nodes: If we find such a tree
node in the program a T_PRED pseudo-variable is defined. The variables used to form the condition will be
the used variables of this pseudo-variable.
CALL_EXPR nodes: These nodes need special attention. We must take care of the function itself and its
arguments as well. The algorithm handles normal function calls, library function calls and function calls via
pointers in different ways. GDB can retrieve the address of functions at run time, that is why we only store
their name (like we did in the case of variables). The
only exception is function pointers. At compile time,
we do not know which function will be called at run
time. That makes the instrumentation of function pointers necessary. Under library functions we mean precompiled functions, for which we cannot produce the D/U
representation because they are not available. The only
thing we can do is to make all the arguments of the function data dependent on each other. This is needed only
when there is at least one argument passed by address.
For each argument a T_ARG variable is generated, or
T_ARG_FP for function pointer arguments.
COMPONENT_REF nodes: Our algorithm handles complex data structures in a conservative way. If one member of a structure is defined, the whole structure is defined and we stop recursion here.
RETURN_EXPR nodes: We define T_RET variables in
the case of these tree nodes. These variables are needed
to make the algorithm interprocedural.
3.1.4

Temporary variables

In GIMPLE, all expressions are in 3-address form. We
should take care of the temporary variables holding intermediate values. This kind of variables should not appear in the output of our algorithm, that is why we have
to eliminate them after we collected all the necessary information from the GIMPLE representation. The elimination is done by a simple recursive substitution of the
used variables. We replace every occurrence of a temporary variable in all the used lists with its definition,
starting with the first D/U pair.
3.1.5

Instrumentation

This is the only part of our algorithm which modifies the
original code (additional instructions are inserted and
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new variables are declared). The algorithm handles every element of a program in a general way. Namely,
everything is treated as an address in the memory [4].
This will simplify the algorithm in GDB, since it will
work always on addresses regardless of whether the dependences are to be computed between scalar variables,
pointers, pointer dereferences, or whatever.
Generally, instrumentation is done at all points where a
pointer or a pointer with an offset is dereferenced in the
code (this includes any combination of pointer dereference, array indexing, field access and pointer arithmetic). If this offset is formed using a complex expression the whole expression (as a name) will be handled
the same way as if it were an ordinary variable in the
D/U representation. So we declare a new variable in
these cases and store the result of this complex expression into it. GDB will then simply need to look up the
address of this variable to find out the address of the
complex expression involving memory accesses.
3.2

GCC/GDB communication interface

The communication interface between GCC and GDB
is the object file itself, for which we used the STABS
debugging information format. For each line the textual
representation of the D/U pairs is written before the line
number symbol. Figure 4 shows the grammar which defines the syntactical structure of our textual D/U representation.
dulist : duelem+
duelem : ’(’ duvar ’,’
duvar+ ’)’
duvar : durole ’:’
dutype ’:’
duid
durole : R_DEF | R_USE
dutype : T_NORM | T_PRED
| T_ENTRY | T_RET
| T_DEREF | T_DEREF_FP
| T_ARG | T_ARG_FP
| T_OUT
duid
: [_0-9A-Za-z]+

Figure 4: Simple grammar for textual D/U representation

Each D/U pair is between brackets to support multiple
D/U pairs per line. Each D/U pair consists of a defined variable and one or more used variables, and the

variables are separated by commas. The defined variable is always the first, and must be present. Each variable has different fields separated by colons, depending on the variable’s type, but the first two fields are
always present. The first field defines the variable’s role
(R_DEF or R_USE), while the second field defines the
variable’s type. These types are described in detail in
Section 3.3.3.
Each type has different characteristics and has different kinds of identifier fields. For example, the identifier field is a character string (name of a variable or
function) in case of T_NORM or T_RET variables, while
T_PRED pseudo-variables have their basic block index
as the identifier field.
3.3

GDB

In the case of debugging a program compiled with -O0
-gstabs -fdu-analysis, GDB reads the D/U information immediately when loading the object file. We
modified the step command to process the D/U information for the actual source line. So, when the user
is debugging a program and calls the modified step
command, the algorithm processes the D/U information.
This is done after the actual line of the program code
has been executed. After that, when the program execution is stopped, the user can obtain the dynamic program
slices by a new command, called slice. Since we implemented the global algorithm overviewed in Section 2,
all dynamic dependence sets are available and current.
Running the program in the traditional way is not possible because GDB does not know anything about the program when it is executed (with run, step or next the
D/U information would not be processed). Instead, in
our implementation of run we step over each instruction (or at least the code examined) using our modified
step command.

3.3.1

Reading in the D/U information

Since we have chosen the STABS format, reading in
the GCC generated D/U debug symbols is done by the
STABS reader, which has been extended to handle our
new STABS type, called N_DUANAL. GDB immediately reads all debug symbols when an object file is
read, so the D/U information is available when the debug session begins. All D/U information is stored in
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a hashtable using the duanal structure. It contains a
file_id which is the string hash of the source file’s
name where the given symbol resides. An int for the
source_line is enough, and we store the D/U itself
in a char *. The file_id and the source_line
make the D/U unique for later identification. When an
object is loaded, the source file names are added to a
hashtable, called source_files. We need this structure to look up which file the D/U information belongs
to.
The textual D/U format described above is read using
some special functions. The struct called variable
contains the variable’s name, lastdef (last defined
line), its memaddr (memory address, stored as CORE_
ADDR) and its dyndep (dynamic dependence set).
name is a string and lastdef is a pointer to a dunal
item. Finally, the dyndep dependence set is a hashtable
which contains pointers to duanal items. These variables are stored in a global hashtable, called vardep.

3.3.2

Implementation of the Global algorithm

The algorithm overviewed in Section 2 is implemented
in the following way. The input of the algorithm is the
program itself, and the input of the program. Since the
program is also the input of the GDB and the inputs are
also user-given like in the case of a normal program execution, we do not have to care about these parts of the
algorithm. The execution history is also given since we
are working in a debug session. The output is the set of
backward slices of the D/U variables which are stored
in their dyndep fields. Computing the dyndep set
of a DEF variable is a set union of the USE variables’
dyndep and their lastdef. After that the DEF variable’s lastdef is set to the line (and file) which the
processed D/U info belongs to. The set union is implemented such that we simply check every element in the
USE’s set, and even if it is in the DEF’s set already, we
insert it. This can be done simply by hashtab functions from libiberty.

3.3.3

Variable types in GDB

In the following, the handling of different variable types
in GDB is described.

T_NORM: There is nothing to do with a normal variable.
It has its exact physical memory address during debugging, we just need to look up that address.
T_PRED: Predicate variables are pseudo-variables,
which do not exist in the code. They represent control
dependences in the program and their names are unique
(generated by GCC). Since they must not have the memory addresses of any other variables, we use a predefined
memory address which is taken from the code section
and incremented for each virtual variable. When looking up a virtual variable’s memory address we just simply look up the hashtable for it.
T_ENTRY: These are the top level predicate variables
for each function. They are handled like T_NORM variables, where the variable is the function name.
T_RET: Return type is needed to bind variables when a
function call is on the right hand side of an expression.
These are handled similarly to T_NORM.
T_DEREF: When dereferencing a pointer as mentioned
above, this GCC created variable contains the memory
address of the dereferenced expression. So all we need
to do is use this variable’s value instead of its address.
T_DEREF_FP: This type is similar to T_DEREF, with
the difference that it is used to handle function pointers.
T_ARG: An argument type is handled as a predicate
type, if it refers to a normal variable. If it refers to a
pointer, it is evaluated as a dereference type.
T_ARG_FP: This type is similiar to T_ARG. The only
difference is that the function call is achieved by a function pointer.
T_OUT: Used in the cases when the function’s return
value is not used or it doesn’t have any. The function
and its arguments will be the used variables of this kind
of pseudo-variables.

3.3.4

User commands

The most important user command is the one for obtaining slices, which is called slice. This is simply done
by looking up the given variables’ memory addresses
and searching the corresponding dependence sets in the
variable hashtable (recall that our algorithm stores globally all available slices). The command’s parameter
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could be a variable, or an expression which could be
evaluated to a memory address. The slice output consists of the last defined line and the dependent lines,
in the form source_file.c:<line>. Another important command is the modified step (in infcmd.c),
dyn-step, which does a normal step augmented
with processing the actual D/U information. Our modification is simply a lookup for the D/U information and
a call to the processing function. A similar command,
dyn-next is also available, furthermore a dyn-run
command is also implemented. (This run is different
than the original one, since GDB does not run the program actually, but applies a number of step-s automatically.)

4

Status and experiments

The current implementation consists of two patches:
one for GCC and one for GDB. None of these cause
any regression. In both cases our code is separated from
the normal program logic by a new flag and some new
internal commands.
We performed the validation of the implementation on
the projects of the CSiBE benchmark [5]. Additionally,
small examples were used to test special language elements. Currently we concentrated on purely C code, but
in the near future we will be start experimenting with
C++ as well. In general, currently we are in the middle of the stabilization process. The web page of the
project [6] contains all relevant up-to-date information
about this work.

Project
libmspack
zlib
mpgcut
flex
OpenTCP
teem
jpeg-6b
jikespg
linux-2.4
libpng
bzip2

Time inc. (%)
70.6
79.2
60.0
56.6
38.2
65.6
41.1
92.0
25.9
56.9
96.5

Size inc. (%)
52.3
58.7
47.6
15.1
24.7
41.2
58.0
35.0
39.0
50.9
49.6

Table 1: Compilation time and code size increase on
CSiBE

4.2

GDB

As mentioned earlier, running the debugged program in
a traditional way is not possible when dynamic slicing is
enabled, since repetitive step-s are performed and not
a run. Therefore we compared the normal step command with our modified dyn-step. For this we used
some test programs and recorded the execution times for
a fixed number of steps. Table 2 shows this comparison.
Project
flex
jpeg-6b
bzip2
libpng-1.2.5

100
steps
3.25
1.56
3.13
2.54

500
steps
4.28
1.98
6.496
4.28

1000
steps
15.54
2.48
36.56
15.54

Table 2: Runtime increase (percent)
4.1

GCC

The algorithm runs on CSiBE without any regression
(using compiler version GCC 4.2.0 20070221). In Table 1 some compilation time and code size measurements are shown. The increase in compilation time was
approximately 70% on most of the projects. Most of
the time was spent on GIMPLE statement decomposition and temporary variable elimination. The code size
increase was not so significant, generally at most 50%.
This increase is due to the additional debugging information generated into the object code and the new statements and variables introduced by instrumentation.

The runtime increase is caused by processing the D/U
information for the actual line stepped. The values show
the increase in percent for the given amount of steps
when running the global algorithm on the same program. It can be seen that in most cases it is very small,
under 10%. However, in the case of complex programs
this could reach more.
In our next experiment we measured the memory usage of the global algorithm. Since it maintains every
variable’s dynamic dependence set, the memory usage
can be significantly increased compared to the original
GDB. However, one must not forget that this algorithm
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is significantly more efficient in terms of memory usage compared to other existing slicing methods. We
compared memory usage by executing 1000 step and
dyn-step commands. Table 3 shows these results,
which are the increase in percentage.
Project
flex
jpeg-6b
bzip2
libpng-1.2.5

Memory usage inc. (%)
293
207
1543
196

Table 3: Memory usage increase
We have not done any optimization on our algorithms
yet, so we hope that we can improve these numbers in
the near future to make the implementation more practical.

5

Ongoing work

The basic functionality of the dynamic slicing algorithm
is implemented for C, but there still are a lot of things to
do. Here is a brief summary of the features that we are
working on or plan to implement in the near future:
• Less conservative approach when generating the
D/U representation for data structures. We should
handle dependences between the fields of data
structures instead of dependences between whole
data structures.
• Prepare for type casts while generating the D/U
representation, and the ability to handle different
addressable parts of a variable as different entities
in the D/U representation. At the moment, these
are simply ignored.
• XML output generation from GDB to help verification.
• The dyn-slice command should accept also expressions or source lines instead of only variable
names.
• Slicing support has recently been added for the
KDbg GDB front end. Adding slicing support for
other popular IDEs should be considered too.
• Other front ends should be checked and the necessary development should be made. Our next
goal is to be able to slice C++ programs too, for
which—theoretically—no significant development
is required.

• The alternative algorithm, the demand driven [3]
should be implemented too, to compare these two
different concepts and find out which is more practical in realistic situations.
• An extension to the basic algorithm called relevant
slicing should be considered as it improves the bugfinding possibilities [7].
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Abstract
We present a system of plug-ins for GCC that allows
GCC to load GIMPLE transformations at run-time. This
system reduces the support effort required for GCC by
separating transformations from the core compiler. It
also makes it possible for developers not connected with
the GCC project to develop and distribute transformations independently. We demonstrate two plug-ins we
have developed with this system, one of which reduces
the effort required to develop transformations significantly by allowing visualization of the GCC controlflow graph and the GIMPLE tree structure. We enumerate portions of the compiler that could be extracted into
plug-ins, and describe future applications of the plug-in
system.

1

Introduction

GCC is considered the reference compiler for real-world
C code. It is provided with all of the popular commercial and free Unix systems, making its availability
nearly ubiquitous. Virtually all modern C code-bases
are compatible with GCC, making it general. Finally,
some code-bases, such as the Linux source code, explicitly rely upon features of GCC in order to work properly,
making GCC’s implementation of the C language something approaching a de facto standard.
This makes GCC an attractive platform for productiongrade code transformations. Code transformations are
compilation passes that modify source code in some
way that is nonessential to its translation to machine
code. They can be used for optimization, for instrumentation, and to make cross-cutting modifications to
aspects of the code being compiled, among other applications. These transformations range from frequentlyused optimizations like function inlining to specialpurpose debugging transformations like Mudflap [2].

GCC is even more attractive for transformation development because of the GIMPLE intermediate representation [6], which provides a stable, easy-to-use API for
inspection and manipulation of intermediate code. The
use of the GIMPLE intermediate representation allows
high-level optimizations to avoid having to use the RTL
(Register Transfer Language) layer, which previously
made GCC transformation a more difficult task. Before
GIMPLE, research compilers or alternative approaches
like CIL [4] were more attractive, but these have their
own problems, particularly the necessity to maintain
compatibility with GCC.
However, the GIMPLE intermediate representation
presents its own challenges during transformation development and testing for several reasons. First, the maturity of the GCC project and the fact that many system
distributions depend on GCC to compile their system
makes it difficult to get transformations integrated into
GCC until they are very mature. Second, it may not be
desirable to include and maintain transformations that
do not have broad appeal in the core GCC distribution.
Finally, it is an unattractive proposition to have to distribute experimental transformations as patches against
a particular version of GCC and recompile the compiler
when changes are made.
To solve these problems, we developed a plug-in system similar to that used by Eclipse [5]. Our system
allows separate development and compilation of GIMPLE transformations, solving the problems listed above
and offering new features like enhanced debuggability
and better argument passing. We have already developed a variety of plug-ins using our system, and have
realized two main benefits. First, we were able to take
advantage of graphical debugging tools that we describe
in Section 3.2 as well as significantly reduced development time because we were developing outside the GCC
build system. Second, we were able to port our transformations from one version of GCC to another without
changing a single line of code; once the plug-in support
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was ported to the new GCC release, the plug-ins just
needed to be recompiled.
The plug-ins we have developed are under the GPL, and
we anticipate the possibility of enforcing the GPL on all
GCC plug-ins by requiring plug-ins to export a function
is_GPL which returns 1, analogously to the Linux kernel’s taint mechanism. Depending on GCC developer
policy, returning 1 could be made mandatory in order
for GCC to run the plug-in.
In this paper, we demonstrate the simplicity and
power of GCC transformation plug-ins. In Section 2,
we describe the modifications to GCC that make
plug-in–based development possible. In Section 3, we
describe some plug-ins that we have already built using
this infrastructure, highlighting plug-ins that are useful
to transformation developers. In Section 4, we discuss
two parts of GCC that could be made into plug-ins. In
Section 5, we describe plug-ins that could be created in
the future, and we conclude in Section 6.

2

Modifications to GCC

Plug-ins are built based on an Autoconf-based template [1]. The template’s configure script currently
requires the headers from a built version of the GCC
source code; when the plug-in is built, the Makefiles
produce a shared object file suitable for loading using
the host operating system’s dynamic loader interface.
Only minor changes need to be made to GCC to support
plug-in loading. These changes revolve around three
tasks; we will discuss them below in turn. The first
change is an addition to the GCC build sequence, compiling the Libtool ltdl library [3] into GCC and linking GCC with -export-dynamic. This allows GCC
to load plug-ins, and allows plug-ins to access GCC interfaces. The second change is the addition of an optimization pass before all other GIMPLE transformations, and at the start and end of translation for each
file. This allows plug-ins to maintain per-file state and
perform code optimizations while referring to this state.
The third change is the addition of a compiler flag that
allows the user to specify plug-ins to load and provide
arguments to those plug-ins either on the command line
or through files.
To add the ltdl library to GCC, we modified the
top-level top-level Makefile to add build rules for the

ltdl library. Additionally, we modified the build rules
for the cc1 binary to make it compile with Libtool,

export its symbols like a shared library (using the
-export-dynamic option to Libtool), and use the
ltdl library to load plug-ins. The ability to export
symbols from an executable to plug-ins does not exist on every platform: Linux, Solaris, and Mac OS X
support this functionality, for instance, but Cygwin does
not. A build process in which the GCC backend code
is linked as a shared library, and cc1 and all plug-ins
are linked against it, would have eliminated this requirement. However, large amounts of state that is currently
maintained as globals by the backend would have to be
converted to on-stack state because otherwise cc1 and
the plug-in would have differing copies of the backend’s
global state.
To allow instrumentation plug-ins to run at the proper
times, we added a GIMPLE transformation pass
that occurs before pass_all_optimizations in
passes.c. This allows plug-ins to act on unoptimized
code, before inlining has occurred. We did this here
because many plug-ins we have developed are for debugging purposes, and require as pristine a view of the
original code as possible. Additionally, we provided
hooks at the beginning and end of translation to allow
plug-ins to initialize and clean up internal state. We
anticipate that, in the future, GCC developers will add
hooks for other GCC optimization passes, such as the C
GENERIC transformation phase and the RTL optimization phase, and other points in the GIMPLE compilation
phase.
Finally, to allow the end user to specify which plug-ins
should be loaded with which arguments, we provided a
new argument, -ftree-plugin, which has the syntax shown in Figure 1.
-ftree-plugin=plug-in-name
:key=value
:. . .

Figure 1: Syntax for specifying a plug-in.
The first argument, plug-in-name, is a shared object file
that contains the functions run, pre_translation_
unit, and post_translation_unit. The run
function is called for each function in the translation
unit; the other functions are called before and after the
entire translation unit is processed, respectively. The
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list of key-value pairs specifies arguments to the plugin; these can be fetched using a function. In addition,
the special key _CONF specifies a file to be loaded and
parsed for additional arguments; in this case, each line
in the file is a key-value pair separated by an = sign.

3

SIZE_T or TREE); the macro field specifies the macro

used to extract the field; and the code fields constitute
a list of TREE_CODEs for trees that have this parameter.
For example, the parameter named type_precision
has type SIZE_T, macro TYPE_PRECISION, and codes
INTEGER_TYPE, REAL_TYPE, and VECTOR_TYPE.

Existing plug-ins
3.2

In this section we enumerate some plug-ins that we have
already developed. In Section 3.1 we discuss a verbose
dump plug-in for GIMPLE meant for use by programmers in developing transformations, and in Section 3.3
we describe a call-trace plug-in for use by end users
in tracing their code. We have also developed malloc
checking and bounds-checking plug-ins; however, these
will be superseded by a plug-in implementation of Mudflap (see Section 5).
3.1

Verbose Dump Plug-in

Transformation developers frequently require a view of
the GIMPLE code that is as verbose as possible. They
use this view for several purposes: to identify patterns
that need to be transformed, to determine the proper
form of GIMPLE structures that transformations should
generate, and to verify that transformations are working
correctly. We designed a verbose dump plug-in to facilitate this. We designed the verbose dump plug-in with
extensibility in mind: as GIMPLE evolves and grows,
the verbose dump plug-in will handle new GIMPLE objects, such as new tree codes or parameters, with little
or no changes needing to be made. We achieved this
by creating a new file, parameter.def, that resembles tree.def but formally specifies all the accessor
macros that exist for tree attributes. The file contains
lines of the form shown in Figure 2.
DEFTREEPARAMETER(
name,
type,
macro,
code, . . .
)

Figure 2: Syntax of parameter.def
The name field specifies the name of the macro; the
type field specifies what type of data it returns (e.g.,

Graphical Inspection of GIMPLE Code

As shown in Figure 3, the output from the verbosedump plug-in is so verbose as to be overwhelming in
large quantities. Rather than adopt a simplified representation, we instead developed a Java-based tool called
Gimple Viz to represent the output graphically. We
chose Java as the development language due to its crossplatform compatibility, which allowed us to concentrate
on the development of the actual tool itself as opposed to
platform support and library dependencies. Figure 4 is a
screen-shot of Gimple Viz displaying a file. The visualizer has three main areas: the Control Flow Graph area,
the GIMPLE Tree View area, and the Source/Search
area, which we describe below.
MODIFY_EXPR 1,2
TREE_TYPE:
INTEGER_TYPE 2,0
TYPE_PRECISION=32
TYPE_UNSIGNED=true
VAR_DECL 2,0
TREE_TYPE:
INTEGER_TYPE 2,0
TYPE_PRECISION=32
TYPE_UNSIGNED=true
DECL_ARTIFICIAL=true
MULT_EXPR 1,2
TREE_TYPE:
INTEGER_TYPE 2,0
TYPE_PRECISION=32
TYPE_UNSIGNED=true

Figure 3: A portion verbose dump output for one statement, leaving many node attributes out.

Control Flow Graph:
The control flow graph for
each function is rendered as rectangles connected by arrows. Each colored rectangle represents a basic block.
When the user clicks on a block, Gimple Viz highlights
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❶

❷
❸

the containing basic block and expands the containing
tree in the GIMPLE tree view to make the tree with that
code visible.
Gimple Viz can also display the original source file that
was compiled by GCC in the source/search window. For
quick reference, line numbers are displayed for the user.
Although the user cannot directly interact with this area,
clicking a basic block or a search result will highlight
the lines corresponding to that block, its predecessors
and its successors. Finally, the source/search window
can also display the raw verbose dump output.
3.3

Figure 4: Gimple Viz displaying a file. 1 marks the
CFG area, 2 marks the tree view, and 3 marks the
source/search area.
the selected block along with its predecessors and successors. The successor edges are highlighted as well.
Additionally, it displays a tree representation of the corresponding GIMPLE nodes in the GIMPLE tree view
area, and highlights corresponding code or dump lines
in the Source/Search area.

GIMPLE Tree View: The GIMPLE tree view area is
a visual representation of the GIMPLE code for a particular basic block. The root node of each tree is a statement from the currently selected basic block, labeled
with the result of applying print_generic_stmt.
The other nodes are operands or parameters of their parents. The user interacts with the tree view in two ways:
clicking and searching. Manually clicking a node will
expand that node showing its children. This process can
be repeated until the desired node is reached. Searching for a particular TREE_CODE will expand the tree
to reveal the desired node, allowing the user to quickly
locate specific nodes.

Source/Search:
The Source/Search area can show
search results, source code, and verbose-dump output.
The results of searches—function searches, basic-block
searches, and type searches—are interactive: clicking
on a function search result shows the control-flow graph
for that function; clicking on a basic-block search result
shows the containing function’s CFG and highlights the
block; and clicking on a TREE_CODE search highlights

Call Trace Plug-in

We have developed a plug-in called call-trace to allow
full verbose tracing statements to be added to a program at compile time without requiring the programmer
to add any code. This feature significantly reduces debugging time for many code problems by eliminating
the need to add printf statements and other debugging
statements to code, and by providing verbose tracing information in cases where the programmer would normally have needed to single-step the program in gdb.
This plug-in identifies control points in the GIMPLE
code corresponding to conditional statements and function calls, as well as accesses to variables. Arguments
control exactly which statements are logged, and which
portions of the source code are to have logging added.
The way events are reported is also configurable: logging statements can be printed using fprintf or sent
to a custom logging function. Figure 5 shows sample
output from the call tracer.
We are currently developing an extension to Gimple Viz
to display the output from the call-trace plug-in in a visual manner, giving the developer the ability to watch
the internal execution of a program at run-time. We
are also expanding the call-trace plug-in to detect not
only conditionals but loops as well by tying into the
GENERIC intermediate representation.

4

Making Plug-ins from Existing Functionality

In this section, we describe portions of GCC’s functionality that could be extracted into separate modules for
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*** CALL TO main [0]
Struct :**test** found in function
**main**
test->value = (int32_t)5
test->name = (char*)"contents"
** CALL TO foo [1]
[1] testPtr = 0x0x7fffcef31770
*** CALL TO foo2 [2]
[2] value = 0x0x7fffcef31748
Conditional found value = FALSE,
right branch taken...
*** [2] RETURNED null

Figure 5: Call trace output
use only when needed. This would have three benefits: first, it would enforce modularity for these components, ensuring that they can be maintained separately
from the main code base and contributing to their stability as GCC internals change. Second, it would reduce
the turnaround time for fixes to mudflap because they
would not need to be subject to the scrutiny that core
GCC patches are subjected to. Third, it would reduce
the size of the core GCC code base, resulting in less
code for GCC’s core developers to maintain and support, and less download and compilation time for endusers.

Mudflap:
This utility provides pointer-debugging
functionality including buffer overflow detection,
matching-based leak detection, and reads to uninitialized objects. It is implemented as two GIMPLE optimization passes: one that executes before the lowering to SSA (Static Single Assignment) so that all scopes
are intact, and one that executes after lowering and optimization to get an accurate view of just those memory accesses that have actually been performed. Mudflap can be converted to a plug-in provided that plug-in
hooks are provided at multiple stages in the optimization
process. Our plug-in infrastructure supports transformation hooks at all locations where built-in GIMPLE transformations can take place, making this process straightforward.

gcov and gprof: These utilities consume call-graph
information that is generated by GCC and by the running program, creating runtime profiles of the execution

patterns for code that has been compiled with the -p or
-fprofile-arcs flags. When profiling, GCC modifies the program to include coverage counters embedded in the program that provide runtime coverage information. It also generates a call-graph for the program.
The transformation that performs these tasks runs as a
transformation in a way analogous to Mudflap, but labels basic block edges with additional information that
uses the aux field in the basic block structure. This does
not present a problem for these transformations, since
they take place in one pass and do not need persistent
aux storage. However, other plug-ins that may need
to do analyses at multiple times in compilation it may
become desirable to expand aux to support addition of
custom fields, perhaps keyed on a string, at runtime.

5 Future Work
Once the groundwork is in place that allows GCC transformations to be developed as plug-ins, we anticipate
that many new transformations will be developed. In
this section, we outline future applications of plug-ins,
some of which we are currently developing for our own
research.

Transformations in Python: Some developers only
want to perform straightforward analyses or transformations that use the GIMPLE API. To reduce development
time for these developers, we are developing a plug-in
that will expose the GIMPLE API to Python scripts.
This plug-in links against the Python library and executes a user-specified Python script for each function
being translated. It currently allows read-only access to
basic blocks and trees; we are adding support for viewing and editing the control-flow graph, adding and removing statements, and modifying trees. In addition to
reducing development time, this plug-in will allow developers to use Python data structures, reducing implementation time for optimizations that use sophisticated
algorithms to perform static analyses on GIMPLE.

Library call error detection:
When developing
systems software, programmers frequently add large
amounts of error checking for library function calls to
detect problems that are ironed out in the early stages
of development. This error-checking adds to code size,
reduces code readability, and takes time. In addition,
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retroactively adding error-checking onto existing code
if it fails can be a significant time investment. A GIMPLE transformation plug-in could be used to add errorchecking to code at compile time, optionally warning
when the code is not written to check the result of calls
that commonly fail.

Interface profiling: Threaded applications typically
have points at which threads wait for responses from
other threads. These can take several forms: functions
that are called to perform synchronous requests, or locks
that the programs block on until data is ready. Additionally, even single-process applications can spend time
waiting for library functions or system calls to complete. A GIMPLE transformation plug-in could accept
a list of locks and interface functions to profile, and add
entry-exit profiling to these locks and functions. This
would be coupled to a runtime library that determines
the amount of time spent waiting for these interfaces,
credited to the functions that waited for them.

6

Conclusion

yet but would be well-suited to implementation as plugins.
We believe that GPLed GCC plug-ins will be a major
democratizing force, bringing new developers to GCC
and extending the benefits of compiler integration to a
wide range of new applications. We are currently developing a set of patches to integrate our plug-in support
into the next release of GCC.

7
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Abstract
Iterative feedback-directed optimization is now a popular technique to obtain better performance and code size
improvements for statically compiled programs over the
default settings in a compiler. The offline evaluation
of multiple optimization strategies for a given program
is a potentially costly operation. The number of iterations typically grows with the complexity of the program transformation search space, and with the number
of input datasets used for performance assessment. In
addition, as the behavior of a program can vary considerably across different datasets, it is often preferable
to generate different optimization versions, covering the
full spectrum of the program’s representative datasets.
Continuous and collective optimization are targeted at
these issues. Continuous optimization searches for the
best program transformation at run-time, taking advantages of the phase behavior of programs to evaluate
multiple optimization versions within a single run, and
dynamically adapting to changing execution contexts.
Collective optimization interleaves optimization iterations with program executions along the lifetime of the
program. In both cases, the user expects the optimization process to learn from the past execution contexts
and program behavior. The user also assumes the system will be fully transparent, take negligible overhead
for the incremental profiling, learning, decision and
code generation steps, while bringing significant performance benefits over the lifetime of the program.
In order to explore multiple optimization options, we
propose a simple and practical solution based on cloning
of all procedures, applying any complex optimizations
to these clones and randomly selecting either original or

transformed procedures at run-time. Obtaining execution time distribution among original and cloned procedures, we can statistically determine the influence
of compiler optimizations on the code in a single run.
The simplicity of the implementation makes this technique reliable, secure and easy to debug. Yet it enables practical transparent low-overhead continuous optimizations for programs statically compiled with GCC
while avoiding complex dynamic recompilation frameworks. In addition, our framework can enable program
self-adaptation at fine-grain level for different environments such as parallel heterogeneous and reconfigurable
systems with different ISA, and for different constraints
such as performance, code size and power consumption.

1

Introduction

Static compilation often fails to deliver fastest program
on modern architectures due to a large number of possible optimizations, simplistic models of rapidly evolving hardware, lack of run-time information and inability to dynamically adapt to changes in program and/or
system behavior. Recently, iterative compilation became a popular approach to search for the best selection of compiler transformations that optimizes a program for different objective functions such as program
performance, code size and power consumption on a
particular architecture and for a particular workload
(dataset) [10, 26, 15, 16, 14, 28, 22, 43, 41, 18, 37,
21, 24, 34, 17, 35, 36, 25, 9, 20, 27, 11]. Several configurable tools are already provided for the compiler
suites to search for the best combination of compiler
flags [7, 1, 3]. Iterative optimization has also been employed in well-known library generators in such systems
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as ATLAS [46], FFTW [32] and SPIRAL [38] to tune
parameters of various transformations to get best performance on a targeted platform. However, in most of
the cases, practical applicability of iterative compilation
is limited due to often intolerable excessive overhead of
compiling and running program multiple times to evaluate every optimization setting and inability to reuse optimization knowledge between different programs, architectures and workloads.
Machine learning has been recently introduced to tackle
the problem of growing complexity of the systems, compilers and optimizations, speed up the search for the best
optimizations, and enable optimization knowledge reuse
among different programs [33, 41, 40, 12, 47, 9, 11].
However, current techniques are still limited by the large
amount of off-line runs needed to train the model and
inability to dynamically adapt to changing environment
for statically compiled programs. Some of these issues
can be solved in dynamic compilation environments
but often with a cost of shipping complex, resourcehungry or limited in their abilities run-time recompilation frameworks [45, 44, 13, 31, 29, 42].
To solve these issues and make iterative compilation
practical for statically compiled programs, we started
developing a Continuous Collective Compilation framework [2]. This framework is based on previous research on dynamic selection of complex compiler optimizations during stable program phases using static
multi-versioning [21, 30, 20] and on analysis of the
sensitivity of compiler optimizations towards different
datasets [19, 6]. To enable transparent collection of
statistics without the need to run programs a number of
times with the same dataset for detecting the base line
performance, we clone and optimize all or most timeconsuming subroutines during compilation. For assessing the average influence of program optimizations in
one run, we randomly select at run-time the version of
the function to be executed. We continuously collect the
distribution of time spent in both the original and the
cloned and optimized parts of the program. This will
allow various users to participate in the collection of
the global optimizations statistics for a large number of
statically compiled programs transparently and continuously. We implemented this technique in GCC which
is well suited for this task—it is free software and has a
large user base.
Our technique can now be used to collect optimization statistics from all users based on their applications

and workloads instead of selecting some representative
benchmarks, datasets and running them multiple numbers of times for each individual user and architecture.
This data will be used later to build optimization models
and enable global optimization knowledge reuse to improve both programs and compiler optimization heuristic (pool of best default optimization flags for example). It is based on our research on machine learning
and statistical techniques to narrow down the optimization search space and quickly find best compiler flags
using program static features and dynamic characteristics (hardware counters) [17, 9, 11]. We believe that this
framework can considerably improve the program optimization process and automatic tuning of a compiler
heuristic for new architectures using machine learning
and statistical techniques.

2

Cloning and run-time version selection

Finding best compiler settings for a program, building
an optimization model using machine learning or statistical techniques and improving compiler optimization
heuristic are tedious and time consuming tasks that require a large number of runs of the program. It could be
speeded up considerably if the information from multiple users about program optimizations could be shared
transparently, however it is currently problematic for
statically compiled programs since all users have to execute the same code with the same dataset multiple times
to be able to compare the effect of different optimizations on the code as shown in Figure 1(a,b). Therefore,
to enable transparent Continuous Collective Compilation, we developed a technique within GCC that clones
all or most time-consuming code sections (procedures
or functions) of the program, applying different compiler optimizations for the clones, and randomly selecting at run-time, for each invocation, either the original
code section with the baseline optimization or the clone,
as shown in Figure 1(c).
We use gprof to collect the informations about the total time tt spent in a function, and the number of calls
nc to that function. We normalize the time spent in
tt
the function by computing the average time avt = nc
spent in the function.
In order to determine the effect of the tested transformations, we compute the speedup of the cloned function with respect to the original function, as: s =
avtoriginal
avtcloned .
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Figure 1: Comparison of standard, iterative and continuous compilation techniques
In the statistical evaluation framework, several runs of
the function lead to a sequence of evaluations of the
speedup s1 , . . . , sn . It is possible to compute from this
information the expected speedup value e = ∑ni=1 si /n,
the variance v = ∑ni=1 (si − e)2 , and infer from this the
dependence of the code transformation on the processed
data.
Naturally, since the input data vary across calls to the
original or cloned subroutines, we continuously monitor
the variance v to detect the convergence across executions. If there is no convergence, this data is currently
skipped unless more complex techniques are used (such
as in [21] to detect stable program phases, for example).
Despite this limitation, obtaining data from a large number of users should be already sufficient to use machine
learning or statistical techniques to search for the best
optimizations or improve default compiler heuristic.

3

Implementation

We describe the minimal implementation that we realized for prototyping this system, then we propose improvements to this prototype to make the user interface
more flexible for a potential integration in GCC.

3.1

Prototype

The prototype implementation in GCC contains two
parsers for the set of functions to be cloned, and for
the set of options to be applied to the cloned functions.
These two sets are provided by the programmer in environment variables GCC_ADAPT_OPT and GCC_ADAPT_
FUNCS.
The function cloning is based on the infrastructure for
function versioning also used in the interprocedural constant propagation. The functions created by the function
versioning are automatically named, making the task of
recognizing the link between the original and the cloned
functions difficult. We rename the newly created functions based on the original function name and appending a suffix .cloned, such that the programmer can
simply recognize the original functions and their cloned
versions in the output of function level profiling tools,
such as gprof.
After having created the cloned version, we transform
the original function as illustrated in Figure 2. At the
beginning of the original function we insert a call to a
selection function that determines which version of the
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Figure 2: Transforming a function body by inserting a condition expression “select,” the call to the cloned function
“call clone,” and the original code contained in the function body.

code should be executed. In the minimal implementation of this library, that we used for the experiments,
we setup a random number generator and the selection
function produces a random boolean result.
In the advanced implementation, the programmer can
provide its own selection function in an external library
that has to be linked in with the program to enable various customizable run-time adaptation techniques. This
external library contains two other functions for the initialization and finalization of the structures used in the
selection function.

unsigned int gcc_adapt_select (void);
void gcc_adapt_init (void);
void gcc_adapt_fini (void);

The advanced implementation will also make it possible to specify different optimization flags for different
functions by using an external configuration file. This
configuration file will have a syntax close to the declarative syntax of makefiles:

<rules> ::= <rule>
| <rule> <newline> <rules>
<rule> ::= <fns> : <flags>
<fns> ::= <fn_name>
| <fn_name> <fns>
<flags> ::= <flag>
| <flag> <flags>

4

Experiments and Usage Scenarios

We implemented our technique in the GCC 4 series and
performed experiments on the Dell Precision 390 NSeries Server with Intel Core 2 Duo processor E6300
(1.86 Ghz/ 2 MB Cache / 1066Mhz FSB) and Mandriva
Linux 2006. To demonstrate the use of our technique
we selected two well-known programs: mgrid from the
SPEC2006 benchmark suite [39] and jpeg_encoder
from MiBench benchmark suite [23] that has several
most time-consuming subroutines with varying run-time
input data.
First, we ran unmodified mgrid with ref and train
datasets, and jpeg_encoder with small and large inputs. We selected three optimization levels (-O1,-O2,O3) and show their respective speedups with respect to
the default GCC optimization level in Table 1.
Later, we select two most time-consuming procedures
for each benchmark, clone them and compile with different optimization levels. After executing each benchmark 10 times (5 with train dataset and 5 with ref
dataset), we obtain the time distribution among original
and cloned procedures and the number of calls to each
procedure using gprof. Table 2 shows the speedups
of the cloned procedures with respect to the original
ones (normalized with the number of procedure calls),
expected speedup values and the variance.
Finally, Figure 3 compares the speedups of the unmodified programs with the speedups of the cloned procedures for three optimization levels. These experiments
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Application, dataset
mgrid, train dataset
mgrid, ref dataset
jpeg_encoder, small dataset
jpeg_encoder, large dataset

speedup (-O1)
2.75
2.64
1.66
1.56

speedup (-O2)
3.64
3.42
1.70
1.54

speedup (-O3)
3.62
3.40
1.71
1.60

Table 1: Speedups for three optimization levels with respect to the default compiler optimization level for the selected
unmodified benchmarks
Application, procedure
mgrid, proc1
mgrid, proc2
jpeg_encoder, proc1
jpeg_encoder, proc2

expected speedup
(-O1),v
2.38, 0.21
2.25, 0.30
1.92, 0.16
1.12, 0.09

expected speedup
(-O2),v
3.27, 0.32
3.20, 0.39
1.98, 0.14
1.25, 0.11

expected speedup
(-O3),v
3.35. 0.33
3.24, 0.37
1.95, 0.17
1.27, 0.09

Table 2: Expected speedups for three optimization levels with respect to the default compiler optimization level for
the selected benchmarks with cloned procedures and their variance
4
3.5
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2
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1
0.5
0
mgrid (train dataset)
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speedup for unmodified program

jpeg_encoder (small dataset)

expected speedup for proc1

jpeg_encoder (large dataset)

expected speedup for proc2

Figure 3: Comparison of the speedups of unmodified programs with the expected speedups of the cloned procedures
for -O3 optimization level
show that we can effectively evaluate the influence of
different compiler optimizations on various code sections of statically compiled programs at run-time and
use that information to improve performance. As mentioned earlier, this framework can be used for multiple purposes and one of them is Continuous Collective
Compilation. This optimization approach is similar to
the common local iterative feedback-directed compilation except that it will exchange information at each
optimization step with the global server that keeps and
reuses optimization information collected transparently
from multiple users. Based on the server data, it will
suggest the best optimizations for a specific program using machine learning and both static and dynamic (hard-

ware counters) features [9, 19] as shown in Figure 4.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this article we present the technique we implemented
in GCC that allows to determine the influence of compiler optimizations on statically compiled programs during continuous runs with any datasets and improve performance. This technique eliminates the need for additional program runs with the same inputs only to obtain
the baseline performance. It is achieved through cloning
of all or most time-consuming code sections statically
and applying evaluated optimizations on these clones.
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Figure 4: Using our technique to enable Continuous Collective Compilation
Later at run-time we randomly select either original version with the baseline optimizations or the clone during
execution at each invocation of this code part and obtain the execution time distribution among original and
cloned versions with gprof to determine the average
speedup when there is a convergence during continuous runs. Though simple, this technique enables continuous collective compilation for statically compiled
programs when multiple users transparently share information about behavior of their programs to collectively
improve program performance or default compiler optimization heuristic.
We plan to improve our technique to provide a lowoverhead execution time coverage instead of gprof
and improve adaptation technique by monitoring
speedup convergence at run-time per selected time slots
and using hardware counters to analyze system or program behavior. We use this technique in our Continuous Collective Compilation framework that continuously reuses the collected optimization knowledge from
multiple users to speed up the search for the best optimizations for different constraints (performance, power,
code size) and continuously improve compiler opti-

mization heuristic using machine learning and statistical techniques [2, 8]. The same technique will also
be used to enable program self-adaptation at fine-grain
level for multi-ISA platforms such as parallel heterogeneous and reconfigurable systems (CPU/GPU architectures, CELL-like architectures, specialized accelerators,
etc), and for varying run-time program or system behavior.
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Abstract
In this paper we present the ongoing effort to implement C structure optimizations in GCC, its current status and future plans. The general idea of this set of optimizations is to adapt the layout of a data-structure to
its access patterns in order to better utilize the cache
by increasing spatial locality. These optimizations are
known to have many variations and require wide variety of data to be analyzed. An initial implementation of
these optimizations in GCC was presented at the GCC
Developers’ Summit of 2005. Since then many changes
took place, including updating to Tree-SSA and preparation for GCC mainline 4.3. Additional opportunities
were revealed after close analysis of mcf benchmark
from Spec2000/Spec2006.1 Struct-reorg relies on careful type escape analysis capabilities, which were provided by K. Zadeck and are now being enhanced to really utilize the Tree-SSA form. In addition, as this type
of optimization requires the scope of whole program to
be analyzed, it is a natural candidate to leverage the LTO
effort. To prepare its transition to this level, we present
optimization flow of data collection stage of struct-reorg
optimizations from an LTO perspective.

1

Current Status

The effort to implement structure-related data layout optimizations in GCC started in September 2004 as a joint
project by Mostafa Hagog and Caroline Tice. Their paper “Cache Aware Data Layout Reorganization Optimization in GCC” [8], presented at the GCC summit of
2005, showed an initial implementation of peeling, splitting and reordering transformations. Since then many
changes took place, which we describe in this paper.
The scope of structure reorganization analysis and transformation requires a global view of the program, i.e. as
1 In

the context of this paper mcf benchmark equally represents both 181.mcf benchmark from Spec2000 and 429.mcf from
Spec2006

wide as the compiler can be provided. For this reason our implementation leverages the interprocedural
analysis (ipa) infrastructure developed by Jan Hubička
[9], extensively utilizing its call-graph facilities. The
struct-reorg-branch, where the project is maintained,
was therefore derived from ipa-branch (formerly treeprofiling branch), from which it was constantly updated.
Along with other ipa optimizations and ipa infrastructure itself, struct-reorg optimizations have recently undergone the conversion from GIMPLE to Tree-SSA.
In addition, the flow of its transformation stage was
changed from “do something for all functions” mode to
“do everything for one function” mode, to correspond to
ipa infrastructure requirements. After the integration of
ipa infrastructure (in Tree-SSA form) into current GCC
mainline (to be version 4.3), and the retirement of ipabranch, the struct-reorg-branch was aligned with current
mainline.
The struct-reorg optimizations use type-escape analysis,
developed by Kenneth Zadeck, to guarantee the safety
of the transformations. This analysis is also based on
ipa infrastructure, comprising a separate ipa pass, called
pass_ipa_type_escape, that precedes struct-reorg optimizations in execution. Along with other ipa passes, it
evolved from GIMPLE to Tree-SSA form. Apart from
formal transition, the analysis can benefit from the usage of Tree-SSA flow-sensitive qualities. Thus we enhanced it to use Tree-SSA specific feature for the cases
relevant to struct-reorg optimizations, amply described
in Section 4.
The efficiency of struct-reorg optimizations strongly depends on the scope of the program available for analysis. The bigger the portion of the program, or compilation unit available, the higher the probability that
the structure under consideration does not escape it,
so that the transformation can be applied safely. Although the current ipa infrastructure along with “combine” and “whole-program” flags can successfully imitate the view of whole program (when all parts of an
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application are compiled together under one compilation command), this solution does not scale for real
world applications. The natural intention is to leverage
the Link Time Optimizations (LTO ) infrastructure for
struct-reorg optimizations. We believe that the transition
of struct-reorg to the LTO framework would require additional consideration and revision of struct-reorg’s optimization flow to better correspond to the LTO infrastructure. In Section 5 we analyze data collection stage of
struct-reorg’s optimization flow from this perspective.
In addition to the variety of transformations already developed as part of struct-reorg, including: full structure decomposition (peeling), hierarchical structure decomposition (splitting), and fields reordering (reordering), there exist further opportunities detected for the
mcf benchmark (of Spec2000 [1] and Spec2006 [2]).
This new aggressive variant of struct-reorg optimization showed good potential on this benchmark, especially when combined with other GCC optimizations. It
is currently undergoing definition, and is expected to be
incorporated into the set of struct-reorg optimizations on
struct-reorg-branch. The Subsection 3.4 shows this new
type of transformation.
Finally, one type of struct-reorg transformation—full
structure decomposition, called peeling—is currently
being prepared for submission to GCC mainline (to be
version 3.4). All the struct-reorg activities, including
structure splitting and reordering transformations, the
development of new types of transformations like the
one inspired by the mcf benchmark, as well as experiments and tuning of the decision-making algorithm are
hosted on the struct-reorg-branch.
The rest of this paper goes as follows: Section 2 consider data layout optimization and their compatibility with other optimizations in GCC; Section 3 is an
overview of the existing transformations, where Subsection 3.4 shows new type of optimization inspired by
analyzing mcf benchmark; Section 4 presents analysis
that provides safety of data-layout transformations and
recent extensions made to them; in Section 5 we look
inside the optimization itself, analyzing its optimization
flow as a potential for joining the LTO framework.

2

Data Layout Optimizations in GCC

The idea of these optimizations springs from observing
that the allocation of data in a program usually reflects

such aspects of programming as its objective orientation, easiness for human perception, readability, modularity, reusability, and more. However the efficiency of
program execution is not always on the list, causing data
structures to be allocated in a way disregarding the efficiency of their accesses in the program. It is traditionally left to automatic tools, like compilers, post-list optimizers and performance tools, to repair the mismatch
between the way data is allocated and the ways it is accessed. Apparently, two ways can be suggested to fix
the problem: one is optimizing the accesses to better fit
the data layout, the other is selecting the data layout to
optimally correspond to the data access patterns.
The layout changing optimizations currently in place
in GCC are matrix flattening and transposing, developed by Razya Ladelsky [10], and struct-reorg optimizations presented in this paper. Manipulating with
different types of data structures, these optimizations
can be applied simultaneously on applications which
make extensive use of structures and matrixes. Thus
the performance boost of about x5 was measured on
179.art benchmark from Spec2000, when matrix flattening, transposing and structure peeling has been applied
on it. This result essentially better than each one, and
even the sum of the results, showed by independent application of these optimizations (47% for structure peeling and x2 for matrix flattening and transposing).
Among optimizations changing access patterns are linear loop transformations, such as loop interchange (contributed by Daniel Berlin) loop fusion and fission (under
development by Sebastian Pop [14]).
Although both types of optimizations—changing data
layout and changing access patterns—can potentially interfere, like matrix transposing with loop interchange, or
structure peeling with fusion, they can coexist in synergy. The preferable type of optimization can be selected to better fit the program/dataset, or they can be
executed sequentially.
The loop linear optimizations are more efficient at handling multiple loop nests with contradicting accesses
patterns, by optimizing each loop separately. When
there is commonality among the majority of assesses in
the program, and loop nests cannot be interchanged due
to dependencies or other constraints, a global change of
the data layout is preferable. In addition, when executed
sequentially, local optimizations can be applied on “minority” of the accesses, after its majority is treated by
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global optimizations. Furthermore, in order to better select the set of optimizations to work on the program/data
set, a mechanism for automatic selection of optimal set
of optimizations can be used, like the one presented by
Grigori Fursin on this summit [7].

3

Let us also suppose that in the program there are two
functions foo_1() and foo_2() which access the a
and the b fields of various arr elements in two separate
loops:

Struct Reorg Optimizations

This section describes tree types of structure transformations implemented on struct-reorg-branch: full
structure decomposition into separate fields (called
“structure peeling”), hierarchical structure decomposition which partitions a structure into substructures connected by pointers to preserve the unity of original structure (called “structure splitting”), and fields reordering
(called “structure reordering”). Subsections 3.1, 3.2,
and 3.3 explain them using examples. A new type of
transformation, inspired by analyzing mcf benchmark,
that combine full structure decomposition with substitution of pointers by indexes, is illustrated in Subsection 3.4.
A decision making algorithm has been developed to prioritize among the different struct-reorg transformations.
It is based on control flow graph (CFG ) with associated basic-block and edge profiling information. First,
for each global structure in the program a Fields Reference Graph (FRG ) is build, with vertices representing
individual structure field accesses and edges that follow
the CFG. The edges of the FRG are weighted with the
amount of data accessed between pairs of field accesses.
The weight information is provided through profiling.
Second, the FRG is used to build a Close Proximity
Graph (CPG ), which has one vertex for each field of
the structure under consideration, and whose edges represent the average amount of data accessed temporally
between two fields [8]. Another work on data layout
optimizations was found to has a similar approach for
analyzing data access patterns in the program [6].
3.1

str *arr=(str *)malloc(N*sizeof(str));

foo_1() {
...
for (i=0; i < N; i++)
arr[i].a = ...;
...
}

foo_2() {
...
for (i=0; i < N; i++)
... = arr[i].b;
...
}

If there are no other accesses to the arr array in the
program, it would be efficient to change the data allocation so that both loops will access contiguous memory
locations.
To cause this change we split the structure into two: one
with the single a field, and the other with the single b
field:
typedef struct {int a;} str_1;
typedef struct {float b;} str_2;

The allocation site of the array is also replaced by two
allocation statements:
str_1 *arr_1=
(str_1 *)malloc(N*sizeof(str_1));
str_2 *arr_2=
(str_2 *)malloc(N*sizeof(str_2));

Full structure decomposition—peeling

Let us suppose there is a structure type definition str
with two fields—a and b:
typedef stuct {int a; float b;} str;

and that an array arr of structures of type str is allocated through a call to malloc:

and the access sites in the loops are changed to use the
new arrays:
foo_1() {
...
for (i=0; i < N; i++)
arr_1[i].a = ...;
...
}
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foo_2() {
...
for (i=0; i < N; i++)
... = arr_2[i].b;
...
}

foo_1() {
...
for (i=0; i < N; i++)
arr_1[i] = ...;
...
}

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the memory layout of arr array before and after the transformation.
a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b

(a)

a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b

(b)

a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b

(c)

Figure 1: Original memory layout of arr array (a), its
accesses in function foo_1() (b) and accesses in function foo_2() (c).

a a a a a a a a

b b b b b b b b

foo_2() {
...
for (i=0; i < N; i++)
... = arr_2[i];
...
}

This semantical simplification can be important for
optimizations running after struct-reorg optimizations.
However, we found that this change had an insignificant
impact on performance.
Structure peeling however is not always possible. For
example, for data structures interconnected by pointers,
like link lists and trees, connecting pointers cannot be
separated from the rest of the data in the struct. In this
case the structure can still be decomposed using additional pointers to keep its original unity, as described
next.

(a)

3.2
a a a a a a a a

a a a a a a a a

b b b b b b b b

b b b b b b b b

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Memory layout of arr array after peeling
transformation (a), its accesses in function foo_1()
(b) and accesses in function foo_2() (c).

Hierarchical Structure
decomposition—splitting

Suppose we have the following Node structure:
typedet struct node_struct {
struct node_struct *parent;
Expression
left;
Operator *
bin_op;
Expression
right;
} Node;

it can be decomposed into three separate structures
Node_0, Node_1, Node_2 as follows:

Note that the struct itself can be eliminated for singlefield structures, replacing the array allocation sites by
allocating arrays of fields (integers and floats):

typedef struct {
Expression
right;
} Node_0;

int *arr_1=
(int *)malloc(N*sizeof(int));
float *arr_2=
(float *)malloc(N*sizeof(float));

typedef struct {
Expression
left;
Operator *
bin\_op
} Node_1;

thereby also simplifying the array accesses in functions
foo_1() and foo_2():

typedef struct
{
struct node_struct *parent;
} Node_2;
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Node

Node

Node

Node

Node

Node_0

Node_0

Node_0

Node_0

Node_0

Node_1

Node_1

Node_1

Node_1

Node_1

Node_2

Node_2

Node_2

Node_2

Node_2

Figure 3: Memory layout of arr array after splitting
transformation

It is worth mentioning that although structure splitting
improves cache locality, it is not always beneficial. We
have seen that additional memory accesses and indirections, caused by the introduction of connecting pointers,
can balance or even overweight the effect of improving
cache locality. A well-tuned decision-making algorithm
is therefore required to control this transformation efficiently.
3.3

while redefining the original structure Node in the following way:
typedef struct node_struct {
Node_0 * Node_0_ptr;
Node_1 * Node_1_ptr;
Node_2 * Node_2_ptr;
} Node;

Thus if the original allocation of an array of Node’s
was:
Node *arr=
(Node *)malloc(N*sizeof(Node));

we now allocate additional arrays of types Node_0,
Node_1, Node_2:
Node_0 *arr_0=
(Node_0 *)malloc(N*sizeof(Node_0));
Node_1 *arr_1=
(Node_1 *)malloc(N*sizeof(Node_1));
Node_2 *arr_2=
(Node_2 *)malloc(N*sizeof(Node_2));

Fields Reordering

An additional type of structure transformations is fields
reordering. This transformation changes the order of
fields in the structure to correspond to program access
patterns. For example, in an array of large structures that
undergoes initialization or comparison cycles, it would
be preferable to order the fields according to the order
in which they are initialized or compared. This type of
transformation is less aggressive than structure peeling
and splitting—only the definition of the structure type is
modified; the allocation and access sites are left intact.
3.4

Peeling plus Indexing

Let us suppose there is self-pointing structure type
node_t, defining a constructive unit for such interconnected data structures as trees, graphs, link lists, etc.

typedef struct node {
struct node *next;
int a;
float b;
} node_t;

and connect them through the pointers to arr array:
for (i=0;
{
arr[i].
arr[i].
arr[i].
}

i < N; i++)
Node_0_ptr = &arr_0[i];
Node_1_ptr = &arr_1[i];
Node_2_ptr = &arr_2[i];

Figure 3 shows data allocation of array arr after splitting transformation.
Similarly, each access arr[i].left to the field
left of element i of the array arr (of original
Node structure) will be replaced by the access arr[i]
.Node_1_ptr->left.

To instantiate such complex data structure, the array of
node_t’s is usually allocated:
int n;
node_t *arr=
(node_t *)malloc(n, sizeof(node_t));

A typical traversal over this complex data structure access elements of arr array through connecting pointers,
i.e. in semantically unpredictable order. However different informative fields can be used in different traversals. For example, the following while loop access only
a fields of the node_t structure, leaving b fields aside:
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node_t *tmp_node = arr;
while(tmp_node)
{
tmp_node->a = ...;
tmp_node=tmp_node->next;
}

Although the order of accessing of a fields in this loop is
unpredictable (tmp_node = tmp_node->next;),
it’s still possible to improve spacial locality by allocating a fields together.
Note that structure peeling transformation, described in
Subsection 3.1, is not applicable in this case due to selfpointers. The structure splitting (Subsection 3.2) is possible, but insert additional indirections, that influence
performance.
Thus to get the desired result, we peel the original structure into separate fields, so that allocation of array of
original structures is reorganized to contain contiguous allocations for each field separately, while replacing
connecting pointers by indexes in these arrays. In terms
of our example, the structure type node_t is replaced
by set of structure types:
typedef struct node_next {
int next_index;
} node_next_t;
typedef struct node_a {
double a;
} node_a_t;
typedef struct node_b {
double b;
}node_b_t;

The allocation site of arr array is redefined to allocate
one chunk of memory virtually partitioned into separate
arrays:
int n;
size = sizeof(node_next_t)+
sizeof(node_a_t)+
sizeof(node_b_t);
node_t *arr=
(node_t *)malloc(n, size);

node_next_t *arr_next =
(node_next_t *)arr;
node_a_t *arr_a=
(node_a_t *)(arr_next+n);
node_b_t *arr_b=
(node_b_t *)(arr_a+n);

The pointers to array bases arr_next, arr_b and
arr_b in conjunction with next_index indexes are
used to access array elements. Thus the while loop from
our example gets the following form:
int tmp=0;
while (tmp!=-1) {
arr_a[tmp].a = ...;
tmp = arr_next[tmp].next;
}

Note that number of possibilities exist to define mapping between pointers and array indexes. For example,
pointers to array bases can correspond to index zero. In
this case, the typical comparison of pointer to be equal
to zero, can be replaced by comparison to some non legal index value, like, for example, -1. Alternatively, a
dummy element can be allocated for each array to bear
zero value.
The papers [13], [15] exploit the similar approach.

4

Type Escape Analysis Extensions

Initially written for aliasing [5], the type-escape analysis
engine (ipa-type-escape.[c,h]) provides safety analysis
for struct-reorg optimizations. It guarantees that all instances of a given structure type do not escape the compilation unit, and are used “conventionally” inside it.
A structure type is said to escape the compilation unit,
if a pointer to the structure is an actual parameter or return value of a global function (accessible from outside
the compilation unit), or the structure is instantiated as
a global variable, or one of its fields is known to escape.
A structure type is considered to be used unconventionally and cannot be transformed safely, if a pointer to the
structure undergoes casting or if operations other than
plus, minus or multiplication are applied to it.
The type-escape analysis algorithm is comprised of two
phases, initially written in GIMPLE. First, all functions
are traversed statement-by-statement, collecting information on explicitly escaping types. Then a transitive
closure is executed over sub- and super-structures of the
escaping types. During the first analysis phase a strict
policy was initially applied due to GIMPLE representation: if a statement does not provide sufficient information to determine the purity of the type, it was considered to be escaping. With the conversions of ipa to
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Tree-SSA form, it became possible to use flow sensitive
information to relax this limitation.
For example, suppose there is a structure type str_t:
typedef struct {
int c;
double b;
} str_t;

and an array of str_t structures, allocated by a call to
malloc:

This enhancement enabled for example structure
f1_neuron from 179.art benchmark from Spec2000
to be identified as non-escaping by ipa-type-escape analysis, thereby permitting struct-reorg transformations to
be applied to it safely. The increase in compilation time
caused by the added analysis measured on this benchmark was between 0 and 1% of total compilation time.
Additional contributions to ipa-type-escape analysis include:

str_t *a_p =
(str_t *)malloc(N*sizeof(str_t));

• relaxing the case of adding a constant to a pointer.
For example, in term of previous example a field c
of array a_p is accessed as a_p[5].c

to be later accessed within a loop as follows:

• allow multiplication of pointers (suggested by Jan
Hubička).
• recognizing casting from pointer type as escaping.
For example, if there is a structure str_t as it was
previously defined, an array str_t a[N] and the
following piece of code:

for (i=0; i < N; i++)
a[i].c = 5;

Then the following statements will be generated as part
of translating this loop into Tree-SSA :

void *vp = (void *) &(a[0].c);
str_t *a_p = (str_t *)vp;

then the cast (str_t *)vp is recognized as
causing structure type str_t to escape.

i.0_3 = (unsigned int) i_1;
D.1603_4 = i.0_3 * 16;
D.1604_5 = (struct str_t *) D.1603_4;
a_p.1_6 = a_p;
D.1606_7 = D.1604_5 + a_p.1_6;
D.1606_7->c = 5;

• recognizing calls to malloc() after analyzing
through casts. For example, the following piece of
code:
#define N 1000
str_t *a_p =
(str_t *)malloc(N*sizeof(str_t));

When the first phase of ipa-type-escape analysis reaches
the 5th statement in this list, it cannot determine without investigating use-def chains of variables D.1604_5
and a_p.1_6 that these two variables are actually
the base and offset of an array allocated by a call to
malloc. Therefore, having a summation of two pointers to struct str_t, the conservative assumption was
taken that the str_t type escapes.
To relax the case of adding pointers to structures, the
analysis was enhanced to recognize the case when these
pointers are actually base and offset of an array, with the
function is_array_access_trough_pointer_and_index as
its entry point. This function checks whether one of the
pointers passed one casting operation from non-pointer
type and is actually generated by multiplication of index
by size of the structure, while the other was never casted.
The Tree-SSA interface function walk_use_def_chains
is used in implementation from callback of which the
walk_tree function is executed for each def_stmt.

is translated into Tree-SSA form as follows
D.2198_2=malloc (16000);
D.2199_3=(struct str_t *)D.2198_2;

Thus when analyzing the second statement in this
list, it’s possible to determine that D.2198_2 is
the result of malloc function by using its use-def
chain.

5

Optimization Flow Analysis

When an optimization is considered a candidate for LTO
[4], it is important to keep in mind the characteristics of
this infrastructure. In the LTO compilation model, each
file, or part of the program, is first compiled separately.
At the GIMPLE intermediate representation level the
program is serialized into an object file, bypassing the
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for each structure str in the program

rest of the compilation cycle. When all parts of the
program have passed this first compilation stage, they
are compiled together. This second compilation stage
resumes from the point at which the first compilation
stopped. It works on the GIMPLE representation of the
whole program, except libraries, resurrected from the
object files. Thus optimizations executed at the second
stage of compilation benefit from the whole program
scope of compilation.

for each function func in the program
for each basic block bb in func
/* Build the list of accesses to fields
of str that appear in bb. */
list = build_f_acc_list_for_bb (bb, str);
/* Update FRG(str) with accesses to str in the func. */
for each basic block bb in func
update_FRG(str) with list

The second stage of the LTO compilation model can
therefore be extremely beneficial for struct-reorg optimizations, providing a whole program view for their
analysis. The struct-reorg optimizations strongly depend on type-escape analysis. If a structure escapes the
compilation unit, none of the struct-reorg transformations can be applied to it. Hence the wider the scope
of program view provided for these optimizations, the
more powerful they can be.
The benefit of providing whole program view, however, has its price: memory consumption is increased
as well as compile time. Memory consumption can be
reduced by reducing the size of intermediate representations (IR ). Such works as “Memory SSA” by Diego
Novillo [11], “GIMPLE Tuples” [12], and more [3] target this factor. The amount of data collected by each optimization can also be influential. Compile time can be
improved through parallelization. For example, both the
data collection and transformation stages of optimizations can be parallelized in a ‘per function’ manner, in
case they are independent.
The struct-reorg optimizations are built up of tree optimization stages, similar to many other compiler optimizations. First stage is responsible for data collection required by the optimizations. At the second stage
the collected data undergoes an analysis process in order
to decide which of the existing struct-reorg transformations is most effective. Finally, the third stage applies
the transformation.
In the rest of this section we consider current implementation of data collection stage of struct-reorg optimizations, and suggest changes that can be beneficial for it in
order to be incorporated into the LTO infrastructure.
Figure 4 shows the existing flow of data collection stage,
where FRG(str) is FRG for structure str and implementation of the function build_f_acc_list_for_
bb(bb, str). As a result of data collecting, FRG’s are

destroy all lists of func
build_f_acc_list_for_bb (bb, str)
{
initialize the list list of accesses of str in bb
dist = 0;
for each stmt in bb
{
if (stmt accesses a field of str)
{
add access to this field to the list with dist
dist = 0;
}
else if (stmt accesses memory)
dist += size_of_accessed_data
}
}

Figure 4: Flow of data collection stage

built for all structures in the program. To allow the parallelization of the data collection stage on a ‘per function’ basis, we introduce FRG for each function separately to prevent accessing of global data. Then the
data collection flow can be implemented by interchanging the outermost loop with the loop enclosed in it (Figure 5).
However, even with this change, each function in the
program is traversed repeatedly, i.e. per each data structure in the program. The data collection flow can be
further changed so that each function gathers all data required by optimization through one traversal. Figure 6
shows this change.

6

Conclusions

In this paper we considered bundle of structure reorganization optimizations developed on the base of GCC
compiler. Four types of structure transformations has
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for each function func in the program
for each structure str in the program
for each basic block bb in func
/* Build the list of accesses to fields of str
that appear in bb. */
list = build_f_acc_list_for_bb (bb, str);
/* Update FRG(str,func) with accesses to str
in the func. */
for each basic block bb in func
update_FRG(str, func) with list
destroy all lists of func
for each structure str in program
for each function func in program
update FRG(str) with FRG(str, func)

Figure 5: Parallelized data collection algorithm

been presented—full structure decomposition (peeling),
hierarchical structure decomposition (splitting), fields
reordering (reordering) and peeling plus indexing—
among which the former three are already developed on
struct-reorg branch, and the latter, which was found to
be effective for data structures interconnected by pointers, similarly to one presented in mcf, is now under development. The comparisons between these and other
GCC optimizations working on the spacial locality (like
liner loop transformations) showed the complementary
character of these optimizations. They may be effective
either when applied in conjunction or when preferable
type of optimization is selected.
Naturally the applicability of struct-reorg optimizations
is restrained by the scope of the program available for
analysis. On one hand, the type-escape analysis stands
to guards the safety of these optimizations. We have
shown how the strictness of type-escape analysis can
be relinquished through extensive use of Tree-SSA IR.
On the other hand, the LTO infrastructure can be utilized to provide whole program view for these optimizations. To be based on this infrastructure, the optimization flow/memory consumption has to be adapted to be
optimal for its needs. Thus possible enhancements to
the flow of struct-reorg data collection stage have been
presented as example of this adaptation effort.
Finally, since wide variety of applications and data sets
is essential for effective tuning of both decision making
mechanism and type-escape analysis, we’ll focus on this
activity in a close future.

for each function func in the program
for each basic block bb in func
/* Build the list list of accesses to fields
of all structures in the program.*/
list = build_f_acc_list_for_bb (bb);
/* Update FRG(func) with accesses to
all structures in the func. */
for each basic block bb in func
update_FRG(func) with list
destroy all lists of func
for each structure str in program
for each function func in program
{
reduce FRG(str, func) from FRG(func)
update FRG(str) with FRG(str, func)
}
build_f_acc_list_for_bb (bb)
{
/* Initialize the list list of accesses in bb
to fields of all structures in the program. */
init list
dist = 0;
for each stmt in bb
{
if (stmt accesses any field of any str in the
program)
{
add access to this field to the list with dist
dist = 0;
}
else if (stmt accesses memory)
dist += size_of_accessed_data
}
}

Figure 6: Parallelized data collection algorithm with
only one traversal for each function
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Abstract
Ongoing effort to implement GCC framework for interprocedural optimizations is described with special focus
on recent reorganization to work on Single Static Assignment (SSA) form. The paper also give high level
overview of existing and planned interfaces and optimization passes.

1

At the moment, all top-level passes are executed interprocedurally (called just once for whole unit), the subpasses are intraprocedural and are called for each function separately in the topological order across callgraph.
Pass-manager is also able to execute simple function
cleanups after or before pass, so called TODOs. The
cleanups are executed on current function for intraprocedural passes, or for all functions for interprocedural
passes.

Introduction
2.2

GCC was originally designed to optimize on the scope
of basic blocks (local optimizations), later extended to
whole function analysis using the SSA form (global intraprocedural optimizations, [13]). Optimizing across
function and compilation unit boundaries (interprocedurally) is the next step.
In this paper we describe effort to extend Tree-SSA
framework to interprocedural scope. The current state is
result of several projects, in particular the reorganization
of GCC backend to new intermediate language (GIMPLE) [13], reorganization of compilation process to be
driven by callgraph module [7], and several projects
to implement or improve interprocedural optimizations
[3, 11, 12, 10, 8] and analysis [5, 6].

2

Basic interfaces

One of main design goals is to make writing of interprocedural passes similar to writing intraprocedural optimization passes using Tree-SSA framework [13]. We
outline the main interfaces:
2.1

Pass manager

The compilation is driven by a pass manager able to
manage both kinds of passes. The pass queue is a nested
structure allowing to define a sub-passes of every pass.

Cgraph and Varpool

The compiled unit is represented using callgraph and
varpool [7]. Callgraph is a directed multigraph whose
nodes are functions and edges call sites. Varpool is a
list of static (public, private and function local) variables in the compilation unit. Both datastructures can
be walked via several FOR_EACH_* constructs defined
in cgraph.h, several utilities to analyze the datastructures are present in ipa.c, ipa-prop.c and
ipa-utils.c.
The varpool and cgraph nodes allows optimization
passes to store information about variables and functions either directly into the structures or indirectly via
on-side arrays indexed by IDs. The second choice is
preferred for all data that are not required to live across
whole compilation to avoid liverange problems mentioned in Section 6.
The information stored in cgraph nodes is divided into
three sections — local data are results of function wide
analysis, global data are results of interprocedural propagation of local data and RTL data are data used during RTL expansion (for purposes such as computing
required stack alignment). cgraph_local_info,
cgraph_global_info, cgraph_rtl_info accessors verify that the data is available and in future will
allow to allocate the data only for those callgraph nodes,
where needed, if callgraph starts to consume considerable amount of memory.
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2.3

Other datastructures

The bodies of functions are represented in GIMPLE intermediate language with control flow graph (CFG), single static assignment form (SSA) and profile information available after the passes constructing them was executed.
At the time of writing this paper, majority of functions
to operate with GIMPLE was not updated for interprocedural optimization and require variables current_
function_decl and cfun to be both set to function to operate on. There is plan to add explicit function
argument replacing cfun references to all basic GIMPLE manipulation function and also add GIMPLE_ prefixes at the same time. In meantime, push_cfun and
pop_cfun functions are available for current function
manipulation.
It is important to keep in a mind that not all datastructures are localized for each function, in particular
the dominator tree, SSA updating information and alias
analysis are hold in global variables. This conserve
memory usage, but also require a care to be taken to
not keep the datastructures alive after changing function
context. A short term plan is to add push_function
and pop_function responsible for switching cfun
and current_function_decl and invalidating the
datastructures not supposed to be carried over to a different function.
Also GCC implementation of bitmap datastructure uses
single memory storage to hold various bitmaps (a default bitmap obstacks). This storage is recycled after
each function compilation, so it is important to not use
the default bitmap obstack in interprocedural passes and
data supposed to survive across function boundary.

3

Scope of interprocedural optimization

Interprocedural optimizations can be implemented with
different scopes. The larger portion of the program is
seen by optimizers, the greater effectivity of the optimization is. In GCC we define 4 main scopes.
3.1

Function at a time

Most memory conservative compilation is to output into
assembly file functions as they are parsed from source

code. This allows just very basic interprocedural optimization propagating information in the source code
order. For example simple forward inlining pass is implemented by keeping in memory all sufficiently small
inlinable functions (inline candidates) and inlining them
into a callers that gets compiled later in the process.
This mode of compilation was used by GCC until version 3.4 (when callgraph project was merged [7]) and it
is still available via -fno-unit-at-a-time command line option. GCC, when optimizing, is usually
not using this scheme anymore. Precise setting is language specific: C++ never use function at a time, C,
Ada and Fortran is function at a time at -O0 optimization level, Java for all optimization levels by default. For
Java, the default was changed because of memory usage
problems: it is common to build application from bytecode library and thus load into compiler large units at
once that cause large memory consumption otherwise.
This problem is more discussed in Section 6.
Function inlining and simple forward propagation during RTL expansion are the only interprocedural optimizations enabled at this level.
3.2

Unit at a time

In unit at a time compilation the whole compilation unit
is parsed first and interprocedural optimizations then operate on complete callgraph. The compilation unit does
not necessarily need to correspond to source level unit.
C frontend implements --combine command line option [9] allowing to compile multiple source units at
once. Java frontend is able to compile multiple units
from bytecode library, for Fortran simple concatenating of source files works well enough. Multiple source
units compilation is not available in particular for C++,
where implementation is planned for multiple reasons
including the reduced need for template specializations
and thus overall speedup and reduction of disk space
needed to build larger C++ project. KDE project already
adoped a scheme, where sources from each directory are
included together in order to reach similar benefits.
3.3

Link time optimization

Link time optimizers replace regular object files by object files containing intermediate language. The linker
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then calls back to compiler to compile whole application or library at once. This scheme has significant advantages over compilation of multiple source files into
single object file (as with --combine) especially by
being transparent to build system and not requiring user
to modify makefiles. With link time optimization also
multiple languages can be compiled together and the debug cycle (modify—rebuild operation) is faster.
Link time optimization is one of major components
missing in GCC and is currently available only for Java
bytecode. Work to implement frontend independent link
time optimizer is being done on lto-branch [1].
3.4

Whole program optimization

For many interprocedural optimizations it is important
to know more about use of public functions and variables defined in the compilation unit than is made explicit by common programming languages.
In whole program mode all functions and variables defined in the compilation unit, except for main, are considered static. This mode still allows calling into external library. Additional entry points can be added via
externally_visible attribute.
This give explicit information about what public variables and functions in the compilation unit are used
by compilation unit itself and what can be referenced
from libraries too. This compilation mode is available
via -fwhole-program command line option. Until linktime optimization gets implemented, it is useful
only in combination with --combine, otherwise by
properly declaring variables and functions static has precisely the same effect.

4

Pass queue organization

The basic structure of pass queue at -O2 optimization
level is as shown in Figure 1. Individual interprocedural
passes are separated by ↓. Local passes are always executed on the callgraph in topological order to allow easy
propagation of information from callees to callers.
4.1

Parsing stage

During the parsing, frontend is responsible for building functions and variables. Functions are passed in

Parsing:
Parsing
Registering functions/variables in the callgraph
↓
End of source level unit:
cgraph construction
↓
unreachable function removal
End of unit:
↓
function visibility
↓
unreachable function removal
SSA conversion
Early inlining
Early optimization
↓
Inline plan decision
↓
Referenced variables
↓
Pure/const discovery
↓
Inlining
Alias analysis
GIMPLE local optimizations
RTL local optimizations
Figure 1: The pass queue
GIMPLE format, variables initializers are in frontend
specific trees. Once construction is done cgraph_
finalize_function or varpool_finalize_
decl is called and the functions and variables are registered to middle end. From that point it is middle end
responsibility to decide on when the functions and variables are going to be compiled and released from memory.
At the end of each source level compilation unit,
cgraph_finalize_unit is called that is responsible for lowering the functions into low GIMPLE (with
control flow graph built), producing a callgraph and
finally eliminating unreachable functions. The analysis are done on demand, so only reachable functions are lowered to reduce memory usage. cgraph_
finalize_unit can be invoked several times by
frontend without re-processing already lowered functions (in case a multiple source level compilation units
are being compiled) so the unreferenced variables and
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functions are released from memory during the parsing
process.
Lowering passes are controlled by the pass manager and
the toplevel queue is all_lowering_passes.

60

Execution time [s]

Once frontend is done with parsing, cgraph_
optimize is called and rest of compilation process
is driven by the middle end. In next subsections describe passes in all_ipa_passes executed from
cgraph_optimize.
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4.2

Early optimizations
10

Early optimization consists of several intraprocedural
subpasses executed on each function in sequence. The
functions are ordered in topological order of the callgraph so information can be easily propagated from
callees to callers.
Further lowering is done here: profile instrumentation is
inserted, simple CFG cleanups applied, OpenMP constructs are expanded and single static assignment (SSA)
form is build.
Important part of early cleanups is early inlining pass.
This simple pass is inlining functions already processed
by early optimizations that are smaller than the expected
function call overhead. (Size of the whole compilation unit thus monotonically reduce after each inlining
caused by early inliner.) Implementation of early inliner
is shared with implementation of inliner for function at
a time mode. Effect of early inlining to performance of
C++ benchmark TraMP-3d is shown at Figures 2 and
3. Similar effects was measured on several other C++
benchmarks too.
Early optimization pass is very effective for many C++
programs. Most wrapper functions and simple accessors
are inlined into the function body enabling intraprocedural early optimization to be effective. Without early
inlining, most functions in C++ would actually be just
simple accessors or contain only calls to other functions with no oppurtunity for intraprocedural optimization. Early inlining is however not able to resolve properly code size growth and performance tradeoffs, so less
trivial decisions needs to be done by a full inlining pass.
Simple SSA optimization passes are applied next: constant propagation, forward propagation, scalar replacement, copy propagation, Φ merging, dead code removal,
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4

Factor of relaxing inlining limits

Figure 2: Effect of relaxing inline limits on performance
of TraMP-3d. Chart courtesy of Martin Jambor [8].

tail recursion pass and profile estimation. These passes
are regularizing function bodies so simplistic analysis
done by interprocedural passes (in particular cost estimates in inliner) are more realistic and less dependent
on particular coding style.

At the moment, no attempts are made to use alias analysis information and perform optimizations on memory
references. Experiments has however shown that basic transformations, like dead store removal, are very
important. Simple dead store removal pass looking for
write only local variables is ablto to remove during compilation of TraMP-3d benchmark over 1000 variables.
This results in important compilation time improvements and allows to limit overall function growth parameter of inliner (from 60% to more reasonable 20%)
potentially speeding up compile times by about 30%
as well as reducing sizes of resulting binarries. Only
known regression caused by introduction of early optimization pass, a 10× slowdown on one of FreeFEM3d
benchmarks is eliminated by this transformation too.
The slowdown is caused indirectly by driving inliner to
produce a function body with number of accesses exceeding limits of alias analysis Removing the memory
references early makes work of alias analysis a lot easier.
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output. No attempt is made to remove functions made
unreachable by the late optimization, because the toplogogical order does not allow that (the functions rendered
unreachable are already output into assembly), however
the topological order allows to forward propagate some
machine specific information, such as preferred stack
alignment of the callee or calling conventions. The early
optimization and interprocedural passes should be effective enough to render most unreachable functions dead
early, so this limitation should not cause major problems. Additional problem is that resulting binary execute backwards (ie callees are placed in program before
callers). It would be desirable to implement function
reordering pass that use assembler subsections or fragments to reach the proper function ordering.
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early inlining only
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Figure 3: Effect of relaxing inlining limits on compile
times of TraMP-3d. Chart courtesy of Martin Jambor
[8].
4.3

Interprocedural passes

While early optimizations are done in topological order
propagating from callees to callers, the interprocedural
optimizations can access whole callgraph.
Interprocedural constant propagation [10] (with function cloning), inline plan decision [7], analysis of static
variable references, pure and const function discovery,
type escape and points to analysis is performed at this
stage. Most of the passes are followed by a cleanup removing unreachable functions from the callgraph.
4.4

Intraprocedural optimization

Rest of compilation process is again organized as a sequence of intraprocedural passes executed in topological order on the callgraph. The alias information is built
making SSA optimization passes more effective. All
SSA optimization passes (including ones already performed in early optimizations) are executed, function
bodies are lowered to machine specific RTL intermediate language, further optimized and output to assembly
file.
While performing intraprocedural optimization, list of
variables still referenced by the function bodies after optimization is collected and only referenced variables are

5

How link time optimization fits in

To implement link time optimization it is necessary to
change representation of object files so they contain
intermediate language rather than machine instructions
and make linker to call back into compiler to optimize
those “fake” object files.
Link time optimization is major missing component
in the GCC interprocedural optimization framework.
Work is being done on lto-branch to implement
writing and reading of GIMPLE [1], in this section we
just outline how the GIMPLE reader/writer will fit into
existing framework.
Based on current optimization pass queue (Figure 1),
writing of IL should happen just after early optimization, while after reading, early inlining should be done
once again (enabling crossmodule inlining) followed by
re-optimizing the functions where we inlined into followed with the rest of optimization queue unchanged.
In order to allow as much of parallelism as possible
and to reduce modify—rebuild cycle, it is very desirable to push as much work as possible into the compilation stage. It might make sense to run a limited version
of other interprocedural passes (in addition to early inlining) and include more passes in early optimizations
as long as resulting object file size decrease noticeably.
Since almost all work needs to be redone at crossmodule
scope, pushing optimization passes up has limitations.
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6

Scalability problems

GCC is latecomer into world of interprocedural optimizations. With source bases growing in their size it
is important to not underestimate the scalability issues.
The goal is to make the framework scalable enough to
allow building all packages of common open source
distribution with interprocedural optimization enabled.
This has been partly reached with unit at a time compilation that hits important limitations only for Java programs. However for link time optimizations it is clear
that the framework is not scalable enough.
6.1

Memory consumption

Memory consumption seems to be a major problem.
To compile GCC backend with intermodule compilation, currently over 2GB of RAM (on 64bit machine)
are needed. To deal with the problem, several steps was
taken.
Per-line memory allocation statistics are available in compilers configured with --enablegather-detailed-mem-stats. With -fpre-ipamem-report the memory usage just after parsing the whole compilation unit is reported, with
-fpost-ipa-mem-report
memory
usage
just after interprocedural passes is reported and
-fmem-report reports memory usage at the end of
compilation.
Memory usages on compiling C language testcase
(combine.c) is shown in Figure 5. The numbers
represent reachable garbage collected memory on two
points of compilation (before and after interprocedural
passes), not the overall memory allocation. As can be
easily seen, the memory is quite evenly distributed in between various datastructures so in order to significantly
reduce the memory usage many of them needs to be reengineered.
Goal of tuples-branch is to reorganize GIMPLE
memory representation into flat form [4]. This will
couple several datastructures into single structure. For
usual binary operation this means replacing statement
list (48 bytes), statement annotation (96 bytes), GIMPLE modify statement (48 bytes), binary expression (64
bytes) into flattened form of roughly 90 bytes (for operation with no memory operands). Somewhat overestimating the savings by assuming that all 20565 statements of combine.c are such a binary operations,

tuples-branch should save about 3.4MB out of
21MB or 16%. On the other extreme assuming that
all operands do have memory operands, one would get
2.5MB, 11%. For DLV testcase the relative memory
reduction would be smaller because larger portion of
memory is consumed by other structures.

Promising plan is eliminate labels on GIMPLE form
and replace label references by direct basic block pointers. Memory consumption for 6237 artifical labels
in combine.c together with associated datastructures
(annotations, statement list, label expression) is 2MB,
10%. Further reductions are possible by simplifying
memory representation of conditional gotos and switch
that current duplicate information available in the control flow graph.

Important problem represents variable annotations. The
consumption of annotations themselves is about 2%,
however the data stored in annotations consist almost
exclusively from datastructures local to optimization
passes that are maintained live for whole program.
The unused pointers from variable annotations point
to another datastructures (such as dead statements) and
blocks garbage collector from freeing the memory. It is
difficult to get precise statistics on how many datastructures are kept alive by those dangling pointers, however
in the past problems like variable annotations pointing to
dead statement pointing to list of free SSA names pointing to all other dead statements defining SSA name was
identified and fixed. In order to avoid such problems to
appear, an infrastructure needs to be introduced. There
are plans for adding ggc_unreferenced function
that tells garbage collector that given datastructure
should be dead and for compiler compiled with checking it would instruct garbage collector to report datastructures marked by this flag but still referenced via dangling pointers.

Further easy places to reduce overall footprint include
reduction of SSA operand cache representation, control
flow graph representation and eliminating need for majority of temporaries by producing naked SSA names
not referencing to variable declarations. For C++ the
elimination of dead scope blocks and duplicate declarations needed only for debugging should do a miracles
(saving up to 50% of post-IPA memory footprint).
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6.2

Not loading whole program at once

For link time optimization, the interprocedural optimizer can be organized in a way so all function body
analysis are performed first and saved into object files
as function summaries (including callgraph, function
body size characteristics, jump functions for constant
propagation etc.). The link time optimizer then can
perform interprocedural optimizations exclusively using
those summaries completely avoiding a need to load all
function bodies into memory at once.
This scheme was partly implemented in earlier version
of GCC interprocedural optimization framework [7],
however it imposed restrictions on pass ordering and
brought other implementation challenges. It was decided to put this plan on hold for a moment until the
implementation matures enough to make clear what interprocedural passes shall be implemented and in what
order.
Alternative approach is to introduce two intermediate
languages—one incomplete but memory conservative to
allow interprocedural optimization on and second more
complete for local optimization.
6.3

Compilation time problems

In general interprocedural optimizations does not significandly increase compilation time, because analysis and transformations implemented are very simple.
On SPEC2000 build, unit at a time compilation is 8%
slower. The slowdown is mostly caused by inliner producing more intermediate code and slowing down the
local optimization. Crossmodule compilation is 21%
slower, this time extra cost of garbage collection is
dominant. Whole program compilation 15% slower.
Slowdown is smaller because more unreachable function elimination is performed and inline decisions are
improved.
Major problem of link time optimization is however
elimination of parallelization opportunities. While compilation can be easily parallelized by running multiple
compilations at once, linking is serial. Partly the problem can be eliminated by moving as much work as possible into parsing as discussed in Section [1]. It is clear
that at some point in future parallel linking will need to
be developed. This is probably best done by performing interprocedural optimizations in single process and

letting other nodes to perform local optimization on individual function bodies.

7

Benchmarks

Figure 7 shows performance of SPECint2000 on AMD
Opteron machine. The benchmarks consist from hand
tuned C programs, so interprocedural optimization is
not really mandatory. Largest amount of speedup come
from unit at a time compilation and inlining, crossmodule and whole program optimization adds just little extra gain. More speedups are possible by implementing
more specialized interprocedural transformations (such
as promoting datastructures to smaller type or replacing linked lists by arrays). Those transformations are
however not believed to be as important for real world
applications and thus are not high priority at this stage
of development.
To benchmark interprocedural optimizations on more
modern code, an C++ benchmark suite was put together.
The benchmarks are run nightly and made available
at http://www.suse.de/~gcctest. The benchmarks set up by Richard Guenther was chosen for their
high abstraction penalty and heavy use of C++ constructs (mainly the templates). The more interesting
benchmarks include
• The TraMP-3d hydrodynamics simulation code.
This benchmark has extreme abstraction penalty
caused by function call. There are several times
more function calls eliminated by inlining that
number of instructions executed in the resulting
program.
• The wave C preprocessor that comes with the
Boost library.
• The botan C++ library of cryptographic algorithms.
• A benchmark suite exercising the DLV, a Disjunctive Datalog System (and more).
• The FreeFEM3D finite element library benchmark
collection.
Unlike CPU2000 benchmarks, both the source code and
test inputes for the C++ benchmark suite is freely available with the exception of DLV.
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Many of the testcases shows important improvements
in runtime, compilation time, object size and compiler
memory usage. Among the most important changes in
compiler are believed to be:
• Early optimizations combined with inlining.
• Improvements to alias analysis representation and
grouping heuristics.
• Refined inlining heuristics (in particular better size
estimates).

• Fortran currently produce wrong callgraph assigning each function multiple declarations. This prevents inlining and should be solved by a pass combining different declaration into one. Similarly C
--combine is too strict on type copatibility so
SPECint2000 can not be compiled without several
hacks to the compiler.
• Java and Fortran both have potential of being interesting for testing interprocedural optimization
framework.
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Figure 4: Summary of C++ benchmark results
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Figure 7: Subset of SPECint2000 results on AMD Opteron. Performance improvements relative to function at a
time compilation with no inlining.
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Abstract

int foo (void) {

A reversible debugger offers both standard debugger operations (e.g. step and next) and reverse execution
equivalents that rewind the program’s state. Even on
simple programs, this is convenient: for instance, if you
identify a bad memory write, it allows you to step backward and see the value that was in memory before it was
overwritten. In more complex systems, reversible debugging allows you to examine the environment at and
before an intermittent fault.
This paper describes a prototype implementation of reversible debugging, using entirely Free Software—GDB
and QEMU. We explain how source-level debugging actions are built on top of primitive operations, how the
primitive operations are implemented, and how the simulated environment interacts with the outside world.

1

The Big Picture

The reversible GDB supports seven new commands. Six of these are symmetric with forward
execution commands: reverse-step (abbreviated
rs), reverse-next (rn), reverse-stepi (rsi),
reverse-nexti (rni), reverse-continue (rc),
and reverse-finish.
The last new command is set exec-direction.
This disables the reverse prefixed commands and
makes the forward execution commands behave like
their reverse equivalents; it’s a gear shift that points
GDB toward the past. The two interfaces are different
ways to think about the same underlying operations.
GDB [4] handles source-level operations, user interaction, and overall control of the debugging session. It relies on other software for low-level execution control—
e.g., the local operating system via ptrace, or an external debugging agent via the GDB remote protocol and
a TCP socket. QEMU [1] is an external simulator, so

return bar (0);
}
(a) C function

foo:
mov r0, #0
b
bar
(b) ARM assembly

Figure 1: Sibling call optimization

we connect to it using the target remote command
in GDB. The remote protocol has two new messages for
reversible debugging: bs to step backward, and bc to
continue backward until some event stops the program.

2
2.1

In The Debugger
Basic Debugger Operations

During forward debugging, GDB relies on two operations to control execution: continue until the next event
and step a single instruction. Reverse debugging uses
symmetric operations: continue backward until the previous event and step backward a single instruction. Each
of these has a corresponding remote protocol packet,
which is sent to the target simulator for it to handle.
The bs packet implements reverse-stepi, and the
bc packet implements reverse-continue.
These commands are building blocks for the other
source-level operations, but also independently useful.
Reverse single-step lets you see state destroyed by the
previous instruction. For example, sibling calling is
an optimization that reduces stack usage by changing
a call at the end of a function into a jump (see Figure 1). When sibling call optimization is enabled, a
backtrace from the start of bar in the example shows
foo’s caller, but not foo itself—a backtrace is a list of
upcoming return addresses, not a history of calls. But
using reverse-stepi to back up one instruction from
the beginning of bar brings us into foo even though
foo did not push a return address on the stack.
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Reverse continue stops on any event that would stop
a forward continue. Any breakpoint or watchpoint
will do, from the same commands (break, watch,
etc.) used during forward debugging. Breakpoints and
watchpoints do not need to be inserted when running
forward in order to use them later when running in reverse. For example, suppose your program calls abort.
From abort, you can use the backtrace to find an interesting function, set a breakpoint there, and run in reverse
until you hit that new breakpoint. This is handy when
one occurrence of a frequently-called function shows a
bug—for instance, when debugging a compiler, an optimization pass that is called once per function in a large
input file, and fails only on one of the input functions.
2.2

Source-Level Forward Operations

GDB’s README calls it “the GNU source-level debugger,” and that lofty title requires more than just continue and step single instruction. The other forward
execution commands are constructed on top of those
two, with help from breakpoints. The other reverse execution commands are similarly constructed on top of
reverse-continue, reverse-stepi, and break—
though the logic is different from their forward equivalents.
The additional source-level commands available for reverse execution are reverse-step, reverse-next,
reverse-nexti, and reverse-finish. As a starting point, we’ll look at the implementations of the
equivalent forward debugging commands. This is just
a summary; there are a lot of additional corner cases for
these commands.
The step command advances your program until it
reaches a different source line. GDB first looks up the
current PC (program counter) in the debugging information to find the current source line. It records the range
of code addresses associated with this line, and then repeatedly single-steps (stepi) until it leaves that range.
A few of the important corner cases are:
• If a signal is received, GDB stops stepping immediately and displays the signal.
• If GDB steps into a function that does not have
debugging information, GDB does a finish to
skip the function. Then, if that returns to the same
source line as before the call—e.g. to code that

cleans up arguments pushed on the stack for the
call—GDB continues stepping until it leaves the
original source line.
• If we step into any function with debugging information, GDB advances past the prologue to the first
line of the function, so that argument values is displayed correctly.
The finish command uses GDB’s stack unwind machinery to locate the current function’s return address.
Then GDB sets a temporary breakpoint there and runs
until the breakpoint triggers. There’s a little more to it,
though, because finish handles recursive calls. That
breakpoint will only trigger after the current invocation
returns, even if the program passes through it multiple
times before that happens.
The next command is just like step, except that
it skips all functions instead of only undebuggable
functions. The nexti command combines next and
stepi; it steps a single instruction, but adds a finish
if GDB detects that the instruction was a subroutine call.
2.3

Source-Level Reverse Operations

Like step, reverse-step is a sequence of singlestep instructions. GDB looks up the source line containing the current instruction, and then backs up one
instruction at a time until it reaches the start of a different source line—the start rather than the end so that
the displayed source location more closely matches the
program’s state.
During forward step, GDB has to detect stepping into
a called function with no debugging information, and
invoke finish if this happens. During reverse step,
GDB has the opposite problem; it needs to detect stepping backward to the epilogue of a previously-called
function, and invoke reverse-finish. Like the
finish and reverse-finish commands, the underlying problem is symmetric: in both cases, GDB is interested in the instruction on the far side of a call but
ends up in the call’s target instead.
While running forward, GDB lands at the first instruction of the prologue. In reverse execution it lands at
the last instruction of the epilogue. The reverse case is
a little harder than handling finish from the first instruction; this is discussed in Section 2.4.
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reverse-finish sets a breakpoint on the first instruc-

tion of the current function, runs in reverse until that
breakpoint is hit, and then reverse steps one instruction
further to reach the call site. This approach correctly
handles sibling calling (Figure 1); reverse finishing out
of a called function returns to its call site, instead of
skipping to the previous function on the stack. Using
a first-instruction breakpoint is incompatible with multiple entry points. GDB does not yet support functions
with multiple entry points, in part because GCC does
not generate them.
2.4

Epilogue Analysis

There are two ways that GDB can figure out the caller
of a function: by analyzing its prologue, or by using
compiler-generated unwinding tables (usually DWARF
[8]). Prologue analysis simulates the first several instructions of the function, recording their effects on
the stack pointer, frame pointer, and saved registers.
This works for most functions with a fixed-size stack
frame or a stationary frame pointer—any function where
the first several instructions set up a frame that lasts
throughout the function. Even multiple entry points are
not a problem. GDB can analyze one entry point, and
the others either set up compatible stack frames or jump
to the common entry point.
On some architectures prologue analysis is not powerful enough to locate the stack frame and saved registers
reliably. For instance, on the x86_64 architecture, optimized code may not use a frame pointer, yet may still
push and pop the stack pointer. DWARF unwinding tables let the compiler concisely describe the locations of
saved registers and the effects of stack manipulation during the function.
Prologue analysis does not work during the epilogue,
because a multiple-instruction epilogue has places
where the stack no longer looks like it did just after
the prologue. Also, while GDB can handle multiple
entry points by using the symbol table to find one entry point, GDB can’t necessarily locate any epilogue.
The prologue begins at the function’s start address, but
the epilogue (or multiple epilogues) can be anywhere
in the function; GCC commonly moves blocks that are
unlikely to be executed after the epilogue, to reduce
instruction-cache pressure.
GDB can use heuristics to guess whether the current PC
points at an epilogue, but their effectiveness varies by

architecture. For instance, the x86_64 retq instruction
is a very good indicator that we’ve reached an epilogue;
but the ARM bx lr instruction may be an epilogue or
an indirect branch. There’s a convenient flag in DWARF
line table information to mark the beginning of epilogue
sequences, but GCC does not generate it.
Unwinding tables are, in theory, capable of describing
epilogues properly. Again GCC does not generate the
necessary information. Epilogue unwind information is
bulky, but useful in fewer cases than prologue unwinding, so it has not been a priority. There have been several patches posted for this—Nathan Froyd [3], Michael
Matz [5], and Ulrich Weigand [7] have all done so, with
varying trade-offs of accuracy versus bulk. We hope
there is a compromise position where enough information to recover the stack pointer and return address can
be emitted by default, omitting other registers unless
asynchronous exception support is required.
For the moment, our implementation of a reversible
GDB attempts to guess epilogue information from code
analysis. Fortunately, reverse-next only needs to
backtrace from the very last instruction of each epilogue, which simplifies the required analysis considerably. reverse-step also works reasonably well even
if there are instructions in the epilogue where GDB cannot backtrace. But this approach is prone to false positives as described earlier.

3

In The Simulator

Up to this point we have looked at how GDB makes reverse debugging usable at the source and instruction levels, but waved our hands at how the reverse continue and
reverse single-step primitives are implemented. GDB
hands those requests to a remote simulator target, and
the simulator is responsible for the magic. The simulator we chose to implement reversible debugging was
QEMU.
We added code to QEMU to implement the new remote
protocol packets (bs and bc). We also added a concept of running in the “present”—as far forward as execution has ever gotten during this debugging session—
versus the “past”—cycles that have already run once as
the present and are now being replayed.
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3.1

Introduction to QEMU

QEMU is a system (machine) simulator, Linux userspace simulator, and virtualizer. All three modes are,
to varying degrees, compatible with the concept of reverse execution. For the moment, we’re focused on the
system simulator. In system mode, QEMU simulates a
CPU and a set of attached devices. Devices can intercept
memory I/O operations (RAM is one simulated device),
have their own timers, and raise interrupts. For example,
there are simulated network cards that can communicate
with the host’s network; simulated video cards that can
draw in an X or Windows window; and simulated disk
controllers that can operate on disk image files.

own logging. For example, for the store instruction
above the processor would record the changed program
counter. The memory unit would record the changed
memory location.
One benefit of logging is that rolling back a single instruction is simple and efficient. Running in reverse for
a longer sequence of instructions is also reasonably efficient. Of course, the disadvantages of logging are the
log itself. Some care is required when choosing the log
format, to prevent memory usage from getting out of
hand. Every instruction needs to fill in the log as it executes, so forward execution is slower. In general, logging optimizes for running in either direction with similar frequency.

QEMU uses dynamic translation to simulate instructions. It groups target code into blocks of consecutive instructions, with each block ending in a branch, or
breakpoint, or processor state change, or simply growing too long. Every time a new block of target code is
needed, QEMU converts it to a block of native code that
has the same effect on the simulated CPU that the original code would have had on a real CPU. Target registers
are held in a structure describing the state of the simulated processor.

Snapshotting optimizes for forward execution. Instead
of recording the incremental state associated with each
instruction, a snapshotting simulator records the entire
state of the simulated machine at wider intervals. Depending on the periodic overhead of snapshots, forward
execution runs at close to full speed. Reverse execution,
however, is more complicated and much less efficient.
This is the approach we chose for our QEMU prototype, to take advantage of the existing save and restore
support in QEMU.

Each component of the simulated machine, including
the CPUs, timers, disks, and RAM, supports saving and
reloading its state. QEMU uses this to implement its
savevm and restorevm commands, which take a complete snapshot of the virtual machine.

To back up a single instruction from time T, the simulator must load the most recent snapshot before T and
then replay until time T−1. This relies on deterministic execution and an accurate cycle counter. We added
a count of executed instructions to QEMU; if every instruction produces the same result during the replay that
it did during the first execution, then the same instructions will be executed, and the cycle counter is sufficient
to stop at the correct time. For more information on deterministic execution, see Section 4.1.

3.2

Reversing the Processor

Reversible debugging allows you to recover state that
would otherwise be gone. In order to do this, the simulator needs to hold on to some additional state. Two
approaches to this are logging and snapshotting.
A logging simulator records the lost state as each instruction is executed. For instance, execution of the
ARM instruction add r0, r1, r2 (r0 = r1 + r2)
would record the overwritten value of r0 and the incremented program counter. Execution of str r0, [r1]
(*r1 = r0, a store to memory) would record the changed
location in memory, its overwritten contents, and the incremented program counter. Dave Brolley of Red Hat
implemented a logging simulator for the xstormy16 processor, using the simulation framework SID [2]. In his
implementation, each component is responsible for its

Reducing the snapshot interval decreases forward execution performance, and increases the memory or disk
requirements for storing snapshots. It simultaneously
decreases the time taken to back up a single instruction.
Using snapshots to implement reverse continue also requires replay. Reverse continue should back up until it
hits a breakpoint or watchpoint, but it must be the most
recent event even if multiple events occur between the
present time and the preceding snapshot. New breakpoints can also be set for reverse execution that were not
set for forward execution. Therefore a log of previous
breakpoint events is not enough to choose the execution
target.
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To determine where reverse-continue, starting at
time T, will stop, we replay once per snapshot plus once
more for the first snapshot to have a breakpoint set. The
first replay starts at the most recent snapshot and runs
until time T, recording when breakpoints and watchpoints trigger. If none do, then the previous snapshot
is loaded and the cycle repeats until we reach a breakpoint (or the beginning of history). Once we have a nonempty list of breakpoints between two points, we replay
a final time until the last recorded breakpoint’s cycle.
3.3

Reversing Semihosting

We’ve seen how to run memory and the processor in reverse, but not the whole processor: just the instruction
set and registers without timers or other associated controllers. In some ways the processor and memory are the
simplest components of a simulated machine to reverse.
They have clearly defined state, and they interact only
with other simulated components. We need to look next
at how to reverse interactions with the outside world.
The only outside interaction that our prototype can currently handle during reverse execution is the ARM semihosting emulation. Semihosting is a development tool
that connects a target system—usually one with no operating system or only a minimal one—with the file system of another machine running a debugger. It works
on the same principle used for user-space system calls
in most Unix-like operating systems, which is:
• The program puts arguments for a semihosting operation into registers and memory.
• The program executes a special instruction to cause
a trap, e.g. swi 0x123456.
• The debugger or simulator detects the trap, performs the requested operation, writes the result into
target registers and memory, and resumes the program.
The available operations for ARM semihosting include
open, close, read, and write. When the program
reaches main, file descriptors for standard input and
output are already open. In other words, this is enough
to implement printf.
During a reverse debugging session, each simulated
event may happen more than once. Suppose we are debugging this small program:

int main() {
int x = printf ("Hi!\n");
return x;
}
When we step over the printf call for the first time,
it writes some characters to the debugger’s console,
as it should. But what should happen if we use
reverse-next to back up to before the printf, and
then next to step over it again?
If our console device supported reverse execution, ideally the text would vanish when we step backward and
reappear when we step forward. When that is not
practical—for example, when the message goes directly
to GDB’s standard output—then the next-best thing is
to suppress the output the second time. However, in order for execution to remain deterministic, we must fool
the program into thinking that write succeeded. Otherwise write, and then printf, will return different
results. A different value will be stored in x. Eventually, the replayed execution path may diverge from the
original path, and havoc will ensue.
This problem is exacerbated by the snapshotting approach to reverse execution. Even if we have a console
from which text can disappear and reappear, it should
only do so when the user has stepped or continued past
the output point—it shouldn’t flicker in and out of existence as we restore snapshots searching for an earlier
breakpoint.
The solution in both cases is the same. We mix the snapshotting approach used for the CPU with an event log.
Whenever the virtual machine is running in its present,
semihosting operations are logged. Each operation logs
its return value, and those that modify the target’s memory (e.g. read) also log the data to write. Whenever
the virtual machine is running in its past, the internal effects of all semihosting operations are replayed from the
log, instead of redoing the operations on the host system. The cumulative effect of the log is also captured
by the snapshots, so it is not necessary to undo the individual operations when restoring a snapshot. We simply
jump to the corresponding point in the log.

4

Future Work

As of this writing, our prototype has a lot of room
to grow. For instance, only the ARM architecture is
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supported—but adding support for additional architectures is easy. Here are some of the other limitations and
possibilities.
4.1

Reversing Other Components

The basic requirement of reversible debugging is reproducibility. For each component of the virtual system, we
must be able to take a snapshot, restore from that snapshot, and advance from the snapshot. When advancing
through the past, i.e. through time that has already been
simulated once, we must reach precisely the same results at precisely the same times—at least, unless the
user wants different results this time through; see Section 4.4.
QEMU simulates timer interrupts based on real time,
and simulating the same sequence of events twice in a
virtual machine can take two wildly different amounts of
real time. Therefore, the timer interrupts must either be
logged and replayed (just like semihosting operations)
or made deterministic by basing them on a virtual machine timer. Work on this is currently underway; it is a
prerequisite to reversing most other peripheral devices,
because the virtual machine must run with interrupts enabled to use most peripherals.
Many QEMU peripherals consist of two loosely coupled parts. One part is responsible for interacting with
the simulated CPU; for instance, emulation of a simple PCI graphics card. The other part is responsible for
interacting with the user and the outside world; for instance, a frame buffer that uses the SDL graphics library
to draw in a window. There may be multiple choices of
coupling—a fancier graphics card with 3-D acceleration
on the one side, a VNC server framebuffer on the other.
When the user-level device has total control over its
own state, as a framebuffer display does, backing up
the virtual machine can present an earlier state to the
user—though flickering during “behind the scenes” replay should be suppressed, e.g. by delaying screen refresh. When the user-level device interacts with things
beyond QEMU’s control, it has to fall back on logging
and replay. Some examples are a network card that
sends packets out to a real network; a keyboard that
takes input from the user, through an X window; and a
pass-through simulated USB device that controls a real
USB device connected to the host system.

4.2

Reversing User Space

QEMU offers a user-space emulation mode that allows
you to run some Linux (and, recently, Darwin) programs
with CPU emulation. Currently only same-OS emulation is supported, e.g. running an IA-32 GNU/Linux
binary on an ARM GNU/Linux system. QEMU translates all code, intercepts system calls, translates the arguments to and from system calls (endianness, structure
layout, et cetera), and calls the appropriate host system calls. Support for cross-OS emulation (e.g. ARM
GNU/Linux binaries running on Cygwin) may be available in the future.
External signals and system calls are the tricky bits of
reversible user-space emulation. External signals are
approximately the same problem as timer interrupts for
system emulation. QEMU would need to redeliver any
external signals during replay, at exactly the same cycles they were delivered during the first execution pass.
It would also need to delay new external signals until the
machine reaches its present.
System calls are approximately the same problem as
ARM semihosting. The event log implemented for
semihosting supports returning a value in a register and
writing data into memory during replay, which is sufficient for many Linux system calls. Some, however,
can influence the behavior of the program in other ways
that may be more difficult to replay. For instance, mmap
and sbrk control what memory is mapped and available; QEMU must map and unmap memory appropriately during replay. This is only mildly difficult; the
Lizard project [6] has some notes on how to do it.
Some system calls may be too difficult to reverse feasibly with this approach; for instance, inter-process shared
memory is another channel to the outside world that
would be hard for QEMU to intercept without logging
all memory accesses. QEMU’s user-space emulation already refuses to run multithreaded programs.
4.3

One Second Per Second

Our current approach to backing up a single instruction
is slow—and increasingly slow the longer the program
has run since its last checkpoint. Most source-level operations are more than one step or continue in the same
direction, and one reverse execution command is probably likely to be followed by another. We are considering logging support to complement the snapshotting
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support, since logging has better performance in reverse.
Logging could be automatically enabled when replaying
from a snapshot, so that further reverse execution within
the snapshot would be quicker. Of course, once logging
support is available we will be able to benchmark it head
to head with snapshotting.
Another possibility is to dynamically create and discard snapshots. QEMU could use heuristics to balance snapshot space and time overhead against reverse
execution speed. For example, initial forward execution could generate relatively coarse-grained snapshots.
When the debugger starts reverse single-stepping, finergrained intermediate snapshots could be generated. This
makes the first reverse-step even slower, but speeds
up subsequent ones. As the debugger typically uses
many reverse-step commands to implement a single source-level operation this is likely to be an overall
win.
There is also room to improve the snapshot mechanism. Our prototype implementation saves and restores
all memory; incremental snapshots are in development.
Compressing snapshots to reduce I/O may help. For the
most recent snapshot, we could use OS copy-on-write
facilities—fork QEMU, leaving a perfect snapshot of
memory in the child.
4.4

Temporal Paradoxes

Our prototype was designed to cope with state that the
simulator cannot completely undo and redo, including
user input and external devices. That’s why it has a notion of “running in the past” as a different state from the
virtual “present.” One consequence of this model is that
manual changes to the state (e.g. setting memory from
the GDB command line) do not stick. If you modify
memory and then step backward one instruction, your
changes are naturally lost—but they are also lost if you
step forward and then back.
That example is easy to fix; all it requires is recording a
new snapshot every time the user modifies the program
state. However, it should probably be accompanied by
explicit snapshot management support so that the modified snapshots can be dropped later.
What about changing the past, though? Logic familiar
to any reader of science fiction applies: once an outside
force (you, from the GDB prompt) acts to change the

system’s state, your memories (and QEMU’s) of what
happened after that cycle are no longer accurate. The
only way to find out what happens next would be to discard those memories, treat the modified moment as the
present, and run forward again as if it were the first time.
Changing the past invalidates more than just the processor and memory snapshots. The event logs recording
external interactions are also ruined, and all underlying
devices must act again. In order to do so they must return completely to their earlier state. Some things can
be rolled back easily, such as anything that does not require an event log: memory, graphics cards, even virtual
disks. Components that interact directly with the user
can discard their event logs. Keyboards and mice, for
instance, can accept new input.
Components that interact with the rest of the outside
world, like network cards, cannot be rolled back this
way. They may need to mark the guest’s state as immutable before each irreversible event, e.g. incoming or
outgoing packet.
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Abstract
The current GCC register allocator, like the classical
Briggs and George/Appel register allocators consists of
different passes solving separate tasks such as register
coalescing and live range splitting. The Integrated Register Allocator (IRA) proposed for GCC does register
coalescing and live range splitting on-the-fly during register colouring through a register preferencing technique
based on dynamically changed register costs.
IRA design is a result of numerous experiments on
Yet Another Register Allocator (YARA) infrastructure.
IRA’s design and implementation is focused on making it a production register allocator for GCC. Therefore IRA uses the reload pass, which is different from
YARA’s approach.

Nowadays, a good register allocator is a significant component of an optimizing compiler because compilers
implement more aggressive optimizations (like interprocedural or whole program optimizations). These optimizations tend to create lots of pseudo-registers living
simultaneously. The number of available hard-registers
can not be increased because it is a part of architecture.
The situation is even worse because some widely used
architectures (e.g. x86 and arm) are old and have few
hard-registers.

Introduction

GCC community recognized the importance of having a
good register allocator long ago. Therefore there were
a lot of efforts to improve the current register allocator [Makarov04] whose design was not changed significantly in last 20 years and to implement a new, better register allocator [Matz03, Makarov05]. This task is
difficult because of the existence of a very complicated
pass in GCC called reload which is a consequence of
the fact that GCC is the most portable compiler and it
must generate effective code practically for all existing
architectures. This article describes a new register allocator for GCC called the integrated register allocator.
Although the register allocator proposed in this article
does not solve all known problems of the current GCC
allocator (like the existence of the reload pass), its implementation is focused on making it the next production GCC register allocator.

Modern computers have several levels of storage. The
faster the storage, the smaller its size. This is the consequence of a trade-off between the memory’s speed and
its price. The fastest storage units are registers (or hardregisters). To manage complexity of the optimizations,
most of the optimizations in a modern compiler are written as if there is an infinite number of virtual registers
called pseudo-registers. The optimizations use them to
store intermediate values and values of small variables.
As a result of such an approach we need a special pass
to map pseudo-registers onto hard-registers and memory. This pass is called a register allocator.

Modern register allocators can be divided in two classes
by their approaches used to solve smaller register allocator tasks. One approach used in classical Chaitin-Briggs
[Chaitin81, Briggs94] and George-Appel [Appel96]
register allocators consists of different passes solving separate tasks such as register coalescing, colouring and live range splitting, usually in an iterative
manner. Another approach used in Callahan-Koblenz
[Callahan91] allocators and allocators based on graph
fusion [Lueh00] tries to solve these tasks in a more integrated way. The integrated register allocator, as can
be seen from its name, uses the second approach: it

This paper describes IRA’s colouring algorithms such as
Chow’s priority based colouring, Chaitin-Briggs colouring and the most powerful: regional top-down colouring, which deals well with high register pressure. Interprocedural register allocation in IRA and different optimizations such as caller register save optimizations and
stack slot sharing are also described. The current state
of IRA and benchmark results are given.
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Figure 1: Passes in the GCC register allocator

does register coalescing and live range splitting on-thefly during register colouring.
This article describes the integrated register allocator
proposed for GCC. The first section describes the original GCC register allocator and the different projects to
improve the register allocator in GCC that have been
tried or are in progress. The second section describes
the integrated register allocator: its passes and algorithms. The third section describes inter-procedural register allocation as implemented in IRA. The fourth section gives comparisons of the original register allocator
and IRA on different benchmarks. The fifth section describes the current status of IRA, conclusions from the
process of IRA’s implementation and future directions
of the project.

1

Register allocator in GCC

The current register allocator design has been in GCC
since its first release without any significant changes.
The register allocator consists of the following passes
(see Figure 1):
Regmove. The major task of regmove is to generate
move instructions to satisfy two operand instruction constraints. The reload pass can perform this
task too, but in a less effective manner. The pass
also does some register coalescing.
Regclass. GCC has a notion of register class, which is
a set of hard-registers. The pass mainly finds the
preferred and alternative register classes for each
pseudo-register. Briefly but not very accurately, the
preferred class is a class with the minimal cost of
its usage for the given pseudo-register and the alternative class is a wider class, the usage of which is
still more profitable than memory. Pseudo-registers

are assigned to hard-registers only from their preferred or alternative classes.
The local allocator assigns
pseudo-registers living
Besides that, the local
register coalescing and
propagation.

hard-registers only to
inside one basic block.
allocator also does some
simple copy and constant

The global allocator assigns hard-registers to pseudoregisters living in more than one basic block. It
can sometimes change assignments made by the
local allocator. The algorithm used is very similar to assigning hard-registers in Chow’s prioritybased colouring [Chow90]. The global allocator
does some form of register coalescing through a
preference technique: the hard-register will be preferred by the pseudo-register if there is a copy instruction between them.
The reload is a very complicated pass. Its major goal
is to transform RTL into a form where all instruction constraints for its operands are satisfied. The
pseudo-registers are transformed here into either
hard-registers, memory, or constants. The reload
pass follows the assignment made by the global
and local register allocators, but it can change the
assignment if needed.
Besides this major task, the reload also does some
other tasks like:
• indirect code selection by choosing instruction alternative
• elimination of virtual hard-registers (like the
argument pointer) and real hard-registers
(like the frame pointer)
• assignment of stack slots to spilled hardregisters and pseudo-registers which finally
have not gotten hard-registers
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• generation of save/restore code for call-used
hard-registers living around the calls and simple optimization in placement of such code
• copy propagation
• simple rematerialization
• address inheritance, which is mostly reuse of
calculated addresses to decrease the displacement for architectures with a small possible
range of address displacements
Postreload. The reload pass does a reasonably good
job for solving many tasks, sometimes in integrated
way, but only in a local scope; it generates redundant moves, loads, stores etc. The post-reload pass
removes such redundant instructions by a global redundancy elimination technique.
As we see, the current GCC register allocator solves register allocation tasks in adhoc way. There are a lot of
passes with poor communication between them. Therefore, there is a strong belief in the GCC community that
register allocation should be improved. However, improving register allocation in GCC is a challenging task
because it is the most machine-dependent common part
of the compiler. There were many projects to improve
the register allocator. Only the recent ones are mentioned here.
Michael Matz [Matz03] tried to implement a register allocator from scratch. The project was called the new
register allocator. It is based on Chaitin, Briggs, and
Appel and other modern approaches to solving the register allocation tasks. Although the new register allocator used the reload pass, the project tried to remove
unpredictable effect of its work by introducing the prereload pass before register allocation. The time spent
on this project was not enough to allow the new register
allocator to compete with the original one, which has
been refined for many years. The new register allocator was much slower, generated worse code on average,
had poor support and was eventually removed from the
compiler.
Vladimir Makarov [Makarov04] tried to improve the
current register allocator in GCC. He investigated several algorithms like pseudo-register live range splitting,
register rematerialization, and coalescing of registers
and memory stack slots. Although part of his work was
adopted by the current register allocator, in general the

project was not successful because of the addition of
more passes, which solved register allocation tasks in
a disjoint manner.
After recognizing the drawbacks of the previous approaches, the new project YARA (yet another register
allocator) [Makarov05] was started. Its goal was to
remove all old passes, including the reload pass. To
simplify prototyping of register allocation algorithms a
very flexible infrastructure was designed. This infrastructure was used to test many algorithms in register
allocation including Chaitin-Briggs, Callahan-Koblenz
and the FAT heuristic [Hendron93, Morgan98]. The
YARA project was not finished. Removing the reload
pass is a very challenging task and therefore YARA has
been fully implemented only for x86 and x86_64 architectures. For these architecture YARA generates better
code than the current register allocator.
Andrew MacLeod [MacLeod05] proposed a flexible infrastructure consisting of a set of engines used to solve
register allocation tasks. To simplify the register allocator’s implementation he proposed performing full code
selection before register allocation. This is similar to the
pre-reload pass implemented in the new register allocator.
Currently there are several ongoing projects to improve
the current register allocator. Peter Bergner is working on improving the global register allocator on svn
branch called ra-improvements. Michael Matz is working on code selection before register allocation, which
is a mostly resurrection of the pre-reload pass of the
new register allocator (svn branch insn-select). Andrew
MacLeod is working on register rematerialization on
the tree-SSA level to decrease register pressure, which
could help the current register allocator.
YARA’s goal to remove the reload pass was too ambitious. It will probably take a few more years to do this.
GCC needs a better register allocator right now. That
is the reason for starting the integrated register allocator (IRA) project. There is a tight relationship between
the YARA and IRA projects. IRA was not designed and
implemented from scratch: it uses a few of the design
decisions from YARA project and the flexible YARA infrastructure was used to try many algorithms including
ones finally used in IRA. The major difference between
the projects is that the integrated register allocator is focused on being a production register allocator for GCC
version 4.4. To achieve this IRA is designed to use the
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reload pass.

2

The integrated register allocator

The integrated register allocator implements a few
colouring algorithms: Chow’s priority colouring,
Chaitin-Briggs colouring and regional top-down colouring. The regional colouring gives the best results for
programs whose register pressure1 is sufficiently large
compared to the number of available hard-registers.
Otherwise, Chaitin-Briggs colouring is the best. As a
rule, it also generates the smallest code. Chow’s priority
colouring is the fastest algorithm, but this is its single
advantage.
This section describes only regional colouring as the
most general case. Chaitin-Briggs colouring is a special
case of regional colouring when only one region (the
entire function) is used. Additionally, Chow’s colouring
is a special case of one region colouring where hardregisters are assigned to pseudo-registers in order of priority. The priority of pseudos is defined in the same way
as in the current register allocator:
Freq p · log2 NRe f s p
Priority p = Size p ·
Live_Length p

Priority p is the priority of pseudo P, Size p is number
of hard-registers needed for pseudo P, Freq p is sum of
frequencies of all execution points where pseudo P occurs, NRe f s p is number of points where pseudo P occurs, and Live_Length p is number of RTL instructions
between the first and last occurrences of pseudo P.
1 There are two commonly used definitions. The wide one is
the number of hard-registers needed to store values of the pseudoregisters at a given program point. Another one is the number of
living pseudo-registers. In most cases both definitions give the same
value for register pressure in optimized code.

Figure 2 shows the major passes of the integrated register allocator and their order. Each pass is described in
detail in subsequent sections.
2.1

Building the internal representation

IRA is a regional allocator. It can work on any set of
nested CFG regions forming a tree. Currently IRA regions are the entire function for the root region and natural loops for the rest regions.
GCC has a very powerful model for describing the target
processor’s register file. In this model there is the notion of register class. The register class is a set of hardregisters. You can describe as many register classes as
possible. Of course, they should reflect the target processor’s register file. For example, some instructions
can accept only a subset of all hard-registers: in this
case you should define a register class for the subset.
Any relationships are possible between different register classes: they can intersect or one register class can
be a subset of another register class.
To simplify Chaitin-Briggs colouring, IRA uses set of
non-intersected register classes. This is set is called the
cover class set and defined by a new machine dependent macro IRA_COVER_CLASS. Register classes from
the cover set should not intersect and should contain
all of the hard-registers available for register allocation.
Those are the obligatory conditions which IRA checks.
Usually there are many possible sets satisfying the conditions. Experience shows that IRA generates the best
code when classes from the cover set are chosen in a
way when any move between two registers of a cover
class is cheaper than a load or store of the registers.
Decent results are also achieved when a cover class is
a union of such classes (using a cover class set containing only class ALL_REGS is an extreme example).
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That is possible because IRA assigns hard-registers to
pseudo-registers based on their usage costs, and if memory is more profitable then IRA will use memory for the
pseudo-register.
IRA works with several data structures which are simplified versions of the ones from YARA. The central
data structure of IRA is allocno. It represents the live
range of pseudo-register in a region. Besides the usual
attributes like the corresponding pseudo-register number and mode, conflicting allocnos and conflicting hardregisters, there are a few allocno attributes which are
important for understanding the allocation algorithm.
These attributes are
Cover class. This is a class from the cover class set.
IRA can assign a hard-register only to an allocno
from its cover class. This is different from the
current GCC register allocator, which can assign a
hard-register from at most two register classes (the
so called preferred and alternative classes). All allocnos corresponding to the same pseudo-register
always have the same cover class. As my experience shows, it is important for good allocation results to decrease the cost of hard-register shuffling
on the borders of regions. This is the reason for
such a requirement.
Hard-register costs. This is a vector of size equal to
the number of available hard-registers of the allocno’s cover class. IRA calculates and uses the
cost of each cover class hard-register available for
the allocation. First of all, IRA calculates the costs
of allocnos for all register classes analogously to
the way the regclass pass does, and defines the
best cover class for the allocno from this information. The cost of register classes defines the costs
of hard-registers of the cover class.
The cost for a call-used2 hard-register for an allocno is increased by the cost of save/restore code
around calls through the given allocno’s life. If the
allocno is a move instruction operand and another
operand is a hard-register of the allocno’s cover
class, the cost of the hard-register is decreased by
the move cost.
When an allocno is assigned, the hard-register with
minimal current cost is used. Originally, a hardregister’s current cost is the corresponding value
2A

call-used hard-register can be used in a function without saving and restoring it in the function’s prologue and epilogue.

from the hard-register’s cost vector. If the allocno
is connected by a copy (see below) to another allocno which just got a hard-register, the cost of the
hard-register is decreased. Before choosing a hardregister for an allocno, the current cost is modified
by the conflict hard-register costs of all conflicting
allocnos which are not assigned yet.
Conflict hard-register costs. This is a vector of the
same size as the hard-register costs vector. To
permit an unassigned allocno to get a better hardregister, IRA uses this vector to calculate the final
current cost of the available hard-register. Conflict hard-register costs of an unassigned allocno
are also changed with a change of the hard-register
cost of the allocno when a copy involving the allocno is processed as described above. This is done
to show other unassigned allocnos that a given allocno prefers some hard-registers to remove the
move instruction corresponding to the copy (see
below).
Allocnos can be connected by copies. Copies are used
to modify hard-register costs for allocnos during colouring. The copy can represent a move instruction between
the corresponding allocnos. If an allocno is assigned
to a hard-register, the cost of the hard-register for other
allocnos connected to given allocno by the copies is
changed to try to allocate the same hard-register for the
connected allocnos. In case of the success, the move instruction will be removed. This is an analog of register
coalescing in the classic Chaitin-Briggs allocator.
Copies can be created not only for move instructions:
because they are important for describing hard-register
preference, IRA creates copies for operands of an instruction which should be assigned to the same hardregisters according to their constraints in the machine
description file. Typical example of such an instruction
is x86 architecture addition, which requires that the addition result should be in the same register as one of the
operands. IRA creates two copies for the addition because it is an associative operation. One copy refers to
allocnos corresponding to the result allocno and the first
operand of the addition. Another one refers to the result
allocno and the second operand.
IRA also creates copies referring to the allocno which
is the output operand of an instruction and the allocno
which is an input operand dying in the instruction. As
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a result, IRA will try to reuse the same hard-register for
the output allocno as the one used for the input allocno.
My experience shows that such an heuristic is even more
important than Briggs biased colouring.
IRA does not create copies between the same register
allocnos from different regions because we use another
technique for propagating hard-register preference on
the borders of regions.
If a pseudo-register does not live in a region but lives in
a nested region, we create a special allocno called a cap
in the upper region.
Allocno (including caps) for the upper region in the
region tree accumulate all the information from allocnos with the same pseudo-register from nested regions.
This includes hard-register and memory costs, conflicts
with hard-registers, allocno conflicts, allocno copies and
some others. Thus, attributes for allocnos on the highest
level corresponding to the function have the same values
as we used for the allocation only one region which is
the entire function.
Figure 3 illustrates the accumulation of allocno information. In this example we have two regions L0 corresponding the whole function and L1 corresponding
to a loop. Pseudo-register z does not live in the loop
and only one allocno z0 representing it in region L0 is
created. Pseudo-register x lives in the two regions and
two allocnos x1 and x0 are created to represent live

ranges in the regions. Pseudo-registers u and y live only
in the loop. Allocnos in the loop corresponding to the
two pseudo-registers are named as y1 and u1. We create two caps representing these allocnos in the region
L0. Move instruction of pseudo-register y to u is represented by a copy referring to allocnos u1 and y1. This
copy on a higher level is represented by a copy referring
to the corresponding caps.
2.2

Colouring

After building the data structures needed for the allocation, IRA does colouring. It starts with the root region
and does colouring for allocnos (including caps) in the
region, than goes recursively to immediately nested regions and does the same.
We use Briggs optimistic colouring which is a major improvement on Chaitin’s colouring. The colouring consists of two passes. On the first pass we put allocnos
onto the colouring stack. On the second pass we take allocnos from the stack and assign hard-registers to them.
IRA supports two buckets: one for trivially colourable
allocnos and another one the other allocnos in the region. An allocno is trivially colourable if the number
of conflicting hard-registers plus the number of hardregisters needed for a given allocno and for allocnos
from the same cover class conflicting with a given allocno is not greater than the number of hard-registers of
the cover class available for the allocation.
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On the first pass IRA takes the first allocno3 from the
colourable allocno bucket, puts it on the stack, conditionally removes it from the conflict graph and moves
any conflicting allocnos from the uncolourable bucket
to the colourable one if the conflicting allocno becomes
trivially colourable after removing the given allocno
from the conflict graph. If there are no allocnos in the
colourable allocno bucket, we choose an allocno from
the uncolourable allocno bucket with the minimum following cost:

 0
Costmem −Costreg + Costmove

−Costldst

for cap
for hard-register
for memory

Costmem and Costreg are cost of usage of memory and a
hard-register of the allocno’s cover class for an allocno
inside the region. If the corresponding allocno in the father region is a cap, we do not change the cost. If the corresponding allocno is not a cap and is assigned to a hardregister, the cost is increased by Costmove which is the
cost of move instructions on the entry and exit region’s
edges on which the corresponding pseudo-register lives.
If the corresponding allocno in the father region is not
a cap and is assigned to memory, the cost is decreased
by Costldst which is the cost of load instructions on the
entry region’s edges and the costs of store instructions
on those of the exit region’s edges on which the pseudoregister lives.
An allocno taken from the uncolourable allocno bucket
is processed in the same way as one from the colourable
bucket. This allocno is chosen to be spilled to colour
allocnos still represented in the conflict graph, but it still
can get a hard-register on the second pass.

where
Con f lictAllocnoCostra =
CopyAllocnoCostra =

Costra −Con f lictAllocnoCostra +CopyAllocnoCostra
3 Actually, we always take the least frequently used allocno from
the bucket. As a result, more frequently used allocnos will be
taken from the stack first and assigned first, and they will have
more chances to get their preferable hard-registers than less frequently used allocnos. This is a small but important improvement
on Chaitin-Briggs colouring.
4 Assigning a hard-register to an allocno usually fails if we put
the allocno from the uncolourable allocno bucket on the stack.

∑

Con f lictCostrc

c∈Connect(a)

Costra is the cost of using the hard-register r for the allocno a. Con f lict(a) is a set of unassigned allocnos conflicting with allocno a. Con f lictAllocnoCostra reflects
the preferences of the unassigned conflicting allocnos.
Connect(a) is a set of unassigned allocnos connected
to allocno a by copies. CopyAllocnoCostra reflects the
preferences of the unassigned allocnos connected by the
copies.
Right after assigning a hard-register to an allocno, cost
and conflict cost of the hard-register for the allocnos
connected to the given allocno by copies is decreased
by Freqcopy · Costmove . Such modification results in the
hard-register becoming more preferable, and a real or
potential move corresponding to the copy will be removed. Thus, the effect will be the same as pseudoregister coalescing in the Chaitin-Briggs allocator.
After assigning hard-registers to allocnos in the region,
IRA modifies the costs for allocnos in the immediately
nested regions to propagate the preferences of allocnos
and minimize register shuffling on the nested region border. We have two cases: in one case the allocno was
assigned to a hard-register R and in another case the allocno was assigned to memory. The new costs of an
allocno in the nested region for memory and the hardregister R correspondingly will be following

Costmem +

CostR +

On the second pass, we pop allocnos from the stack and
assign hard-registers to them. If this process fails4 or
memory usage is less costly, we assign memory. We
assign to the allocno the first available hard-register with
minimal cost:

Con f lictCostrc

∑
c∈Con f lict(a)

Costst · Freqenter +Costld · Freqexit
−Costld · Freqenter −Costst · Freqexit

Costmove · (Freqenter + Freqexit )
0

for register
for memory

for register
for memory

Here, Costmem and Costr are costs of using memory and
a hard-register R for the allocno in the nested region
before their modifications. Freqenter and Freqexit are
the execution frequencies of, correspondingly, all enter
edges into and exit edges from the nested region. Costst
and Costld are costs of, correspondingly, storing and
loading a hard-register from the allocno’s cover class.
Costmove is the cost of moving hard-registers of the allocno’s cover class.
IRA does not modify the costs for allocnos from the corresponding caps in the father region because there will
be no move instructions on the region borders. Although
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such an allocno can get a better hard-register, the algorithm tends to assign the same hard-register to an allocno as to the corresponding cap because of the modified conflict costs of allocnos not represented by caps in
the father region. The experiments show the importance
of such special treatment for the caps.

... = x, y

this. Let’s look at allocnos in different regions for the
same pseudo-register. After assigning a hard-register to
an allocno in region L0, IRA assigns the same register
to an allocno in region L1 to remove register shuffling
on the border between regions L0 and L1. In the region
L2, IRA fails to allocate a hard-register to the allocno in
L2. By using memory for the allocno in region L1, we
could move the spill/restore instructions generated later
from the border between L1 and L2 to less frequently
used points on the border between L0 and L1. If such a
transformation is profitable, it is worth doing.

z = ...
... = z

L0

L0

Reg

Reg

x = ...
y = ...

L1
L2

Reg

Mem

L1
L2

Mem
Mem

x =z
...= x, y

Figure 4: Example showing a drawback of bottom-up
colouring

The proposed top-down allocation algorithm used by
IRA is simpler and better than the Callahan-Koblenz
[Callahan91] algorithm which tries to assign hardregister substitutions on the first bottom-up pass and
then maps them into the real hard-registers on the second top-down pass. Figure 4 illustrates the drawback
of their approach. There is a possibility that the algorithm assigns the same hard-register for pseudo-registers
y and z when processing the loop on the first bottomup pass. The right choice would be assigning the same
hard-register for x and z because it removes an unnecessary move instruction outside the loop. The IRA topdown allocation algorithm does not have such a drawback.
2.3

Spill/restore code moving

When IRA does allocation traversing regions in topdown order, it does not know what happens below in
the region tree. Therefore, sometimes IRA misses opportunities to do a better allocation. Figure 5 illustrates

Figure 5: Spill/Restore code movement
IRA has a special pass to move spill/restore or register
shuffling code to higher level regions. This pass could
be considered an additional, very simple, bottom-up allocation. The pass implements a simple iterative algorithm performing profitable transformations while they
are possible. It is fast in practice, so there is no real need
for a better time complexity algorithm.
2.4

Emitting code for register shuffling

The same pseudo-register allocnos outside and inside
a region may be assigned to different locations (hardregisters or memory). In this case we create and use a
new pseudo-register inside the region and add code to
move allocno values on the region’s borders. It is done
in during top-down traversal of the regions.
The new pseudo-register and the move code is not generated when both allocnos (one inside a region and another one outside) have been assigned to memory. Although the reload pass tries to use the same stack slot
for different pseudo-registers involved in a move, sometimes it fails. A potentially smaller stack frame because
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of shorter pseudo-register live ranges is less important
than danger of generating memory to memory moves.
This is probably obvious and my experience shows it.
IRA still creates a pseudo-register and moves on the
region borders even when the both allocnos were assigned to the same hard-register. If the reload pass spills
a pseudo-register for some reason, the effect will be
smaller because another allocno will still be in the hardregister. In most cases, it is better then spilling both allocnos. If the reload does not change allocation for the
two pseudo-registers, the trivial move will be removed
by post-reload optimizations. The reload pass also can
assign a different hard-register to a pseudo-register and
as a result an irremovable move of the hard-registers
will be generated. But the cases when the reload pass
changes the assigned hard-register is more rare, especially for a pseudo-register with a long live range. Experience shows that the danger of generation of additional
moves with different hard-registers is smaller than that
of potentially spilling both allocnos.
L0
A0

2 <- 3
B0

3<-2
C0

B1

C1

The move instructions are generated on the enter and
exit edges of regions. Usually there is a lot of duplication on such edges. IRA makes the code unifications,
moving some or all moves into the common destination
or source of the edges.
After emitting code, we rebuild IR without taking loops
into account. Starting from here, the notion of allocno
is the same as the notion of pseudo-register because an
allocno’s structure corresponds to all live ranges of the
pseudo-register.
2.5

Caller save optimization

The current GCC register allocator generates
save/restore code around the calls through which
pseudo-registers assigned to call-used hard-registers
are living. It is done during the reload pass. The code
responsible for generating the save/restore code is
located in the file caller-save.c. The current GCC
RA does a simple optimization to remove redundant
save/restore code generation in the scope of one basic
block.

5<-4
D0 6<-5

A1

fling without a temporary pseudo-register.5 IRA will be
able use such instructions in the future.

D1

L1

Figure 6: Example for emitting code

The generation of code moving the same pseudoregister allocno values on region borders is not so trivial. Figure 6 illustrates that. First of all, the order of
moves is important. For example, we should execute a
move for the allocnos D0 and D1 before one for C0 and
C1, otherwise the value of D0 in hard-register 5 will
be corrupted. There can be a loop in dependencies of
the moves, such as for allocnos A0 and A1 and B0 and
B1 whose hard-registers are swapped. For dependency
loops a new temporary pseudo-register is generated and
assigned to memory. A reader can find many common
things of the task with out-of-SSA pass in compilers
[Morgan98]. Some architectures have a swap instruction, and this instruction could be used for register shuf-

Although IRA can use the code in file callersave.c, by default IRA performs generation of the
save/restore code before the reload pass. IRA splits the
live range of pseudo-registers living through calls which
are assigned to call-used hard-registers in two parts: one
range (a new pseudo-register is created for this) which
lives through the calls and another range (the original pseudo-register is used for the range) lives between
the calls. Memory is assigned to new pseudo-registers.
Move instructions connecting the two live ranges (the
original and new pseudo-registers) will be transformed
into load/store instructions in the reload pass.
IRA does global save/restore code redundancy elimination. It calculates points to put save/restore instructions
according the following data flow equations:
SaveOutb =

T

(SaveIn p

T

SaveIgnore pb )

p∈pred(b)
5 Actually, a swap operation can be implemented by three xor
instructions without a temporary pseudo-register: see [Hendron93].
By the way, the algorithm based on colouring cyclic intervals as it is
described in [Morgan98] was implemented and it worked worse in
GCC environment.
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SaveIgnore pb =

depth(b) ≤ depth(p)

Re floop(b)

around calls. Actually, the same code for sharing stack slots allocated for pseudos is used in this
case.

depth(b) > depth(p)

SaveInb = (SaveOutb − Killb ) SaveGenb
S

RestoreInb =

T

(RestoreOuts

T

RestoreIgnorebs )

s∈succ(b)


RestoreIgnorebs =

depth(b) ≤ depth(s)

Re floop(b)

depth(b) > depth(s)

• simpler implementation of moving save/restore
code to increase the range of memory pseudo can
be stored in.
• simpler implementation of improving allocation by
assigning hard-registers to spilled pseudos which
conflict with new pseudos living through calls.

RestoreOutb = (RestoreInb − Killb ) RestoreGenb
S

Here, Killb is the set of allocnos referenced in basic
block b and SaveGenb and RestoreGenb is the set of allocnos which should be correspondingly saved and restored in basic block b and which are not referenced
correspondingly before the last and after the first calls
they live through in basic block b. SaveInb , SaveOutb ,
RestoreInb , RestoreOutb are allocnos correspondingly
to save and to restore at the start and the end of basic
block b. Save and restore code is not moved to more
frequently executed points (inside loops). The code can
be moved through a loop unless it is referenced in the
loop (this set of allocnos is denoted by Re floop ).
We should put code to save/restore an allocno on an
edge (p, s) if the allocno lives on the edge and the corresponding values of the sets at end of p and at the start
of s are different. In practice, code unification is done:
if the save/restore code should be on all outgoing edges
or all incoming edges, it is placed at the edge source and
destination correspondingly.
Putting live ranges living through calls into memory
means that some conflicting pseudo-registers6 assigned
to memory have a chance to be assigned to the corresponding call-used hard-register. IRA does that by using simple priority-based colouring for the conflicting
pseudo-registers. The bigger the live range of pseudoregister living through calls, the better such a chance is.
Therefore, IRA moves spill/restore code as far as possible inside basic blocks.
The implementation of save/restore code generation before the reload pass has several advantages:
• simpler implementation of sharing stack slots used
for spilled pseudos and for saving pseudo values
6 Such

pseudo-registers should not live through calls.

The disadvantage of such an approach is mainly in the
reload pass, whose behavior is hard to predict. If the
reload pass decides that the original pseudos should
be spilled, save/restore code will be transformed into a
memory-memory move. To remove such nasty moves,
IRA is trying to use the same stack slot for the two pseudos. It is achieved using a standard preference technique
to use the same stack slot for pseudos involved in moves.
A move between pseudos assigned to the same memory
could be removed by post-reload optimizations, but it is
implemented in the reload pass because, if it is not done
earlier, a hard-register would be required for this and
most probably a pseudo-register would be spilled by the
reload to free the hard-register.
2.6

Changes in the reload pass

The reload pass is responsible in GCC for assigning
stack slots to pseudo-registers not assigned to hardregisters. The reload tries to share stack slots only for
pseudo-registers spilled during the reload.7 The reload
does not do it for pseudo-registers assigned to memory
by RA. The reload also assigns stack slots to pseudoregisters in the same order as the pseudo-register numbers.
IRA keeps all information about pseudos, including
their conflicts, when it calls the reload. The reload for
IRA assigns stack slots to most frequently used pseudos
first if the frame pointer is used for stack slot addressing.
If the stack pointer is used for stack slot addressing, the
reload assigns to less frequently pseudos first according
to the following heuristics (the first rule has higher priority):
7 Such

pseudo-registers were assigned to hard-registers by RA
before the reload pass.
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• Use the stack slot which results in removing memory-memory move instructions with the
biggest overall cost.

a better call-used hard-register and to omit save/restore
code around a call in many cases when the assigned callused hard-register was not clobbered by the call.

• Use the first fit memory slots.

To implement inter-procedural register allocation, the
GCC call graph infrastructure is used and GCC code
was modified in the following way:

This heuristics result in removing costly memorymemory move instructions and allocation stack slots
with smaller displacements for more frequently used
pseudo-registers. The later results in smaller instructions for some targets as x86 and x86_64 and better code
locality as a result.

• A new field function_used_regs was added to
the function call graph node. The initial value of
the field is all hard-registers clobbered by a call according to ABI.
• If all called functions can be identified in a
given function, at the end of function compilation (the GCC final pass) the value of the field
function_used_regs is set up as union of the
call-used hard-registers which are used in the given
function and all values of function_used_regs
from call graph nodes corresponding to all of the
called functions.

When the reload evicts a pseudo-register from a hardregister, it tries to reassign another hard-register by calling the function retry_global_alloc. The analogous function is implemented in IRA, being called
retry_ira_color.
The last important change of the reload pass is already
mentioned in the previous section. IRA generates moves
shuffling pseudo-registers. Although IRA never generates moves for pseudo-registers which are both assigned to memory, such moves can be transformed into
memory-memory moves because the reload can spill
some pseudos. According to the stack slot assigning
heuristic mentioned above, the move will contain the
same memory slot and finally will be represented by
load and store instructions using a hard-register.8 Although post-reload optimizations can remove such redundant load and store instructions, it is important to remove memory-memory moves in the reload before the
reload provides the hard-register, probably by spilling
one more pseudo-register. Removing early on the instructions moving pseudo-registers assigned to the same
stack slot has been implemented in the reload pass for
IRA.

3

Inter-procedural register allocation

Currently IRA uses a very simple inter-procedural register allocator. Each allocno has information about all of
the calls it lives through. If a function and all functions
called by the function directly or indirectly have already
been compiled, we have information about all actually
used hard-registers which can be clobbered by a caller
according to ABI. This information permits us to choose
8 If

the target architecture has a memory-memory move instruction, the hard-register will be not necessary.

• In all places in GCC where a call is processed, the
value of function_used_regs of the call graph
node corresponding to the called function is used
instead of the hard-registers clobbered by a call according to the ABI.
Although such an implementation of the interprocedural register allocation improves the code in
many cases, it has a drawback. It tends to use call-used
hard-registers without generation of save-restore code in
functions close to leaf functions in the call graph. Usually such functions are less frequently executed. Thus,
there is room to improve the current inter-procedural
register allocation.

4

Experimental results

To see how well IRA can work, it is better to use an architecture with a small irregular register file. X86 is the
best known architecture for this. We use the GCC development version between releases 4.2 and 4.3 and the
SPEC2000 benchmark suite, which is probably the most
widely used benchmark for compilers. Our test machine
is an Intel 2.66Ghz Core2 machine with 4GB memory
under Red Hat Enterprise Linux version 4.4. Common
options used for all runs are -O2 -mtune=generic
-m32 -mmmx -msse -msse2 -msse3 which means
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Figure 7: SPEC2000 score change.

that SSE registers are used instead floating point stack
registers.9 SPEC2000 results are given on Figure 7 for
IRA using Chaitin-Briggs and regional register allocation algorithms without inter-procedural register allocation in comparison to the original GCC register allocator. Text segment sizes of the benchmarks are given on
Figure 8.
As we can see, the regional register allocation is the
best algorithm generating about 4% better SPECInt2000
code. It deals well with high-register pressure and additional code for register shuffling on the loop borders has
less significant effect.

5

Current status and future directions

IRA is now implemented for the following targets:
ARM, x86, x86-64, PowerPC, ia64, S390, and SPARC.
The author continues the work to porting IRA to other
architectures. Besides the porting, IRA can be and will
be improved in the following directions:
• Better inter-procedural allocation. As mentioned
above the current implementation of the interprocedural register allocator tends to use call-used
9 Floating

point stack is quite specific to x86 therefore we prefer
the regular SSE register file to show how IRA works in the general
case.

hard-registers without generating save-restore code
in functions close to leaf functions in the call graph.
Usually such functions are less frequently executed. There are many possibilities for improving
inter-procedural allocation. The simplest would be
to use the inter-procedural allocation only for frequently called functions. The most sophisticated
way is to implement optimal inter-procedural register allocation as it is described in [Kurlander96].
• Rematerialization. Register rematerialization is
a way to improve code by recalculating pseudoregister values instead of reloading them from
memory. The reload performs register rematerialization for the simple case when the value is a
constant. A more common case is recalculating the
value from other pseudo-registers which were assigned to hard-registers. Probably it would be better to do it after the reload, because even if IRA decides to assign a hard-register to a pseudo-register
the reload pass can reconsider its decision and spill
the pseudo-register to memory. In this case, the resulting rematerialization code will be much worse
than the original restore code.10
10 The

author may be wrong. The complexity of implementing
rematerialization after the reload might not be worth the potential
improvement.
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Figure 8: SPEC2000 code size change.

• Register allocation is the most machine-dependent
part of GCC. Most dependencies are hidden in the
reload pass. The reload pass has evolved and being refined for twenty years. Its code is very complicated and removing it without losing generated
code quality is an enormous task. That is what the
YARA project has shown. Still, there is necessity
to rewrite the pass because there is very little communication (it is also mostly one way communication) with other register allocation passes. It needs
to be done if we want to achieve further register
allocation improvements.

6
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Abstract

1. Parse the characters of the source file into something manageable on the basis of the syntaxis of
the language. The result is stored into structures
held inside the Front End.

The process of optimization in a compiler is finding a
shorter and/or faster sequence of instructions that computes the same results as the “obvious” sequence. Traditionally, optimizations are performed after the source
program has been fully converted to an intermediate language that is independent of the source language. This
paper presents cases where source language knowledge
is important for large gains in Fortran optimization. It
also discusses further criteria for front-end optimizations.

2. Gather the references to all the names used in the
various scopes of the scanned source, and make
them point to the right objects.
3. Convert array(-section) expressions to loops breaking them down to scalar expressions (a process
known as scalarization).
4. Convert the resulting structures (front-end trees)
into the intermediate language of the middle end—
the language-independent part of the compiler.

No specific prior knowledge (outside general knowledge
of the GNU Compiler Collection structure) is needed to
understand this paper—all relevant Fortran (and Fortran
front end) concepts will be explained.

1

Items 1 and 2 were provided by Andy Vaught, items 3
and 4 were written by Paul Brook with assistance from
Steven Bosscher.

Introduction

Classical compiler theory [1], Figure 1.2, assumes that a
compiler will first transform a program from its source
language (e.g., Fortran) to some intermediate language
before code optimization takes place.
In this paper it is argued that—at least for Fortran, but
probably also for other High Level Languages—it is
useful to perform optimizations on the internal structures of the Front End (i.e., the part of the compiler that
“knows” about the programming language the source is
written in).

Optimizations by the Front End are useful after items
1 and 2 have been processed, because the former are
largely of a “convert text to internal representation”
type. It follows that Front End optimizations are useful when scalarization occurs (because then actual code
transformation takes place)—this will be borne out in
the next paragraphs.

3

In Fortran

For GNU Fortran, the Front End consists of the files in
the gcc/fortran directory.

2

Terminology and Notation

The Tasks of the Front End

1. An array is a set of scalar data whose elements are
arranged in a rectangular pattern.
2. The rank of an array is the number of dimensions.

The Fortran Front End has to perform the following
tasks:
• 91 •

3. The extent along a dimension is the number of elements along that dimension.
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4. The shape of an array is an integer rank 1 array
with as elements the extents of the dimensions.

1. SUM – determine the sum of the elements of the
array given as argument.

5. The size of an array is the total number of elements
of the array.

2. PRODUCT – determine the product of the elements
of the array given as argument.

In array expressions and assignments all arrays have the
same shape.
Furthermore, in assignments it is guaranteed that the
right hand side is evaluated fully before the left hand
side is affected.
Array assignments and expressions take the same form
as scalar ones. E.g., the following assigns the sum of
array B and C to A (each element of A will be the sum
of the corresponding elements of B and C):

3. ANY – determine the inclusive OR of the (logical)
elements of the array given as argument.
4. ALL – determine the AND of the (logical) elements
of the array given as argument.
5. MAXLOC – determine the location of the maximal
element of the array given as argument.
6. MINLOC – determine the location of the minimal
element of the array given as argument.

A = B +C

7. MAXVAL – determine the value of the maximal element of the array given as argument.

Parts of arrays are indicated by a “colon” notation
(called an array section), as follows:

8. MINVAL – determine the value of the minimal element of the array given as argument.

A( f irst : last : step)
indicates the elements of A from f irst to last taking every step’th value.
Compilers use descriptors to describe rank, shape and
other relevant properties of arrays and array sections.
Arrays of rank 1 and 2 are the most common—they are
the representation of vectors and matrices that are the
subject of the branch of mathematics known as Linear
Algebra (see for instance the book by the same name
[3]).
Of course, the constituent mathematical entities in Linear Algebra are elements of a field, which the floating
point numbers and their addition and multiplication operations are not.
However, Fortran considers “an approximation to the
outcome of operation X” (where operation X is the
mathematical “equivalent” of the floating point operation) good enough.

4
4.1

Existing Fortran Front End Optimizations
Reduction Operators on Array Expressions

Several array reduction operators are defined in the Fortran language:

A reduction operator is one that returns an array with
rank smaller than the one of its input.
For instance, assuming that array A(N, M) contains
floating point values, the expression SUM(A) returns
the sum of all elements of A, a single number out of
N ∗ M numbers.
Interesting optimizations can be obtained by recognizing that a single number (or logical, in case of ANY and
ALL) is obtained, regardless of the number of (logical,
floating point) entities that went into the computation.
E.g., the following is regular Fortran idiom:
SUBROUTINE AAP(A, B, N, M)
REAL A(N, M), B(N, M)
IF ( ALL(A == B) ) THEN
PRINT*,’AAP: A equals B!’
ELSE
... do some real work ...
ENDIF
END
The obvious (and expensive) code to generate would be
to first evaluate A == B in a temporary array of extents
N ∗ M, and then compute the total AND of the resulting
N ∗ M logical array.
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GNU Fortran evaluates the complete ALL expression at
once, along the following lines (the ’&’s as last and first
character “glue” together two subsequent source lines):
...
RESULT = .TRUE.
DO I = 1, M
DO J = 1, N
RESULT = RESULT .AND. &
&
A(J,I) == B(J,I)
ENDDO
ENDDO
...
The reduction operators ANY and ALL were already
treated this way originally.
4.2

Inlining of DOT_PRODUCT

DOT_PRODUCT is a reduction operator implementing
SUM(A*B), where A and B are rank 1 arrays.
Originally, the GNU Fortran run time library contained
an implementation of this routine, but it was determined,
after extensive testing, that expanding the computations
comprising this intrinsic inline always gave better performance.
4.3

Special treatment of AT .B

The matrix multiplication of the transpose of a matrix A
with matrix B is a frequent operation. A naive implementation will need a temporary for AT .

The reason to special-case this expression is that it is
very common in physical problems, like quantum mechanics, optics and quantum chemistry.
4.4

Necessity of temporary storage in array assignment

Given the Fortran rules of assignment (the right-handside is always evaluated fully before the left-hand-side
is affected) it is always safe to evaluate an array expression in freshly allocated temporary storage, and then, on
assignment, copy the contents of that storage to the lefthand-side’s array and deallocate the temporary storage
afterwards.
However, very often it is possible to prove that the allocation, copying and deallocation of the temporary storage is not necessary, and the assignment can directly fill
the left-hand-side array.
1. If the right hand side doesn’t contain the array on
the left hand side (e.g., A = B ∗C).
2. If the use of the left-hand-side array on the right
hand side exactly overlaps (e.g., A = A + B).
3. If the scalarization loop can be set up so that overlap between left and right hand side is handled correctly (e.g., in A(1 : n − 1) = A(2 : n), start the loop
at 1).
This analysis is now routinely done in the Front End.

Matrix multiplication for arrays with rank <= 2 is done
by the intrinsic MATMUL(A,B). The transpose of a rank
2 matrix is formed by the intrinsic TRANSPOSE(A).

4.5

The obvious way to evaluate the expression
MATMUL(TRANSPOSE(A),B) indeed is to evaluate TRANSPOSE(A) in a temporary and pass that
temporary and B as the two arguments to MATMUL.

Quoting the GCC documentation, on the discussion of
function attributes:

However, given that it is necessary to pass array descriptors to MATMUL anyway, it is sufficient to pass an alternative descriptor, that describes A in a way that exchanges its first and second dimension.
This saves the allocation of a temporary of the size of A
and the subsequent copying of AT into it.

Purification and Constification of intrinsic procedures

Many functions have no effect except their
return value and their return value depends
only on the parameters and/or global variables. Such a function can be subject to common subexpression elimination (see below)
and loop optimization just as an arithmetic operator would be. These functions should be
declared with the attribute pure.
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In fact,

Many functions do not examine any values except their arguments, and have no effects except the return value. Basically this is just
a slightly more strict class than the pure attribute above, since such a function is not allowed to read global memory. These function
should be declared with the attribute const.

The pure attribute applies clearly to most of Fortran’s
simple intrinsic functions, like sin(x), atan2(x, y) and
log(x). When setting this attribute for these functions,
further optimization by the compiler is possible. If the
compiler directly encodes calls to the C math library
routines, then they can get attribute const, as they only
depend on the value(s) of their argument(s).
It is therefore beneficial to have the Front End set these
attributes for those functions.
[Note that a Fortran program doesn’t have access to errno, so the function result is the only effect.]

5

5.1

Optimization Assisted by the Fortran Front
End
Use of Preinstalled BLAS libraries

BLAS stands for Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms,
and is a library of well-known vector and matrix operations.
The -fexternal-blas compiler option will force
the compiler to generate code to use the BLAS routines
[sdcz]gemm in case of matrix multiplication by the
intrinsic MATMUL. This is beneficial (for not too small
matrices) if the installed external BLAS library is highly
optimized for the system the program is compiled for.
The extent at which -fexternal-blas will be
effective is detemined by the command line option
-fblas-matmul-limit=n with n being 30 by default.
Fortran reference implementations of the BLAS routines can be found at http://netlib.org/blas/
index.html.

6
6.1

Proposed Future Optimizations
All Fortran intrinsic functions are pure, except
RANDOM_NUMBER

Having the Front End set the pure attribute for them
would already result in a number of optimizations. Note
that GCC uses a different definition of “pure” than the
Fortran (2003) Standard.
GCC’s pure definition is most easily understood as follows:
Given a Fortran intrinsic function f (x), not being
RANDOM_NUMBER, 2 ∗ f (x) can be substituted for
f (x) + f (x).
6.2

Inline MATMUL for small arrays

For small arrays, it is probably advantageous to expand
MATMUL inline. For instance, when the inner loop has
four iterations, it will be fully expanded by loop unrolling.
Given that it is profitable to inline DOT_PRODUCT completely, it can be assumed that for rank <= 1 (vector *
vector, or scalar * vector), inlining would always be
right.
6.3 MATMUL is called twice in MAT MUL(a, b)/(1 +
MAT MUL(a, b))
Just as we do not compute sin(x) twice when evaluating sin(x)/(1 + sin(x)), neither should we do so for
MAT MUL(a, b).
This is the subject of Problem Report 22572.
The optimization that takes care of this unnecessary duplication is called Common Subexpression Elimination,
also known as CSE.
Unfortunately, the Fortran Front End does evaluate
MAT MUL(a, b) twice, and allocates temporary storage
for the results twice.
Even if the pure attribute were set for MATMUL, still two
temporary arrays would be allocated, instead of one.
Obviously, this analysis should be extended to all pure
Fortran intrinsics.
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6.4

Further reduction of temporary allocation on
assignment

Allocation of a temporary to compute the right-handside of an assignment into can be avoided if the scalarization loops are build such that overlap between arrays
in the left- and right-hand-side is harmless
1. E.g., in the following assignment: A(2 : n) = A(1 :
n − 1) the temporary can be avoided by running the
scalarization loop “backwards.”
The code to allow this treatment (and others more general) is already present in the part of the compiler that
translates array expressions—however, it is not activated and, hence, not debugged.

7

General Reflections on Front End Optimizations

All of the described optimizations can be classified as
local optimizations. They can be performed without
knowledge of the flow of control, because they all act
on a single expression or assignment.
To get a good overview of classical optimizations on
scalar expressions when using the information acquired
by control and data flow analysis, one wants to look at
[1], Chapters 12, 13, and 14.
Almost all of this theory carries over if one considers arrays to be the basic entity, instead of scalars, for these
optimizations (except for induction variable strength reduction and elimination, which are typical optimizations
on array indices and addressing).

Computing the basic blocks in a routine is the first step
towards deriving the control flow graph.
Basic blocks can be quite large, if one disregards the
underlying loops that will ultimately comprise the array
operations.
An example will clarify this—this is the NewtonRaphson inverse finder for matrices as discussed in [2],
Chapter 2.5, where B0 is a first guess of the inverse of
A:

FUNCTION AINV(A, B0) RESULT (B)
INTEGER I
REAL A(:, :), B0(:, :)
! B has the size of A
! (and therefore of B0)
REAL B(SIZE(A,DIM=1),SIZE(A,DIM=2))
! This converges quite fast
B = B0
DO I = 1, 7
B = 2 * B - &
&
MATMUL(B, MATMUL(A, B))
ENDDO
END

There are only three basic blocks in this routine—the
one before the loop (containing the copy of B0 to B),
the one after the loop (empty) and the loop body.
Large basic blocks are beneficial, because it will make
control flow analysis in this part of the compiler fast.
7.2

Loop Invariant Compututations

Obviously, the optimizations described below have to
take place before scalarization.

Once basic blocks have been determined and the control
flow graph derived, data flow information can be computed (see [1], Chapter 13).

7.1

Once this information is available, Loop Invariant Computations can be determined.

Basic Blocks

To quote [1], a Basic Block is:
A sequence of consecutive statements only
entered at the beginning and executed without halt or branch until the end [of the basic
block].

E.g., the following is a naive implementation of Jacobi’s
method of solving a linear system A.x = b (see [2],
Chapter 19.5), which uses the fact that a matrix can always be split into L +D+U, with L the lower triangular,
U the upper triangular and D the diagonal part (DINV is
the inverse of D):
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FUNCTION XR(L, DINV, U, B, X0) RESULT (X)
INTEGER I
REAL L(:,:), DINV(:,:), U(:,:)
REAL B(:), X0(:)
REAL X(SIZE(B))
X = X0
! Suitable first guess...
DO I = 1, 7 ! 7 is probably too low...
X = MATMUL(-MATMUL(DINV,(L+U)),X) + B
ENDDO
END

After this analysis, the expression -MATMUL(DINV,
(L+U)) will be recognized as a loop invariant, and
moved to be computed before the loop.

8

Conclusions

We have shown that several optimizations are available
to the Fortran Front End that are impossible to perform
later, because these optimizations involve the prevention
of allocating temporary storage.
Setting function properties like pure or const on intrinsic
functions is only possible in the Front End, because it
knows the rules of the language.
In one case, the underlying knowledge of the description
of arrays is used to prevent an unnecessary copy into a
temporary.

9
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Abstract

2

This paper describes the design and implementation of
Memory SSA. The goal is to provide a lighter-weight
notation on top of GIMPLE to represent aliased references in the program. The representation can be throttled to balance details versus memory consumption.

Because of the general undecidability of aliasing [7, 9],
memory LOAD/STORE operations may involve many
different objects. In general, increasing analysis precision leads to a sparser SSA web, thus freeing up
the optimizers to perform more aggressive transformation. However, this usually means larger data sets for
the compiler to process, which translates into increased
compile times and memory consumption.

This notation is to be used by default so that optimization passes do not have to concern themselves with the
validity of transformations involving aliased references.
More aggressive memory optimizations can use the notation as a starting point and use other facilities to handle
memory references that may otherwise be considered in
conflict.

1

Introduction

Virtual SSA Form in GCC

GCC uses an approach similar to that used by the
SGI compiler [2]. Special compiler generated symbols,
called tags are created to represent regions of memory
and two new virtual operators VDEF, and VUSE are associated with statements that make LOAD/STORE operations.

Static Single Assignment (SSA) provides a sparse dataflow representation for scalars, but it is not well suited
for representing objects of aggregate types like structures and arrays, or other memory operations like
pointer dereferences and global storage. Several approaches have been proposed to incorporate memory
operations into SSA [2, 4, 10, 13, 14]. In general, these
approaches build a separate web structure of use-def or
def-use chains that are factored very similarly to the basic SSA form.

2.1

This paper presents a unified approach for representing both scalars and arbitrary memory expressions in
SSA form. It extends the idea of assignment factoring
[13], but instead of being a separate data structure on
top of the CFG, it integrates both scalar and memory
SSA forms. The representation maintains all the SSA
properties, provides factored use-def chains, its sparseness can be incrementally controlled, it efficiently supports scalarization of memory objects and can use sitespecific aliasing information to weed out false positives
computed by alias analysis.

For example, given the code fragment in Figure 1(a),
GCC creates two symbolic names for the memory region pointed-to by p3 :

Alias Representation

GCC represents memory operations explicitly in the intermediate representation using virtual operands [11].
In this scheme, alias and structural analysis creates symbolic names for regions of memory that can be treated
as separate objects. When a statement makes a LOAD or
STORE operation, GCC adds a virtual operand for every
symbolic name associated with that memory location.

The first symbol, called symbol memory tag (SMT)
is the result of flow-insensitive alias analysis, it
(roughly) represents all the memory locations of
type int. This analysis is almost purely typebased, GCC will try to do a few pruning decisions
based on other attributes, but SMTs basically represent memory of a given type. Thus when a pointer
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p, int *, symbol memory tag: SMT.7,
may aliases: { a b }
p3, name memory tag: NMT.8,
may aliases: { a b }
foo (int i)
{
if (i2 > 10)
t.018 = &a
else
t.017 = &b

foo (int i)
{
if (i2 > 10)
t.018 = &a
else
t.017 = &b

# t.01 = PHI <t.018(3), t.017(4)>
p3 = t.01
D.15274 = i2 + 1

# t.01 = PHI <t.018, t.017>
p3 = t.01
D.15274 = i2 + 1

*p3 = D.15274
D.15285 = i2 + 2

# a19 = VDEF <a6>
# b20 = VDEF <b9>
*p3 = D.15274
D.15285 = i2 + 2

# a7 = VDEF <a6>
a = D.15285
D.15298 = i2 + 10

# a7 = VDEF <a19>
a = D.15285
D.15298 = i2 + 10

# b10 = VDEF <b9>
b = D.15298

# b10 = VDEF <b20>
b = D.15298

# VUSE <a7>
a.111 = a

# VUSE <a7>
a.111 = a

# VUSE <b10>
b.212 = b
D.153313 = a.111 + b.212

# VUSE <b10>
b.212 = b
D.153313 = a.111 + b.212

D.153414 = *p3
D.153015 = D.153313 + D.153414

# VUSE <a7>
# VUSE <b10>
D.153414 = *p3
D.153015 = D.153313 + D.153414

return D.153015
}

return D.153015
}

Figure 1: Current representation of memory operations
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of type int * is dereferenced in the fragment below, GCC will consider that a reference to symbol
SMT.7.

field tags or SFT). For instance, in Figure 2(b), GCC
will create three SFT symbols for this structure, namely
SFT.0 for A.x, SFT.1 for A.b and SFT.2 for A.a.

The second symbol, called name memory tag (NMT),
is the result of points-to analysis applied to pointers after the program is in SSA form [12, 6]. Since
the analysis is done over SSA names, the results inherit the flow-sensitive properties of the SSA form.
Every SSA pointer pi that has been dereferenced
and is found to point to a common set of symbols,
is given the same name tag.

Once the artificial SFT symbols have been computed,
they are added as virtual operands to the appropriate
statements and those virtual operands are then put into
SSA form. Furthermore, this approach of assigning
symbolic names to regions of aggregates can be combined with alias analysis, so the SFT symbols may be
added to may-alias sets, if necessary.

Notice that the virtual operands do not actually reference the memory tags. Rather, GCC looks up the alias
set associated with each tag (i.e., the set of symbols potentially accessed through that pointer) and adds a virtual operand for each of them. In this case, the memory
expression ∗p3 is a reference to the name tag NMT.8
and since NMT.8 has symbols a and b in its may-alias
set, the compiler inserts two virtual operands, one for a
and another for b.
One may wonder why GCC bothered creating a type tag
(SMT.7) in this case. Type tags are used when the compiler cannot find a name tag associated to a particular
SSA pointer. In those cases, the compiler retrieves the
type tag associated with the SSA name’s base symbol (p
in this case). If the base symbol does not have an associated type tag, the compiler will abort. SSA pointers may
“lose” their name tags in various ways: when points-to
analysis could not compute a known set of pointed-to
symbols, or when other transformations create new SSA
pointers and fail to compute a name tag for them. Note
that these are not necessarily error conditions, nor do
they indicate loss of precision. It may happen that all
the SSA names for a pointer do point to the same set of
symbols that would be computed by the flow-insensitive
analysis. In which case, using the type tag is perfectly
reasonable.
2.2

Representation of aggregates

Aliasing is not the only situation where the compiler creates artificial symbols to represent regions of memory.
References to aggregate types like structures and arrays
are also handled in a similar fashion. Whenever possible, the compiler will create symbolic names to represent distinct regions inside aggregates (called structure

3

Problems with this approach

The compiler adds a virtual operand for each member
of the may-alias set for the symbol associated with a
memory expression. Since alias analysis results are often conservative, may-alias sets may contain tens and
even hundreds of symbols (about 600 in the collection of
GCC, MICO, POOMA, SPEC2000 and TRAMP3D). In
some extreme cases, an alias set may contain millions of
elements. In FreeFEM3D (http://www.freefem.
org/), the generated parser file parse.ff.cc produces alias sets with 4.8 million elements. Therefore, every memory operation will have as many virtual
operands as the may-alias set.
While the current approach succeeds in keeping the different members of an alias set independent of each other,
it penalizes memory expressions involving all the alias
sets (i.e., LOAD and STORE operations via the associated
memory tag).
To alleviate this problem, GCC includes a grouping
heuristic similar to that used in the SGI compiler [2].
All the members of the same alias set are grouped
under the same symbol name. This drastically reduces the number of virtual operands, but also increases the density of use-def chains, thus preventing
many optimization opportunities. For instance, given
the expression p = (i > 10) ? &a : (i >
20) ? &b : &c, the may-alias set for p’s memory tag is {a, b, c}. Therefore, LOAD and STORE
operations via *p will contain virtual operands for each
of a, b and c. References to each member of the alias
set will not affect the others. This gives freedom to the
optimizer to do transformations that would not be possible otherwise (e.g., in Figure 3 propagate the value 5
from line 15 associated with a6 into line 26).
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struct A
{
int a
int b
float x
}

struct A
{
int a
int b
float x
}

foo ()
{
# SFT.22 = VDEF <SFT.21>
a.a = 30

foo ()
{
a.a = 30

a.b = 10

# SFT.14 = VDEF <SFT.13>
a.b = 10

D.1527 = a.a
D.1528 = (float) D.1527
D.1529 = D.1528 * 2.5e+0

# VUSE
D.15275 =
D.15286 =
D.15297 =

a.x = D.1529

# SFT.09 = VDEF <SFT.08>
a.x = D.15297

D.1531 = a.x

# VUSE <SFT.09>
D.153110 = a.x

D.1532 = a.b
D.1533 = (float) D.1532
D.1530 = D.1531 + D.1533

# VUSE <SFT.14>
D.153211 = a.b
D.153312 = (float) D.153211
D.153013 = D.153110 + D.153312

return D.1530
}

<SFT.22>
a.a
(float) D.15275
D.15286 * 2.5e+0

return D.153013
}

(a) Original code before SFT creation.

(b) SFTs in SSA form.

Figure 2: Current representation of memory operations
The grouping heuristic used by GCC will associate all
the members of the same alias set with the same, resulting in the SSA form in Figure 3(b). Notice that while the
representation size has been greatly reduced, the use-def
chains are now linking the load of a at line 26 with the
store to b at line 18. Which blocks the store at line 15 to
be propagated into the load at line 26.

4

Memory SSA

The approach proposed in this paper attempts to preserve the sparse properties of the current virtual SSA
form implemented by GCC, while avoiding the excessive overhead resulting from voluminous alias sets. The

design of this new approach has been driven by the following desirable properties:
Integration. While scalar SSA and memory factored
SSA have different properties, they both use the
same basic versioning scheme and provide a unified view of the program to the optimizers. This facilitates implementation details, as there is no need
for the optimizers to consult on-the-side data structures to determine if a transformation is valid.
Sparseness. As much as possible, LOAD and STORE
operations to memory locations that may not overlap should not affect each other.
Lightweight. In general, this is inversely proportional
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1 foo (i)
2 {
3
if (i3 > 10)
4
tmp17 = &a;
5
else
6
if (i3 > 20)
7
tmp16 = &b;
8
else
9
tmp15 = &c;
10
11
# tmp2 = PHI <tmp16, tmp15, tmp17>;
12
p4 = tmp2;
13
14
# a6 = VDEF <a5>;
15
a = 5;
16
17
# b8 = VDEF <b7>;
18
b = 3;
19
20
# VUSE <a6>;
21
# VUSE <b8>;
22
# VUSE <c18>;
23
D.15309 = *p4;
24
25
# VUSE <a6>;
26
a.210 = a;
27
28
D.153211 = D.15309 + a.210;
29
D.152912 = (float) D.153211;
30
return D.152912;
31 }
(a) Ungrouped alias sets. Alias set members are independent of each other.

1 foo (i)
2 {
3
if (i3 > 10)
4
tmp17 = &a;
5
else
6
if (i3 > 20)
7
tmp16 = &b;
8
else
9
tmp15 = &c;
10
11
# tmp2 = PHI <tmp16, tmp15, tmp17>;
12
p4 = tmp2;
13
14
# SMT.719 = VDEF <SMT.718>;
15
a = 5;
16
17
# SMT.720 = VDEF <SMT.719>;
18
b = 3;
19
20
21
22
# VUSE <SMT.720>;
23
D.15309 = *p4;
24
25
# VUSE <SMT.720>;
26
a.210 = a;
27
28
D.153211 = D.15309 + a.210;
29
D.152912 = (float) D.153211;
30
return D.152912;
31 }
(b) Grouped alias sets. Alias set members affect each
other.

Figure 3: Difference between grouped and ungrouped alias sets
to sparseness. The sparser the representation is, the
higher the number of use-def chains or SSA versions that need to be kept around. In the case of the
current implementation in GCC, this also implies
a large increase in the number of virtual operands
associated with LOAD and STORE operations.
Stability. In some cases, a side effect of optimization
results in a reduction of memory operands. Consider the program in Figure 4(a), variable a has its
address taken by pointer p1 , therefore references to
*p are represented in virtual SSA form as may references to a. However, constant propagation will
prove that p will only ever point to a by propagating &a into all dereferences of p.1 This means
that a can now be converted into scalar SSA form
1 This example is for illustration only.

This is not exactly how the
current GCC implementation works, but the final effect is the same.

(Figure 4(b)). This transition between virtual and
scalar SSA form can be costly, depending on how
much work needs to be done to transition from one
form to the other.

The basic premise in Memory SSA is similar to the current virtual SSA form as implemented in GCC. Every
memory STORE operation represents a potential definition for the objects that may be residing at that location.
This is usually referred to as a preserving or non-killing
definition in the literature. If a STORE operation may
affect more than one memory object, we refer to it as
a factored store. Similarly, memory LOAD operations
represent potential reads for the objects associated with
that memory location. If a LOAD operation may read
from more than one memory object, we refer to it as a
factored load.
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foo ()
{
p1 = &a;

foo ()
{
p1 = &a;

# a6 = VDEF <a5>;
*p1 = 3;

a7 = 3;

# VUSE <a6>;
D.15252 = *p1;

D.15252 = a7;

D.15243 = D.15252 + 5;
return D.15243;

D.15243 = D.15252 + 5;
return D.15243;

}
(a) SSA form before constant propagation.

}
(b) SSA form after constant propagation.

Figure 4: Transition from virtual to scalar SSA form for aliased variables
Memory SSA attacks the memory consumption problem
by systematically reducing the number of SSA names
created at every factored store. This reduction works using a grouping mechanism similar to the one described
earlier, but instead of being an “all or none” grouping,
it can be gradually adjusted to allow a balance between
alias precision information and memory consumption.
The grouping done by Memory SSA is based on the concept of memory partitions. Each memory partition represents an arbitrary set of memory symbols, so that if
symbol V belongs to memory partition P, every reference to V will be converted into a reference to partition
P. Since the number of partitions is a fraction of the total
number of symbols, this approach reduces the amount
of virtual operands, SSA names and φ nodes needed.
In turn, this reduces compilation times because there is
simply fewer things for the optimizers to deal with.
The drawback of grouping schemes is that it may reduce the representation precision as discussed in Section 3. Note that in the context of this document, we are
not interested in the precision obtained by alias analysis. Rather, we are interested in the precision used to
represent the alias sets computed by alias analysis.
Given a memory reference M, alias analysis determines
that M affects a set of symbols S1. The representation
of that memory reference is a set of virtual operands S2
such that S2 ⊇ S1. We say that this representation is
precise if S2 = S1 for every memory reference in the
program. Otherwise, the representation is imprecise.
Imprecise representations are always safe from the point
of view of correctness because they represent more

memory symbols than necessary. However, they tend
to block optimization opportunities as shown in Figure 3(b). The store a = 5 at line 15 cannot be propagated
to the load of a in line 26 because of the unrelated store
to b at line 18.
We distinguish two types of partitioning schemes,
namely dynamic and static. Dynamic partitioning is decided during the SSA renaming process. Every memory
store generates exactly one SSA name which is associated with the set of symbols stored by the statement.
Static partition, on the other hand, is determined before
renaming. All the symbols in a single partition set are
represented by an artificial symbol called Memory Partition Tag (MPT). Both techniques are described in the
following sections.
4.1

Dynamic memory partitions

Every factored store generates exactly one SSA name
for an artificial symbol called MEM. Initially, every
aliased memory expression refers to the same SSA name
MEM1 . STORE operations create a new version of MEM
and associate that version to all the objects related to
that particular memory expression. Similarly, LOAD operations receive their value from a set of reaching MEM
versions, associated to each of the objects related to the
underlying memory expression.
operations generate exactly one SSA name for
MEM and serve as the merge point for all the SSA
names that reach the objects associated with that
memory location. This is represented with the
VDEF operator:

STORE
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MEMi = VDEF <MEMx , MEMy , MEMz >.
which indicates that SSA name MEMi is generated
by “killing” the reaching SSA versions x, y and z.
operations are represented with the VUSE operator, which takes as operands all the reaching definitions for the objects associated with the memory
location.

LOAD

The SSA numbering for the MEM object is done using a
slight modification of the standard SSA renaming algorithm [3].

• Every store operation is associated with a memory tag (i.e., one of SMT, NMT or SFT). When the
SSA renamer finds a store for a memory expression E, it will
1. Determine what tag T is associated with E. If
T is a symbol or name tag, it will retrieve its
associated may-alias set S.
2. For every aliased symbol V in S, if E does
conflict with V ,2 add currde f (V ) to the set of
killed names.
3. Generate a new SSA name MEMi and set
currde f (V ) =MEMi .
4. Add the VDEF operator:
<{killed names}>

MEMi =VDEF

• Every load operation is processed similarly to
step 2 above. And a VUSE operator is added as
VUSE <{reaching names}>

As an example, consider the code fragment in Figure
5(a). After alias analysis, GCC will currently generate
the SSA form in Figure 5(b). For brevity, the pointer
setup code that establishes the points-to sets computed
for p5 and q6 has been elided.
Using the memory SSA renaming outlined before, the
SSA form is as shown in Figure 6. There are a few
things worth noting in this approach:
2 May-alias

sets may be imprecise (particularly type-based sets).
In some cases, it is possible to determine whether a particular memory expression may actually overlap with a variable or not.

1. The same MEM version may be “killed” more than
once. After all, these are preserving definitions, so
the reaching SSA name is only used to preserve the
factored use-def and def-def chains. For instance,
stores to a and b at lines 3 and 6 provide a new
name for MEM7 .
2. STOREs to distinct members of the same alias set
are not linked in the same use-def or def-def chain.
3. STOREs to a memory tag (i.e., pointer dereference
expression) serve as merge points for all the outstanding MEM names for every member of the tag’s
alias set. Notice in Figure 6 how the name created
by the STORE to *p5 at line 14 is then used by the
LOAD from b at line 17.

In general, the size of the set of operands on the right
hand side of VDEF or VUSE operators will depend on
the number of distinct current reaching definitions for
members in the tag’s alias set.
Call clobbered variables and other global storage (global
variables) is modeled similarly. All call clobbered objects are grouped in a single set, the renaming mechanism is exactly the same (Figure 7). Notice how the
second call clobbering site at line 19 uses the factored
name created by the first clobbering site at line 13.
4.2

Static memory partitions

Although dynamic partitions guarantee that factored
stores will only create one SSA name, the fact that
they create overlapping live ranges has been found to
be problematic for certain memory optimizations like
PRE (http://gcc.gnu.org/bugzilla/show_
bug.cgi?id=29680). During implementation, PRE
had to be disabled and the presence of overlapping
live ranges may be preventing optimizations like storemotion to work as implemented today because unrelated
stores may be killing the same SSA name.
Another problem we found with pure dynamic partitions
was an explosion in the number of φ nodes. Recall that
every factored store S becomes a definition site for every
symbol factored by that store. Therefore, basic blocks
at the dominance frontier of S will require a φ node for
each symbol store by S. This was essentially undoing all
the factoring effects because φ nodes were separating all
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p5 points−to {a, b, c}
q6 points−to {b, c}
foo (i)
{
...
a = 2

foo (i)
{
...
# a8 = VDEF <a7>;
a = 2;
# b10 = VDEF <b9>;
b = 5;

b = 5

b.3 = b

# VUSE <b10>;
b.311 = b;

D.1536 = b.3 + 3

D.153612 = b.311 + 3;

*p = D.1536

#
#
#
*p5

b.3 = b
D.1537 = 10 − b.3

# VUSE <b26>;
b.313 = b;
D.153714 = 10 − b.313;

a25 = VDEF <a8>;
b26 = VDEF <b10>;
c27 = VDEF <c24>;
= D.153612;

# b28 = VDEF <b26>;
# c29 = VDEF <c27>;
*q6 = D.153714;

*q = D.1537

a.4 = a

# VUSE <a25>;
a.415 = a;

X.x = a.4
return

# X17 = VDEF <X16>;
X.x = a.415;
return;

}
(a) Before conversion into SSA form.

}
(b) After conversion into SSA form.

Figure 5: SSA form with virtual operands as currently implemented in GCC
the symbols that had been factored by a previous store.
This is illustrated in Figure 8.
Notice that all of the φ nodes in Figure 8 are not necessary (they all have the exact same arguments). The
same information can be obtained with a single φ node.
Besides the memory consumption problems caused by
an excessive number of unnecessary φ nodes, they also
cause a considerable compile time slowdown because
the SSA renamer must compute dominance frontier information for every symbol separately.
These problems can be addressed using static memory
partitions. A memory partition tag (MPT) is a symbol

that represents a fixed set of aliased or call-clobbered
symbols. There does not need to be an alias or type
relationship between an MPT and the symbols in its set.
The partitioning can be completely arbitrary, and it can
even change as long as this rule is followed: Given two
partitions MPT.i and MPT.j, they must not contain symbols in common. From this, it follows that given a symbol V, V may only belong to exactly one partition.
When the operand scanner finds symbol V in a memory
expression, it asks whether V belongs to a partition, if it
does, then an operand is added for V ’s partition.
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p5 points−to {a, b, c}
q6 points−to {b, c}

CD(v) means that the generated MEM i name is the “current definition” for v.
LU(v) looks up the “current definition” for v.
The initial SSA name for MEM is MEM7.
foo (i)
{
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
}

...
# MEM8 = VDEF <MEM7>
a = 2

⇒ CD(a)

# MEM10 = VDEF <MEM7>
b = 5

⇒ CD(b)

# VUSE <MEM10>
b.311 = b

⇒ LU(b)

D.153612 = b.311 + 3
# MEM25 = VDEF <MEM8, MEM10, MEM7>
*p5 = D.153612

⇒ CD(a, b, c)

# VUSE <MEM25>
b.313 = b
D.153714 = 10 − b.313

⇒ LU(b)

# MEM26 = VDEF <MEM25>
*q6 = D.153714

⇒ CD(b, c)

# VUSE <MEM25>
a.415 = a

⇒ LU(a)

# MEM17 = VDEF <MEM7>
X.x = a.415
return

⇒ CD(SFT.2)

Figure 6: Memory SSA form for program in 5(a)

This static partitioning can be used directly or to complement dynamic partitioning.

4.2.1

Pure static partitioning

Once computed, memory partitions can be used as direct replacement of all the grouped memory symbols.
This way, instead of dealing with statements producing hundreds of virtual operators, only a handful will
be required. This threshold can be configured using

the parameters -param max-aliased-vops and
-param avg-aliased-vops
While this representation is not precise, the heuristics
used for grouping can be altered to minimize the grouping side-effects. The heuristic counts the total number of
memory references in the function. With that, it will estimate the number of virtual operators needed for stores
and loads and compare them against two thresholds:
• A maximum number of virtual operators allowed
for the whole function (max-aliased-vops).
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Call clobbered symbols { A, B, C, D, x, y, z, L, N }
p points to {a, b}
CD(v) means that the generated MEM i name is the “current definition” for v.
LU(v) looks up the “current definition” for v.
The initial SSA name for MEM is MEM1.
foo (i)
{
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
}

# MEM2 = VDEF <MEM1>
A = ...

⇒ CD(A)

# MEM3 = VDEF <MEM1>
B = ...

⇒ CD(B)

# MEM4 = VDEF <MEM1>
C = ...

⇒ CD(C)

# MEM5 = VDEF <MEM1>
D = ...

⇒ CD(D)

# MEM6 = VDEF <MEM1, MEM2, MEM3, MEM4, MEM5> ⇒ CD(A, B, C, D, x, y, z, L, N)
bar ();
VUSE <MEM1>
. . . = *p;

⇒ LU(a, b)

# MEM7 = VDEF <MEM6>
baz ();

⇒ LU(A, B, C, D, x, y, z, L, N)

Figure 7: Memory SSA form for global storage
• An average number of virtual operators allowed per
statement (avg-aliased-vops).

If both values are below the threshold, nothing is done.
Otherwise, the heuristic in
compute_memory_partitions triggers and
symbols are added to a work list. Given a memory
variable V in the list, its “partitioning score” (pscore) is
a weighted score given by the following formula:
f requency_writes ∗ 64 + f requency_reads ∗ 32 +
num_direct_writes ∗ 16 + num_direct_reads ∗ 8 +
num_indirect_writes ∗ 4 + num_indirect_reads ∗ 2 +
noalias_state
Where

frequency_writes is the aggregate execution frequency
of all the write operations to V .

frequency_reads is the aggregate execution frequency
of all the read operations from V .
num_direct_writes is the number of direct write operations to V .
num_direct_reads is the number of direct read operations from V .
num_indirect_writes is the number of indirect (i.e.,
through a pointer or call site) write operations to
V.
num_indirect_reads is the number of indirect read operations from V .
noalias_state is an integer in the range 0 − 4
indicating the value of the family of flags
-fargument-noalias-*.
The higher this score is for V , the less likely that V will
be added to a partition.
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foo (i)
{
. . . p2 is set to point to { a, b, c, d, e, f, g } . . .
if (i > 10)
# MEM3 = VDEF <MEM1>
*p2 = . . .
else
# MEM6 = VDEF <MEM1>
*p2 = . . .
endif
# a7 = PHI <MEM3, MEM6>
# b8 = PHI <MEM3, MEM6>
# c9 = PHI <MEM3, MEM6>
# d10 = PHI <MEM3, MEM6>
# e11 = PHI <MEM3, MEM6>
# f12 = PHI <MEM3, MEM6>
# g13 = PHI <MEM3, MEM6>

STORES { a, b, c, d, e, f, g }

STORES { a, b, c, d, e, f, g }

# VUSE <a7, b8, c9, d10, e11, f12, g13>
x15 = *p2
}

Figure 8: Unfactoring effects due to φ nodes and dynamic partitions
This makes the partitioning better, particularly in small
functions (where we just don’t care about how many virtual operators are needed) and allows a much smoother
control over the partitioning behaviour.
There are 3 different preset values for the parameters
max-aliased-vops and avg-aliased-vops.
One for each of -O1, -O2 and -O3. At -O1 the idea is
to make compilation time very quick. The current values produce about 1-2% memory savings at -O1 and a
3-5% compile-time savings with respect to the previous
implementation. For -O2, the compile-time and memory utilization is roughly the same. At -O3, the settings
are such that the compiler very rarely partitions, thus
producing a more precise representation at the expense
of increased compile time and memory consumption.

4.2.2

Hybrid partitioning

As discussed earlier, pure dynamic partitioning leads to
a proliferation of φ nodes that essentially cancels all the
benefits of factored stores. To address this problem, we
can use the static partitions when placing φ nodes. Instead of computing dominance frontiers and creating φ
nodes for every individual memory symbol, the compiler places φ nodes using partitions. This reduces pre-

cision as φ nodes will now group symbols that may have
had unrelated stores.
For instance, suppose that x and y belong to the same
partition MPT.1. The load of y at line 11 is now reached
by the unrelated store to x in line 3.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

if (. . .)
# x4 = VDEF <x3>
x = ...
else
# y5 = VDEF <y2>
y = ...
endif
# MPT.19 = PHI <x4, y5>
# VUSE <MPT.19>
k3 = y

Another effect that occurs when mixing static and dynamic partitions is that it is now possible for a φ node
to have multiple reaching definitions for a single argument. Recall that with dynamic partitioning, every single store generates a name for the unique symbol being stored. Only factored stores will generate a name
for MEM. In contrast, with static partitioning individual
stores to grouped symbols are considered stores to their
holding partition.
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Phase
tree PTA
tree alias analysis
tree SSA rewrite
tree SSA incremental
tree operand scan
TOTAL

For instance, using static partitioning, stores to x and y
will always affect each other:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

if (. . .)
# MPT.13 = VDEF <MPT.11>
x = ...
# MPT.14 = VDEF <MPT.13>
y = ...
else
# MPT.15 = VDEF <MPT.11>
x = ...
endif
# MPT.16 = PHI <MPT.14, MPT.15>

Notice how the unrelated stores to x and y in lines 3
and 6 are linked with a def-def link. But using dynamic
partitioning, this link is not needed:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

if (. . .)
# x3 = VDEF <x1>
x = ...
# y4 = VDEF <y2>
y = ...
else
# x5 = VDEF <x1>
x = ...
endif
# MPT.16 = PHI <???, x5>

By splitting the stores to x and y we avoid unnecessary def-def links but this creates a secondary problem:
the first argument for the φ node at line 11 needs to be
reached by two different names, namely x3 and y4 .
The first approach I tried was to split these φ nodes during renaming so that instead of having a single φ node
for MPT.1, the renamer would create one φ node for x
and another for y. This approach proved to be extremely
hard to implement and brittle.
Since new φ nodes would appear during renaming, this
meant that the renamer would frequently need to go
back to rename dominance sub-trees that had already
been renamed because φ nodes higher up in the dominance hierarchy had been split after the children subtrees had been renamed. This also slowed down the
renaming process and greatly increased implementation
complexity.
An alternate approach involves a new factoring device to
gather the multiple reaching definitions in these cases.

Before
16.39
12.33
6.24
15.79
85.90
476.43

After
15.35
11.75
5.13
12.09
52.28
437.47

% change
-6.3%
-4.7%
-17.8%
-23.4%
-39.1%
-8.2%

Figure 9: Compile time improvements on GCC

This new device, called σ node is inserted during renaming when necessary. A σ node acts as a “sink”
that receives all the conflicting reaching definitions and
produces a new name that can be used as the argument
for the receiving φ node. In the previous example, we
would have
if (. . .)
# x3 = VDEF <x1>
x = ...
# y4 = VDEF <y2>
y = ...
MPT.16 = SIGMA <x3, y4>
else
# x5 = VDEF <x1>
x = ...
endif
# MPT.17 = PHI <MPT.16 x5>

Note that though this mechanism is fairly straightforward and does not require complex changes in the renamer, it is still very experimental. It is not yet clear
whether it provides major benefits in code generation
versus a pure static approach.

5

Experimental results

The current implementation uses pure static partitioning. The hybrid partitioning scheme is being implemented on the mem-ssa branch.
Experiments use a set of C and C++ files taken from
various applications: GCC, SPEC 2000, MICO (a
Corba implementation), DLV (a disjunctive catalog system), TraMP-3d (astrophysical hydrodynamics simulation) and a few test cases from GCC’s bugzilla database.
Static partitioning shows marked improvements in compile times, on average compilation times are 5% to
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Phase
tree PTA
tree SSA incremental
tree operand scan
TOTAL

Before
4.22
4.09
20.85
101.39

After
3.69
2.89
14.47
91.69

% change
-12.6%
-29.3%
-30.6%
-9.6%

Figure 10: Compile time improvements on DLV

Phase
tree SSA rewrite
tree SSA incremental
tree operand scan
TOTAL

Before
4.56
10.00
90.19
444.08

After
3.13
5.93
50.24
391.64

% change
-31.4%
-40.7%
-44.3%
-11.8%

25% faster than before. The following tables summarize the compile time speedups obtained by the
Memory SSA implementation. Phase timing is reported by GCC using the switch -ftime-report.
Only the phases that showed significant changes are
included. All the timings were measured on an Intel Core2 64 @2.13 Ghz. Figures 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
and 14 show the compile time improvements obtained
with static partitioning on GCC, DLV, MICO, SPEC
2000, TraMP-3D and PR 12850 (http://gcc.gnu.
org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=12850) respectively.

6

Related Work

Figure 11: Compile time improvements on MICO

Phase
tree alias analysis
tree SSA rewrite
tree SSA incremental
tree operand scan
TOTAL

Before
6.01
4.54
9.47
49.93
287.97

After
5.31
2.66
5.08
43.83
271.64

% change
-11.6%
-41.4%
-46.4%
-12.2%
-5.7%

Figure 12: Compile time improvements on SPEC 2000

Phase
tree SSA rewrite
tree SSA incremental
tree operand scan
expand
TOTAL

Before
3.80
3.29
22.72
5.88
88.78

After
2.71
1.92
16.87
5.06
77.68

% change
-28.7%
-41.6%
-25.7%
-13.9%
-12.5%

Figure 13: Compile time improvements on TraMP-3D

Phase
tree alias analysis
tree SSA rewrite
tree SSA incremental
tree operand scan
TOTAL

Before
4.61
4.77
5.85
54.29
159.39

After
3.66
3.10
1.87
26.98
118.16

% change
-20.6%
-35.0%
-68.0%
-50.3%
-25.9%

Figure 14: Compile time improvements on PR12850

SGI’s approach is to use as many different symbols as
possible [2], but they still link all the names for the same
symbol. All the variables that are grouped under the
same symbol are always linked together. Use-def chains
over these symbols are sparse, but every use is linked to
every definition.
Steensgaard proposed assignment factoring [13]. It
overlays factored use-def links over the CFG. No details on application to aggregate types or global storage.
Store fragmentation (i.e., points-to analysis) determines
what statements conflict. No details on forming the SSA
form nor keeping it up-to-date.
Cytron et.al. proposed iterating SSA formation using
results of alias analysis [4]. But the approach is too expensive, it requires building the SSA form over and over.
Choi et.al. proposed location factoring [1]. This is a
precursor to Steensgaard’s assignment factoring where
use-def links are inserted between statements that access
the same memory location. It’s the same idea, but less
factored than assignment factoring.
Fink et.al. proposed Heap SSA [5]. Based on Array
SSA [8].
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Abstract
CLI is a framework that defines a platform independent
format for executables. The framework has been standardized by ECMA and ISO; CLI is also known as the
foundation of .NET framework.
In June 2006, a project aimed at the development of a
back-end producing CLI-compliant binaries was born in
GCC community. One year later, the back-end supports
C99 (with a few exceptions) and it already delivers excellent results, both in terms of performance and code
size.
This paper presents the internal structure of CLI backend and its current status.

1

Introduction

CLI (Common Language Infrastructure) is a framework
that defines a platform independent format for executables and a run-time environment for the execution of applications. CLI was invented and it is still best known to
be the foundation of Microsoft .NET framework.
CLI executables are encoded in a Common Intermediate
Language (CIL), a machine-independent instruction set.
This is possible since CIL is not bound to the instruction
set of the machine on which applications are executed.
Since a CLI application does not contain native code,
it is not directly executable. A CLI virtual machine is
required in order to run a CLI binary; a wide range of
execution techniques are possible, which include interpretation, ahead-of-time and just-in-time compilation.
CLI is standardized by the European Computer Manufacturers Association (ECMA) [5] and by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) [9].
Following the standardization, CLI is gaining momentum in the open source community. Two advanced open-source implementations are Mono [3] and
Portable.NET [1].

In order to fill the gap of a performing C/C++ open
compiler, the project for a CLI back-end1 in GCC was
born in June 2006, led by a small group of people working at STMicroelectronics, in Manno (Switzerland) research lab. The purpose of the project is to develop a
GCC back-end that produces CLI-compliant binaries.
The initial focus is on C language (more precisely, C99);
C++ is likely to be considered in the future, as well as
any other language supported by GCC for which there
is an interest for a CLI back-end. The implementation
currently resides in st/cli branch of GCC subversion
repository.
About one year later, this papers presents the internal
structure of CLI back-end and it gives a detailed description of its specific passes. Finally, the status of the
back-end is explained, along with the current areas of
work.

2

Related work

CLI back-end in GCC is not the first attempt of a C compiler producing CLI-compliant binaries.
Microsoft Visual Studio was the first development environment to support CLI binaries; such support was introduced in Visual Studio .NET 2002 and improved in
the following revisions (Visual Studio .NET 2003 and
Visual Studio 2005). Microsoft Visual Studio provides
a C++ compiler, with additional features that give developers full access to managed features of CLI framework
as well as traditional unmanaged C/C++ code. 2002 and
2003 editions referred to these as Managed C++ extensions; in Visual Studio 2005, they were superseded by
C++/CLI extensions, standardized by ECMA [4].
Microsoft Visual Studio is proprietary software and, in
particular, it does not grant any of the four kinds of freedom specified in GNU definition of free software [6].
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1 http://gcc.gnu.org/projects/cli.html
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A project for a C-to-CLI compiler sprang out of Microsoft research is the .NET back-end for lcc, better
known as lcc.NET [8]. As stated by the project authors,
lcc port to CIL is a “realistic test of how well CIL supports” C language. The outcome of the project should be
considered a working prototype more than a production
compiler; in addition, lcc license does not comply with
GNU definition of free software either and, to the best of
our knowledge, lcc.NET is not actively maintained nor
improved. Nevertheless, lcc.NET experience confirms
that C is truly within the range of languages that CLI is
meant to support.
Portable.NET [1] project includes cscc, a C (and C#)
compiler covered by GPLv2 license. cscc focuses on
complete support of C language, but it lacks many optimizations; this makes the quality of the bytecode it generates not very good.
CLI back-end is also not the first attempt to support a
bytecode-based virtual machine as a GCC target. As a
matter of fact, gcj [7] project includes a GCC back-end
for the Java virtual machine. gcj does much more than
that, since it supports compilation of Java source code
to Java bytecode (class files) or directly to native machine code, and Java bytecode to native machine code.
In other words, gcj includes a front-end for the Java programming language, a front-end and a back-end for the
Java bytecode.
Java bytecode is the closest thing to CIL bytecode already supported in GCC; hence, gcj has been of inspiration for the CLI back-end project. Similarly to gcj,
in the future the scope of CLI support in GCC may be
enlarged up to include a CLI front-end and a run-time
library able to execute the bytecode itself.
Following this direction, a preliminary CLI frontend has been recently developed by Ricardo Fernández Pascual at STMicroelectronics (research funded by
HiPEAC network of excellence [2]). In its current status, the front-end focuses on the CIL opcodes which
are currently generated by the CLI back-end; therefore,
object-oriented bytecodes are not supported. This work
is likely to be integrated soon into CLI support of GCC.

3

Structure of the back-end

Unlike a typical GCC back-end, CLI back-end stops the
compilation flow at the end of the middle-end passes

and, without going through any RTL pass, it emits CIL
bytecode from GIMPLE representation. As a matter of
fact, RTL is not a convenient representation to emit CLI
code, while GIMPLE is much more suited for this purpose.
CIL bytecode is much more high-level than a processor
machine code. For instance, there is no such a concept
of registers or of frame stack; instructions operate on an
unbound set of locals (which closely match the concept
of local variables) and on elements on top of an evaluation stack. In addition, CIL bytecode is strongly typed
and it requires high-level data type information that is
not preserved across RTL.
3.1

Target machine model

Like existing GCC back-ends, CLI is truly seen as a target machine and, as such, it follows GCC policy about
the organization of the back-end specific files.
Unfortunately, it is not feasible to define a single CLI
target machine. The reason is that, in dealing with languages with unmanaged data like C and C++, the size of
pointers of the target machine must be known at compile
time. Therefore, separate 32-bit and 64-bit CLI targets
are defined, namely cil32 and cil64. CLI binaries
compiled for cil32 are not guaranteed to work on 64bit machines and vice-versa. Current work is focusing
on cil32 target, but the differences between the two
are minimal.
Being cil32 the target machine, the machine model
description is located in files config/cil32/
cil32.*. This is an overview of such a description:
• The size of pointers is set to 32 (this is cil32 target, it would similarly set to 64 for cil64). Natural modes for computations go up to 64 bits.
• Alignment rules specify that natural alignment is
always followed (more precisely, in the absence of
packed attribute).
• Properties exclusively needed by RTL passes are
skipped. This is a mere consequence of the fact
that CLI back-end starts from GIMPLE and it does
not go through RTL at all.
• Though CLI back-end does not reach RTL passes,
there is a minimum set of RTL-related description
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that must be present anyway. For instance, a few
instruction selection patterns are mandatory, while
others are used by some heuristics for cost estimation; there must be a definition of the register sets
and a few peculiar registers have to be defined...
As a rule of thumb, the machine model contains
the simplest description for these properties, even
if this makes little sense for CLI target.
3.2

CIL simplification pass

Though most GIMPLE tree codes closely match what
is representable in CIL, some simply do not. Those
codes could still be expressed in CIL bytecodes by a
CIL-emission pass; however, it would be much more
difficult and complicated to perform the required transformations at CIL emission time (i.e.: those that involve
generating new local temporary variables, modifications
in the control-flow graph or in types...), than directly on
GIMPLE expressions.
Pass
simpcil
(file
config/cil32/
tree-simp-cil.c) is in charge of performing
such transformations. The input is any code in GIMPLE form; the outcome is still valid GIMPLE, it just
contains only constructs for which the CIL emission is
straightforward. Such a constrained GIMPLE format is
referred as “CIL simplified” GIMPLE throughout this
documentation.
The pass is currently performed just once, after leaving SSA form and immediately before the CIL emission. This is not a constraint; the only requirement is
that the CIL emission is immediately preceded by a run
of simpcil. simpcil pass is designed to be idempotent and it is perfectly fine to insert additional previous
runs in the compilation flow. Given its current position
in the list of passes, simpcil does not yet support SSA
form (though planned).
This is a non-exhaustive list of simpcil transformations:
• Removal of RESULT_DECL nodes. CIL does not
treat the value returned by a function in any special
way: if it has to be temporarily stored, this must
happen in a local. A new local variable is generated
and each RESULT_DECL node is transformed into
a VAR_DECL of that variable.

• Expansion of LROTATE_EXPR and RROTATE_
EXPR nodes. In CIL there no are opcodes for rotation and they have to be emulated through shifts
and bit operations. A previous expansion may generate better code (i.e.: it may fold constants) or trigger further optimizations.
• Expansion of ABS_EXPR nodes (in case of
the -mexpand-abs option), of MAX_EXPR
and MIN_EXPR nodes (in case of the
-mexpand-minmax
option)
and
of
COND_EXPR nodes used as expressions (not
statements). The expansion requires changes to
the control-flow graph.
• Expansion of LTGT_EXPR, UNEQ_EXPR, UNLE_
EXPR, and UNGE_EXPR nodes. The CIL instruction set has some support for comparisons, but it is
not orthogonal. Whenever a comparison is difficult
to be translated in CIL, it is expanded.
• Expansion of SWITCH_EXPR, when it is not profitable to have a switch table (heuristic decision is
based on case density). The CIL emission pass always emits a SWITCH_EXPR to a CIL switch opcode. When a low case density makes compare
trees preferable, the SWITCH_EXPR is expanded;
otherwise the SWITCH_EXPR is not modified.
The expansion requires changes to the control-flow
graph.
• Expansion of COMPONENT_REF nodes operating
on bit-fields and of BIT_FIELD_REF nodes. CIL
has no direct support for bit-field access; hence,
equivalent code that extracts the bit pattern and applies the appropriate bit mask is generated. Memory access is performed by using INDIRECT_REF
nodes. Beware that such nodes on the left-hand
side of an assignment also requires a load from
memory; from the memory access point of view,
the operation cannot be made atomic.
• Expansion of TARGET_MEM_REF nodes. Emission of such nodes is not difficult; however, a previous expansion may trigger further optimizations
(since there is no similar construct in CIL bytecodes).
• Expansion of ARRAY_REF nodes with non-zero
indexes into ARRAY_REF with zero indexes. CLI
supports managed arrays, but their semantics is
not appropriate for C-style arrays; CLI arrays are
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managed data structures (objects), with all the
consequences deriving from that (managed memory, garbage allocation, automatic bound checking). Therefore, ARRAY_REF nodes cannot be directly translated into CLI arrays. The CIL emission of such nodes is not difficult; however, a previous expansion may generate better code (i.e.: it
may fold constants) or trigger further optimizations. Remark that such a simplification must
keep ARRAY_REFs, they cannot be replaced by
INDIRECT_REF nodes in order not to break strict
aliasing.
• Expansion of CONSTRUCTOR nodes used as righthand sides of INIT_EXPR and MODIFY_EXPR
nodes. Such CONSTRUCTOR nodes must be implemented in CIL bytecode through a sequence of
finer grain initializations. Hence, initializer statements containing CONSTRUCTOR nodes are expanded into an equivalent list of initializer statements, with no more CONSTRUCTOR nodes.

code size (each of such an useless local variable ends
up in an avoidable pair of stloc and ldloc CIL opcodes). The resulting code is no longer in valid GIMPLE form; this is fine because the code stays in this
form only within the pass. This is conceptually (perhaps not only conceptually) similar to what done by the
out-of-ssa pass; out-of-ssa may even be more
powerful in doing this, since it operates in SSA form.
It may be interesting to move simpcil pass before
out-of-ssa and to avoid any variable elimination in
cil. To be evaluated.
Here is an overview of how cil pass handles some of
GIMPLE constructs. Many of them are omitted, for
which the emission is straightforward.
• GIMPLE functions are emitted as CIL static methods of <Module>.
• Local-scope VAR_DECL nodes are emitted as CIL
locals, global-scope VAR_DECL nodes as static
fields of <Module>.

• Rename of inlined variables to unique names.
Emitted variables keep the original name. In case
of variables declared within inlined functions, renaming them is needed to avoid clashes.

• INTEGER_TYPEs and REAL_TYPEs are translated into their obvious equivalent CIL scalar types.
BOOLEAN_TYPEs are translated as CIL int8.
POINTER_TYPEs are translated as CIL native
int.

• Globalization of function static variables. CIL locals can be used for function non-static variables;
there is no CIL feature to do the same with function static variables. Therefore, those variables
have their scope changed (they become global),
and their name as well, to avoid clashes.

• Data structures of type RECORD_TYPE, UNION_
TYPE, ARRAY_TYPE and ENUMERAL_TYPE are
emitted as valuetypes with explicit layout. Remark that GIMPLE ARRAY_TYPE nodes cannot
be emitted as CIL arrays (which are managed arrays, a specific kind of objects). Explicit layout is
necessary because layout of structures and unions
is already done when code is in GIMPLE form;
CIL declarations have to match the size of such
data structures.

• Expansion of initializers of local variables. In order
to simplify the emission pass, the initialization of
local variables (for those that have it) is expanded
into the body of the entry basic block of the function.
3.3

• Expressions with INDIRECT_REF and ARRAY_
REF nodes are emitted as indirect memory accesses. Remark that CIL-simplified GIMPLE only
allows ARRAY_REF nodes with zero offset.

CIL emission pass

Pass cil (file config/cil32/gen-cil.c) receives a CIL-simplified GIMPLE form as input and it
produces a CLI assembly file as output. It is the final
pass of the compilation flow.
Before the proper emission, cil currently merges GIMPLE expressions in the attempt to eliminate local variables. The elimination of such variables has positive
effects on the generated code, both on performance and

• Expressions with COMPONENT_REF nodes are
emitted as field accesses.

4

Status

The back-end already supports most of C99 standard
and it is validated every night with GCC testsuite.
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The only C99 features currently unsupported (or partially supported) are:
• Complex types. The compiler itself handles them,
but the related library functions are missing.
• Variable-size structures (structures containing
variable-size arrays).
• setjmp and longjmp. They are not trivial to
support in CLI; nevertheless, their semantics can
be replicated by using protected blocks and exceptions. It is just not done yet.
Most of the testsuite failures are related to features that
are not really part of C99 standard. Even if they are
GCC-specific extensions to the language, such features
are typically supported by a GCC target. The preferred
choice for the CLI back-end is to support them as well;
however, some of them do not really match the abstraction level of CLI virtual machine. Examples of GCC
extensions unsupported in CLI back-end are:
• Inlined assembly (__asm__ keyword). In the case
of CLI machine, inline assembly consists in CIL
bytecode. In order to support this feature, a format should be defined that specifies the location of
the source arguments and the overall effect on the
evaluation stack of the CLI machine of the assembly instructions.
• Section attributes. They do not really make sense
for a CLI back-end, since CLI object files are very
different from native objects and common section
conventions do not apply.
• Attribute packed. In most of cases specifying
such an attribute works, but it is not very well tested
and it is known to break in the presence of bitfields.
• Nested functions. In general they are supported,
except when the address of a nested function is
taken.
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Abstract
Virtual Machine authors face a difficult choice: to settle for low performance, cheap interpreter, or to write
a specialized and costly compiler. A solution is to
reuse a robust compiler like GCC. We present a proofof-concept, minimal-impact implementation. VM programmer marks specific chunks of VM source code as
copyable. The native code resulting from compilation
of these chunks becomes an addressable, self-contained,
copyable code chunk. Chunks can be safely copied at
VM runtime, concatenated and executed together. With
minimal impact on GCC maintenance we guarantee the
necessary properties of chunks and verify their integrity.
With this technique a VM achieved performance improvement up to 200% over direct interpretation, while
having runtime safety ensured thanks to chunks integrity
verification. This maintainable enhancement shows a
new way GCC can be used as a compiler for multiple
VMs.

1

Introduction

Virtual Machines (VMs) are used as a target compilation architecture by many languages. The most widely
known example is Java, but the same is true of Python,
PHP, Perl6, Forth and many others. Each of these languages uses a virtual assembly, usually called bytecode,
to encode mostly simple operations performed on a Virtual Machine. The choice of the operations represented
by the bytecodes and the construction of a Virtual Machine differ for each language. For example, Java uses
a virtual stack-based machine, while Perl6 uses a virtual register-based machine. Despite the differences between bytecodes of different programming languages
they all require a Virtual Machine, and thus also a translation mechanism involving either the use of a cheap but
slower interpreter or the use of a more costly compiler
that generates better optimized code. For many environments efficiency remains important, but the development and maintenance costs of an optimizing compiler

are outweighed by the simplicity and rapid development
time of an interpreter-based VM.
Code-copying has been proposed as an interpreter implementation technique that improves performance, reducing the gap between interpreters and compilers [7,
11]. In this work we address the main safety and practical implementation problems inherent in such a technique. Previous attempts at code-copying did not fully
solve these problems and had significant maintenance
concerns. Our design builds on the well-known GCC
compiler to ensure semantic guarantees appropriate for
code-copying in VM designs. Supporting language enhancements in a continually evolving, optimizing compiler such as GCC can be complex; we thus further show
how support changes can be minimally intrusive, requiring changes dependent mainly on core, stable internal
compiler structures. Low maintenance and easily isolated changes are important practical requirements.
An attractive feature of supporting advanced interpreter
execution designs is that a static compiler such as GCC
can become an effective back-end for multiple VM architectures. This provides optimized execution at low
cost for a number of interpretted languages. We provide experimental data from an implementation based
on the SableVM Java Virtual Machine [7]. Our results show that our automatic and verified safe design
is able to match, and sometimes exceed that of previous, labour-intensive, hand-done and unverified attempts. This demonstrates the viability of our approach
in terms of performance and portability.
Contributions
We make the following specific contributions:
• We develop safe and practical code-copying techniques appropriate for a high-performance interpreter using GCC as a back-end. This also allows
us to provide previously elusive safety guarantees.
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• Our approach ensures a maintainable design within
the context of GCC itself. Ensuring safety in codecopying could be performed by large, invasive efforts at nearly all levels of compilation; our technique minimizes the impact on general GCC development to small changes at the beginning, some data
recovery, and a verification phase.

branch target buffers (BTB). As Ertl showed in his work
on indirect branch prediction in interpreters [3, 6] other
solution that improve branch prediction, like bytecode
duplication, can also give significant performance improvement. Speedup due to branch prediction improvements much outweights other negative effects such as
increased i-cache misses.

• Our work provide an attractive, single-compiler solution for a variety of different programming languages and virtual machines. This takes advantage
of the ubiquity and continuous development of a major compiler framework such as GCC.

A solution similar to code copying engine is a JIT using
code generated by a C compiler developped by Ertl [4].
In this solution, however, the pieces of code were actually modified (patched) on the fly, so as to contain immediate values and remove the need for the instruction
counter.

In the next section we give related work on codecopying and other interpreter optimization techniques.
Section 3 then gives background on code-copying techniques and requirements. Our design and GCC modifications are detailed in Section 4, and Section 5 provides
some experimental results from our implementation.

2 Related Work
In our work we are concerned with making codecopying technique practically usable. This technique
originates from direct-threaded interpretation and was
first described by Piumarta and Riccardi in their work
on, what they called, selective inlining [11]. Compilers
used at that time did not use too many optimizations that
would make code-copying impossible, but their solution
also did not give safety guarantees.
Gagnon was the first to use the code-copying technique
in a Java interpreter [7, 8]. While this implementation
solved some important problems specific to the interpretation of Java bytecode, its code-copying engine required manual tuning that could not give guarantees of
safe execution and therefore could not be regarded as
a production-ready solution. Interestingly, experiments
done with a simple, non-optimizing portable JIT for
SableVM (SableJIT [1]) showed that such a JIT was
only barely able to achieve speeds comparable to the
code-copying engine. This demonstrated once again
that code-copying is a very attractive solution, save only
for its lack of safety.
One of the important reasons why code-copying is significantly faster than other interpretation techniques is
its positive influence on the success rate of branch predictors commonly used in today’s hardware containing

Specialized interpreters are another route to optimized
performance. In VMgen the VM system can be trained
on a set of programs to detect the most often occurring small sequences of bytecodes and then modify the
source of the interpreter to combine these sequences
into superinstructions, optimized the next time the interpreter is recompiled [5]. While the speed benefits of this
solution are indisputable, it still requires non-automated
training, selection of the set of training programs and
interpreter recompilation.
Another optimization based on exploitation of frequently occurring bytecode sequences were shown by
Stephenson under the name of multicode substitution [12]. He showed that to limit the total number of
instructions (including those created by the optimization
itself) such approach must be combined with careful selection of sequences based on how well a sequence of
bytecodes can be optimized.
A completely different approach to execution of bytecode was taken by GCJ [2] and LLVM [9]. GCJ is a
GCC-based Ahead-Of-Time compiler, including also a
direct-threaded interpreter for dynamically loaded code.
GCJ takes as its input either Java source or Java bytecode (class files) and compiles them to an architecturespecific executable. LLVM is a compilation framework
created for lifelong program analysis that features its
own code representation, own compiler and other tools
that make it very extendable and reusable.

3

VM Execution and Code Copying

Our optimized design for code-copying is within the
context of a VM interpreter. Figure 1 shows a rough
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interpreter main loop
(direct-threaded)

taxonomy of the different kinds of execution engines
used by Virtual Machines; in general this is through an
interpreter or compiler, though mixed designs are also
possible [10]. On the right side of Figure 1 compiler approaches translate streams of bytecodes into native machine code, either Ahead-Of-Time, where the compiled
code is stored and made ready for multiple, repeated execution, or Just-in-Time, compiling the code just prior to
execution and (typically) discarding the result after the
program is completed. Compilation is desirable for performance, but implies a very non-trivial resource commitment not always available to VM designers.

single superinstruction
(code-copying)

...
IADD:
IADD
...

ILOAD_1

ILOAD_0:
ILOAD_0

ILOAD_0

ILOAD_1:

IADD

ILOAD_1
ISTORE_2
...
ISTORE_2:
ISTORE_2

superinstruction
ILOAD1_ILOAD0_IADD_ISTORE2

...

Interpreters have the advantage of simplicity, although
improved performance is possible with different design
approaches. We illustrate the main designs on the left
side of Figure 1 to situate the code-copying approach;
these include a basic switch-threaded interpreter, and a
direct-threaded model.
A switch-threaded interpreter simulates a basic fetch,
decode, execute cycle, reading the next bytecode to execute and using a large switch-case statement to branch to
the actual VM code appropriate for that bytecode. This
process is straightforward but if, such as in Java, bytecodes often encode only small operations the overhead
of fetching and decoding an instruction is proportionally
high, making the overall design quite inefficient.

Figure 2: A simplified comparison of direct-threaded
and code-copying engines

preparatory action where a stream of bytecodes is translated into a stream of addresses.
It is important to notice that the speed advantage of a
direct-threaded interpreter over a switch-threaded interpreter already comes with the requirement of additional,
specialized support from the compiler used to compile
the interpreter.

3.1
A direct-threaded interpreter is a more advanced interpreter that minimizes decoding overhead. This kind of
interpreter requires an extension offered by some compilers known as labels-as-values. Normally a C1 program can contain gotos only to labels. With the labelsas-values extension it is possible to take an address of a
label and store it in a variable. Later this variable can be
used as an argument to a goto. In a direct-threaded interpreter a stream of bytecodes is thus replaced by a stream
of addresses of labels. The labels themselves are placed
at the start of the code responsible for the execution of
operations encoded by each bytecode. With this mechanism the interpreter can immediately execute a direct
goto to the right chunk of code. Optimization is implied
by reducing the repeated decoding of instructions, trading repeated test-and-branch sequences for a one-time
1 The C language (and its close derivatives) is the most popular
language in which operating systems and their related tools, including compilers, are written. Many virtual machines are also written
in C; our work thus focuses on virtual machines written mainly in
the C language.

Code-copying technique

Code-copying2 is a further optimization to interpreter
design, but one which makes relatively strong assumptions about compiler code generation. The basic idea
of code-copying is to make use of the compiler applied
to the VM to generate binary code for matching bytecodes. Parts or chunks of the VM code are used to implement the behaviour of each bytecode. Those chunks
of code are marked with labels at their begin and end.
At runtime, the interpreter copies the binary chunks corresponding to an input stream of bytecodes and concatenates them into a new place in memory, as shown in Figure 2. Such a set of concatenated instructions is called
a superinstruction and it can execute at a much greater
speed than using any of the other two formerly described
techniques.
2 Note that in the literature what we call code-copying is sometimes referred to as inlining or inline-threading [7]; these latter
terms, however, we find suggest method or function inlining to most
compiler developers and researchers.
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directthreaded
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code-copying

Just-In-Time

Ahead-Of-Time

Figure 1: The taxonomy of Virtual Machines execution engines

Depending on an application and other factors the codecopying technique can give from 20% to 200% performance gain over the direct-threaded technique. There
are two main reasons for this large improvement:
• Reduction of the number of dispatches. With the
code-copying technique there is only one dispatch
per superinstruction instead of one dispatch per instruction. This usually removes about 70% of the
dispatches in superinstructions [7].
• Improvement in branch prediction. In a codecopying interpreter there are multiple copies of each
instruction, each copy being a part of one of many
superinstructions. In direct-threaded or switchthreaded interpreters there usually is only one copy
of each instruction. Because of that the branches
to the next instruction have a highly variable target, making branch misprediction rates extremely
high [3].
In this way the code-copying technique removes a vast
amount of dispatches and mispredicted dispatches that
are especially costly on modern, highly pipelined processors.
3.2

Safety

As numerous studies have shown the performance gains
from using code-copying technique are clear [6, 3, 8,
7, 11]. However one of the biggest problems the implementators of code-copying interpreter engines face
is ensuring that the fragments of the code chunks copied
to construct superinstructions are still fully functional in
their new locations and as a part of a superinstruction.
In particular, to be fully functional a code chunk must

not contain relative jumps or calls to targets that would
be outside of the chunk, and its control flow must start
at the top and exit at the bottom. Chunks which do not
possess these properties cannot guarantee safety at runtime.
Unfortunately, the C standard does not contain any semantics that would allow us to express and impose such
restrictions on selected parts of code. The labels placed
before and after the code chunks do not guarantee contiguity of the resulting binary code chunks, nor do they
place restrictions on the use of relative addressing. Even
with the sub-optimal property of disabling optimizations
selectively for code chunks (let alone the entire VM) to
our best knowledge there is no production-quality solution that would ensure creation of code chunks that can
be safely copied and executed.
Without guaranteed safety in code-copying an interpreter cannot practically, reliably make use of this useful
technique. Previous results used hand-done examination, trial-and-error [7], and manual porting combined
with specialized test suites3 to attempt to ensure safety.
The large effort required, and the lack of a fully verified
result motivates our design in the next section.

4

Design

For VM designers our approach requires the additional
use of the well-known #pragma operator to surround
and thus help identify copyable chunks. The bulk of
our design effort is in ensuring safety for code copying, a result guaranteed by a small set of well-specified
passes within GCC. Below we first detail requirements
3 Based on unpublished research within the SableVM framework.
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for code to be relocatable and thus suitable for codecopying, followed by a description of the GCC modifications, including the final verification phase.
4.1

Generation of safely copyable code

There are specific requirements that a chunk of code
has to meet so it could be copied to another location
in memory, concatenated with other chunks and safely
executed. If a chunk of copied code does not mimic the
functionality of the original it cannot be safely copied.
We thus define a chunk of code C to be copyable if all
of the following conditions are true:
• C occupies a single contiguous space in memory that
starts and ends with two distinct code labels specified by a programmer.
• Natural control flow enters C only at its “top” and
exits only at its “bottom.”
• Any jump from inside of C to code outside of C (e.g.
to an exception handler) uses an absolute target address.

• allow (almost) all of the optimizations to execute
without modifications and then at certain selected
points of the compilation process use specially
crafted passes that modify the code in a manner that
makes selected code chunks copyable.
The overall set of modifications is divided into separate passes that collectively track or restore information
throughout the whole compilation process; a general description is shown in Figure 3. Depending on the representation of the code at each stage of compilation this
information is tracked in a different form. In the source
code it exists as #pragma lines, then as special flags of
selected AST elements, later we attach it to basic blocks
and computed goto’s, and eventually it is inserted in a
form of notes into the assembly. Tracking this information turned out to be the most difficult part of our
work. It is because of all the aggressive optimizations
that might duplicate, remove, and move parts of the code
in which we are interested that ensuring copyable code
is non-trivial.

• Any jump from the inside of C to another place inside C uses a relative target address.

Phase I: Code parser pragma hook

• Any function call from inside of C uses an absolute
target address.

The information about copyable areas originates from
the soure code, so it is necessary to start tracking this
information from the moment the source code is parsed.
We plug our #pragma handler into the standard GCC
mechanism for parsing pragmas to register the locations
of copyable pragmas in the source code. Figure 4 illustrates a fragment of interpreter source code for a single
code chunk. The first part of the code performs the initialization necessary for the code-copying engine. The
second part is the actual chunk or body of a bytecode
instruction. The code is surrounded by the special copyable #pragma statements that mark the begining and end
of the copyable chunk.

If any of the above requirements is not met then a particular chunk of code is not copyable. Our goal was to
modify a highly optimizing C compiler, such as GNU C
Compiler 4.0, so it could process input chunk requests
and selectively generate code that meets these requirements.
4.2

GCC modifications

To compile a single function GCC executes several
dozens of optimization passes. These passes modify the
code in ways that are usually supposed to improve the
speed of the resulting code, or its other parameters. It is
not feasible to modify, and maintain, all of these passes
to selectively generate code conforming to our requirements. Instead we modify the compiler to:
• preserve the information about which parts of the
code have to be treated specially—from the moment
the source code is parsed to the moment the final assembly is generated

GCC contains generic code for handling pragmas, so we
only had to add to GCC a function that is called when
this #pragma is encountered. This function records the
position of #pragmas in the source code which are the
beginning and ending positions that encompass each
copyable area. At this stage the compiler also performs
sanity checks and warns about doubly started or open
copyable areas.
In GCC inlining of functions is done very early, soon
after the parsing is completed. The result of parsing is a
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I. Register pragma locations start/end during parsing
AST is created
II. Scan the tree (twice)
- ensure each pragma location is followed by a label
- flag these label statements as BEGIN & END
- insert volatile assembly around END labels

Scan 1

- modify gotos within the copyable areas to use absolute
Scan 2
addressing (via register) if the target is outside of an area
- modify calls within areas to use absolute addressing
(call via register)
CFG is created
BB’s are created
III. Insert permanent marking and ensure areas are solid
- initial permanent marking of BEGIN/END basic blocks
- restore marking of copyable areas using BEGIN, END
and computed gotos as boundaries (reusable pass)
IV. Fix ordering of basic blocks in copyable areas

Tree-SSA and RTL
optimizations

- restore marking of copyable areas (reusable pass)
- reorder basic blocks of copyable areas
V. Insert RTL markers of copyable areas boundaries
VI. Verify RLT of copyable areas, that they
hold the copyable-code properties

late
optimizations

Figure 3: To produce copyable code with minimal changes to the internal structure of the compiler we inserted
several well isolated special passes.

case SVM_INSTRUCTION_LCMP:
{ /* instruction initialization */
vm->instructions[instr].param_count = 0;
vm->instructions[instr].copyable_code = &&COPYABLE_START_LCMP;
env->vm->instructions[instr].copyable_size =
((char *) &&END_LCMP) - ((char *) &&COPYABLE_START_LCMP);
break;
}
#pragma copyable begin
COPYABLE_START_LCMP:
{ /* instruction body */
jlong value1 = *((jlong *) (void *) &stack[stack_size - 4]);
jlong value2 = *((jlong *) (void *) &stack[stack_size - 2]);
stack[(stack_size -= 3) - 1].jint =
(value1 > value2) - (value1 < value2);
}
#pragma copyable end
END_LCMP:

Figure 4: Pragma directives are placed around the code that will be used by code-copying engine at runtime.
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Original source code:
#pragma copyable end
END_LCMP:
Is changed into:
__volatile__ __asm__ ("":::"memory");
END_LCMP:
__volatile__ __asm__ ("":::"memory");

Figure 5: Volatile statements are inserted around the end
label to ensure that the target basic block will remain
intact throughout optimizations.

stream of statements describing the parsed function and
does not contain information about #pragmas. However each statement has attached information about the
source code location from which it was created. Integrating our previously gathered information on the location of #pragmas allows us to identify the code of copyable areas within the stream of statements.

Phase II: Scan the tree (1)
To ensure chunks are properly identified and separated
an initial pass is performed to check starting and ending
conditions. Each location of #pragma copyable begin
and end registered during parsing is checked to ensure it
is followed by a label. These start and end labels have
then their special start and emphend flags set accordingly. Finally the code is modified by artificially inserting into the stream of statements two empty volatile assembly instructions around the end label, as shown in
Figure 5.
The volatile assembly code acts as a barrier to code
movement, and is used to ensure the basic blocks directly following areas, the target blocks, are preserved
and act as the sole and unique exits of the natural control flow from a copyable area. Our tests showed that
otherwise some optimizations would attempt to remove
or merge target blocks. In principle a similar concern
applies to the first basic block of a copyable area, the
starting block. However in our tests the compiler would
never try to remove or duplicate this block. We did not
investigate it further, but if it did it could always be handled the same way as in target blocks.

Phase II: Scan the tree (2)
In most architectures control flow jumps can be relative
or absolute. Relative jumps have the advantage of being (usually) smaller instructions, but having a machinespecific limitations on the distance for which they are
useful. Absolute jumps are often longer instruction sequences since the complete target address must be encoded, not just the relative displacement. As mentioned
in Section 4.1 for control flow that goes outside of the
copyable area absolute jumps are required to ensure the
code behaves the same once copied. Similarly, jumps
within a copyable region must use relative addressing to
guarantee a copy will behave in a similar fashion.
Our second phase thus includes a pass to convert control flow statements that go outside of a copyable area
(and not to the target block) to use absolute addresses
for their targets. There are two cases of such control
flow: a goto and a function call, both complicated by
the fact that GCC itself does not produce the final binary
code, rather it uses an external, platform-specific assembler program. It is in fact the assembler’s role to choose
the addressing mode for each call or jump; typically the
shortest addressing mode to reach the target is chosen,
but there is no general and relatively platform-agnostic
way to specify in the assembler input that a jump or a
call is to use absolute addressing. Below we describe
how we ensure absolute jumps are used through the use
of computed gotos, and then how we process the code
chunk to ensure control flow is safe for copying.
To force selected jumps and calls to use absolute addressing we modify the code of these instructions to
make jumps and calls via a register. As shown in Figure 6, in C these instructions are represented respectively by a computed goto and a function call using a
function pointer. A computed goto is a special feature
of the labels-as-values extension of GCC used by directthreaded engine. It is a goto whose argument is not a
label but a variable containing the address of a label (or
any other address). Using a register to hold the destination address may have a negative impact on the performance that will vary from platform to platform, or
even CPU type. Here the benefits of maintainability and
safety are paramount, and as we will show in Section 5
our solution is efficient in practice. Nevertheless, more
portable ways of expressing absolute addressing could
improve performance further.
Our pass scans each copyable area for gotos having as
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Original code within a copyable area:
goto labelX; /* where labelX is outside of the copyable area */
Is replaced with:
{
void *address = &labelX;
/* this assembly claims to read and modify address
* and in this way prevents constant propagation
*/
__asm__ __volatile__ ("" : "=a" (address) : "memory");
goto *address; /* computed goto uses absolute addressing */
}

Figure 6: To ensure absolute addressing a goto to outside of a copyable area is replaced with a specially crafted
computed goto.

their targets a label outside that area; a similar process is
applied to function calls. As show in the Figure 6, each
such goto is replaced with a stream of statements that
force the compiler to use a computed goto, and therefore an absolute addressing mode. First a declaration
of a variable is inserted into the stream of statements.
At runtime this variable will contain the address of the
target. Then an empty volatile assembly statement is
inserted. This statement claims to use and modify the
value of the variable. Then a new goto is created to replace the existing one. The target of the new goto is the
address stored in the variable. We do not concern ourselves with pre-existing computed gotos as these already
use absolute addresses.

formation and is capable of finding all the basic blocks
belonging to copyable areas after arbitrary optimizations.
After the source code is parsed into the stream of statements the compiler creates descriptions of basic blocks.
Each such description contains pointers to the first and
the last instruction that a basic block contains. We found
that a basic block is a convenient unit to carry the additional information about the copyable code. We extended the data structure describing a basic block to
store the unique id of the copyable area a block belongs
to and to store a field of utility flags.

Phase III: Mark and ensure areas are solid

Marking of basic blocks is straightforward. We scan
the stream of statements for labels earlier marked as
start and end, and mark basic blocks with corresponding
flags. Note that the initial marking, as shown in Figure 8
might not be preserved by the optimizations performed
later which might split, join, duplicate, and delete basic blocks. It is therefore necessary to have a method of
restoring the marking after the optimizations, if we are
to be able to to detect which basic blocks belong to a
copyable area.

Rather than modifying a large part of GCC to ensure
properties of copyable code regions are preserved at
all subsequent compilation stages, by all compilation
passes, we instead inserted two additional passes. The
first pass modifies the code in a way that ensures the
minimal information about copyable code regions is always preserved. The second (reusable) pass uses this in-

In general optimizations can create new basic blocks,
move or split existing ones. One of the possible results
is that some basic blocks that functionally are part of
a copyable area might not anymore be placed between
the start and target basic blocks of this area and might
not carry the initial marking. An example is shown in
Figure 7 where the last basic block (BB6), even though
placed far after the start and target basic blocks, clearly

Our current system assumes that instructions are small
enough that the compiler will use optimal, relative
jumps within the code of instructions found in a region,
and so does not attempt to ensure intra-area jumps are
not absolute. Violations to this assumption, however,
will be detected in our final verification phase.
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BB1

area = 5
flags = START

BB1

area = 5
flags = START

BB1

BB2

area = 5
flags = TARGET

BB2

area = 5
flags = TARGET

BB4

BB3

BB4

BB5

BB6

area = 0

BB3

area = 0

BB4

area = 0

BB5

area = 0

BB6

area = 0

BB6

area = 5

BB2

area = 0

BB3

area = 5

BB5

area = 5
flags = START

area = 5

area = 5

area = 5
flags = TARGET

area = 0

area = 0

Figure 7: From the marking of only two basic blocks, start and target, the complete marking can be restored by
following the edges of the control flow graph. Once the marking is restored it is possible to rearrange the basic
blocks of a marked copyable area.

Statements stream

. . . /* Code before the area */
#pragma copyable start
COPYABLE_ICMP_START:
. . .
. . .

Basic blocks
area = 0
area = 5
flags = START
area = 5

/* Copyable code */
. . .
area = 5
#pragma copyable end
ICMP_END:
. . .
. . .

/* Code after the area */

area = 5
flags = TARGET
area = 0

Figure 8: Initial marking of basic blocks right after parsing
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belongs to the control flow of this copyable area.
To recover marking after optimizations we rely on the
preservation of the start and target blocks. Area marking restoration can then be done through simple propagation along the control flow graph, from the start block
of each area until the target block and jumps via computed gotos. It is critical that the compiler had earlier
modified all the jumps to outside of copyable areas to
use computed gotos. This way it is possible to always
find the limits of copyable areas. Importantly, our approach does not use a heuristic and is guaranteed to either properly restore the list of blocks belonging to a
copyable area or fail explicitly (which is reported as an
internal compiler error).
During the marking restoration process the compiler
performs several sanity checks. It ensures that both start
and target blocks exist for all initially existing copyable
areas. It detects an attempt to mark a basic block twice,
from two different areas. Each of these problems is reported as an internal compiler error, as that kind of situation should never arise because the lists of basic blocks
belonging to copyable areas can never intersect or overlap.
There exists one optimization performed by the compiler that has to be disabled for a function that uses
copyable areas. This optimization, in GCC, is called
cross-jump. It attempts to find parts of code within a
function that are identical and then share a single copy
of the code among all the places in a function where this
code is used. This optimization clearly conflicts with the
need of the code-copying engine to use self-contained
code chunks and has therefore always been useless in
this context. We trivially modified the pass controller in
GCC so that this optimization is automatically disabled
for functions that use copyable areas. This selective approach does not change the way all the rest of code of
Virtual Machine is compiled.

Phase IV: Fix basic blocks ordering
Our initial marking pass ensured that the minimal information about the copyable areas is always preserved or
recovered. However, physical ordering of blocks is not
necessarily guaranteed—blocks for areas may not be all
located within the start and target blocks after optimizations are complete. A further pass is thus applied to re-

order basic blocks and ensure that code belonging to an
area is contained within its start and target blocks.
The main reason for basic block reordering is an optimization performed by GCC by default, basic block
partitioning. This pass does two things. It divides the
set of basic blocks of a function into those that are expected to be executed frequently (hot blocks) and those
that are expected to be executed rarely (cold blocks). In
the final assembly all the hot blocks of each function are
located contiguously in the upper part of the function,
and the cold blocks are located below the hot blocks.
This optimization also reorders basic blocks to ensure
that the fall-thru edges are used for the most often encountered control flow. These are heuristic techniques
for improving instruction cache hit rate and simplifying
control flow, and this optimization can in practice improve the performance of a virtual machine by several
percent.
It is of course possible to disable this optimization on a
per-function basis. This was deemed unsatisfactory for
two reasons. First, we perceive the fall-thru edges optimization as a welcomed attempt to improve the quality
of the resulting code later used for code-copying. Secondly, we have to be aware that there are other optimization passes that can also relocate basic blocks. With or
without block partitioning we had to create a solution
that would be able to deal with any kind of relocation of
basic blocks.
For a chunk of code to be copyable the compiler has
to restore the order of basic blocks so that the code is
self-contained. In this case the goal is to move basic
blocks to ensure that the start basic block of the copyable area is followed by all other blocks belonging to it,
which are then followed by the target basic block of the
same copyable area. After the marking of basic blocks
belonging to all areas is restored (as described in the
previous section) it is relatively easy to move all basic
blocks belonging to an area into the wanted positions, as
illustrated in Figure 7. Positions of other basic blocks,
not belonging to copyable areas, are left unchanged.
4.3

Phase V and VI: RTL markers and final verification

The additional passes described above modify the structure of the code based on up to date information about
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the boundaries of basic blocks, construction of the control flow graph, and other data. During the last compilation passes the GCC compiler discards some of this
information or does not keep it up to date. Our copyable
region data is therefore again out of date for these final
passes. In our tests we found that these last optimization
passes do not change the structure of the code enough to
invalidate the properties of copyable code. Nonetheless,
this was not sufficient for the strong safety guarantees
we required and another solution was needed. We therefore added two passes.
Not long before the information about basic blocks and
control flow graph becomes unavailable a special pass
inserts into the program representation (RTL stream)
special notes that mark the start and end of copyable
areas, including the ID of an area.
The second pass is then a simple verification pass that
uses only a minimum of information. It is executed just
before the final assembly is sent to the external assembler. With the notes inserted by the previous special
pass it is possible to verify all the necessary properties
of copyable areas when the code is final. The verification algorithm takes each instruction from the instruction stream and ensures that:
• all copyable areas are present
• copyable areas do not interleave with one another
• jumps from a copyable area A are either to a target
within A or to this area’s target label (the label that
begins the target basic block). Note that it is also
necessary to ensure that all jumps within A are also
within the allowable range of a relative jump4
• jumps to the outside of an area are made via register
and not a symbol (thus are absolute)
• all calls from within areas are made via register and
not a symbol (thus are absolute).
A verification error at this point is uncorrectable and
is treated as an internal compiler error. This guarantees that if a code compiles properly then the copyable
chunks of code will be safe to copy and execute in the
code-copying engine. In our experience we have not yet
enountered a case where the verification pass would fail
when all the former passes executed properly.
4 This

check has not been implemented in our current system.

5

Experimental Results

To examine practicality of our design we modified a
Java Virtual Machine, SableVM [8], to use our modified GCC and mark code chunks with our copyable
#pragma. Code-copying was already supported in
SableVM, but required globally disabling block reordering in GCC and did not provide safety guarantees. The
goal of our experiments was thus to demonstrate that our
new approach allows the code-copying strategy to be realistically and more reliably used while maintaining or
improving performance.
The results shown in Figure 9 have been gathered using a machine with Intel Pentium IV at 3GHz, 512MB
RAM. The SPEC benchmarks were run with their default settings, and performance is shown normalized to
the speed of the direct-threaded engine as a baseline for
comparison.
The performance of SableVM version 1.13 modified to
use the extension actually improved in most cases with
our technique. Although the performance improvement
was not our goal, we attribute the general improvement
to the fact that previously SableVM had to globally disable basic block reordering for the code-copying engine
to work at all. With the added GCC support for codecopying this useful optimization was enabled. We also
note that the performance of two benchmarks that benefit the most from code-copying, as well as soot slightly
decreased, about 2-3%. We suspect that this effect is
caused by the memory barriers inserted into the code in
places where the special #pragma is used. These barriers might be inhibiting some of the optimizations. Overall, however, the effect is clear, our modifications efficiently enable code-copying as a safe technique for VM
interpreter design.
Interestingly enough, in other series of experiments,
where we attempted to enable code-copying for as many
bytecodes as possible (mainly Java bytecodes of conditionals), we found that making many more bytecodes
copyable actually decreased the overall performance of
the code-copying engine. This may be due to lower icache hit rate caused by bigger number of superinstructions, or again due to increased use of barriers and indirect jumping. We intend to further investigate this as
near future work.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the performance of SableVM with direct-threaded engine, unreliable code-copying engine
and code-copying engine using the GCC copyable-code extension.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

Code-copying interpreter designs depend on a small, but
important semantic understanding of how code is generated from source. Copyable code must behave functionally the same when copied, and while conceptually
simple these strong guarantees are simply not provided
by current compiler or C language extensions. Our work
here shows how the safety properties essential to codecopying can be practically guaranteed in the standard
GCC compiler. Our design, moreover, is relatively isolated and makes only a few assumptions about GCC behaviour. The choice of many key elements of our design
is in fact driven by the need to ensure that maintainability of GCC development is well separated from our
modifications.
As well as deeper performance analysis, further determining the source of our gains over hand-done codecopying, our immediate future work is in the application of our technique to other VM architectures. Simplified use of code-copying could enable a variety of predominantly interpreted languages, and we hope to show

greater generality of our design by replicating the codecopying technique in other environments.
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Abstract
The GCC auto-vectorizer currently exploits data parallelism only across iterations of innermost loops. Two
other important sources of data parallelism are across
iterations of outer loops and in straight-line code. We
recently embarked upon extending the scope of autovectorization opportunities beyond inner-loop interiteration parallelism, in these two directions. This paper
describes the latter effort, which will allow GCC to vectorize unrolled-loops, structure accesses in loops, and
important computations like FFT and IDCT (as well as
several testcases in missed-optimization PRs).
Industry compilers like icc and xlC already support
SLP-like vectorization, each in a different way. We want
to introduce a new approach for SLP vectorization in
loops, that leverages our analysis of adjacent memory
references, originally developed for vectorizing strided
accesses. We extend our current loop-based vectorization framework to look for parallelism also within a single iteration, yielding a hybrid vectorization framework.
This work also opens additional interesting opportunities for enhancing the vectorizer—including partial vectorization (right now it’s an “all or nothing” approach),
permutations, and MIMD (Multiple Instructions Multiple Data, as in subadd vector operations such as in SSE3
and BlueGene). We will describe how SLP-like vectorization can be incorporated in the current vectorization
framework.

1

Introduction

SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) capabilities
have become an essential part of today’s processors,
both general-purpose and embedded. This continues to
hold with the recent trend to build hybrid architectures,
like the Cell/B.E. [3], that combine multiple specialized
vector-only processing cores alongside the main CPU.

Compilers have, therefore, been extended to automatically extract data parallelism in programs and translate
that into vector operations.
Since most opportunities for data parallelism usually occur in loops, and more specifically across iterations of
a loop, classic vectorization techniques have traditionally focused on exploiting exactly that kind of parallelism ([4], [24]). This is also the kind of parallelism
that GCC vectorizer has been originally designed to target ([13], [15]).
However, there are many kinds of important computations that cannot be vectorized if considering only the
context of the loop. Figure 1a shows, for example, an
unrolled loop, hand-optimized for a sequential machine,
which is typical for multimedia kernels [9]. Other possible examples include structure accesses, such as RGBA
in image processing (see Figure 1b), non-SIMD kind
of parallelism, like subadd pattern, which is popular in
complex computations (see Figure 1c), and numerical
computations, like FFT, that require data reorganization
(see Figure 1d).
In order to vectorize such computations, the classic
loop-based approach to vectorization needs to be extended to look into other sources of data parallelism, beyond loop iterations. The Superword Level Parallelism
(SLP) approach to vectorization ([9]) does exactly that:
it looks for vectorization opportunities in straight-line
code. Since its introduction, it has been incorporated
into several vectorizing compilers and has provided an
interesting aspect for discussion in the context of vectorization. It also has several limitations that we discuss later in the paper; however, these can be mitigated
by combining the SLP vectorization technique with the
loop-based vectorization technique.
This paper describes how we use the SLP approach for
vectorization to extend and improve the loop-based vectorization in GCC, building on our strided accesses vectorization infrastructure ([16], [17]).
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(a) unrolled:
do {
dst[0]
dst[1]
dst[2]
dst[3]

=
=
=
=

(src1[0]
(src1[1]
(src1[2]
(src1[3]

+
+
+
+

src2[0])
src2[1])
src2[2])
src2[3])

>>
>>
>>
>>

1;
1;
1;
1;

dst += 4;
src1 += 4;
src2 += 4;
}
while (dst != end);
(b) structure accesses:
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
tmp_r = image_in[i].r * fade;
image_out[i].r = tmp_r >> 8;
tmp_g = image_in[i].g * fade;
image_out[i].g = tmp_g >> 8;
tmp_b = image_in[i].b * fade;
image_out[i].b = tmp_b >> 8;
tmp_a = image_in[i].a * fade;
image_out[i].a = tmp_a >> 8;
}
(c) non-SIMD:
for (i = 0; i < n;
tmp1 = a[i].real
tmp2 = a[i].imag
tmp3 = a[i].imag
tmp4 = a[i].real

i++) {
* b[i].real;
* b[i].imag;
* b[i].real;
* b[i].imag;

c[i].real = tmp1 - tmp2;
c[i].imag = tmp3 + tmp4;
}
(d) permutations:
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
c[4i] = a[4i] + b[4i+1];
c[4i+1] = a[4i+2] + b[4i+3];
c[4i+2] = a[4i+3] + b[4i];
c[4i+3] = a[4i+1] + b[4i+2];
}

Figure 1: Examples that require SLP-style of vectorizaion

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the conceptual and high-level motivation, considerations, and general approach to the problem of combining these two vectorization approaches.
In Section 3 we give a brief overview of the current vectorization pass in GCC, and in Section 4 we describe in
detail the technical and engineering steps that are necessary in order to extend the vectorizer in the direction
we described above. Section 5 describes the current status of this project and plans for future work. Section 6

discusses related work. We present our conclusions in
Section 7.

2

From Vectorization of Interleaved Data to
Loop-aware SLP

The GCC auto-vectorizer follows the classic approach
for vectorization, which focuses on loops, and attempts
to detect data parallelism across different iterations of
the loop. After some general properties of the entire
loop are analyzed (e.g., data dependencies), each statement is analyzed and vectorized independently of the
other statements in the loop. For each statement, the
vectorizer tries to group together VF occurrences of
that statement from VF different consecutive iterations,
where VF is the Vectorization Factor—the number of
data elements to be operated on in parallel. This is
what we refer to as a “1–1 replace” approach—each
scalar statement is mapped to (a conceptually) onevector statement that performs the respective operation
on VF data elements from VF consecutive iterations of
the loop.
Last year GCC was extended to handle non-consecutive
memory accesses whose access pattern is strided, with
power-of-2 strides. Such access patterns occur, for example, when operating on complex data in which the
real and imaginary data elements are interleaved (in this
case the stride would be 2) (see Figure 1c), or when
operating on images whose pixels are represented as
interleaved RGBA elements (in which case the stride
would be 4) (see Figure 1d), etc. Adding this new capability to the GCC auto-vectorizer meant extending the
classic loop-based single-statement-at-a-time approach
in the following way: a new analysis pass that detects groups of interleaved memory accesses was added.
In order to avoid redundant vector memory accesses
and exploit data reuse, these groups of memory references are transformed together. This way, a group of
scalar memory references that accesses a range of δ interleaved data elements, are considered together when
transforming them into a group of vector memory references that accesses (V F ∗ δ ) data elements, along with
vector data rearrangement operations. In the case of
interleaved loads, the vector loads are followed by a
sequence of extract_even/odd vector operations
that de-interleaves the loaded data into separate vectors
that can be operated upon in parallel. In the case of
interleaved stores, the vector stores are preceded by a
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sequence of interleave_high/low vector operations that interleave the data elements together into vectors that are then stored to memory. See [16] for more
details.
(a) scalar:
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
t1 = b[2i];
t2 = b[2i+1];
a[2i] = t1;
a[2i+1] = t2;
c[i] = C;
}
(b) SLP:
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
vt = b[2i:2i+1];
a[2i:2i+1] = vt;
c[i] = C;
}
(c) loop-based:
vc = {C, C};
for (i = 0; i < n; i += 2){
vb1 = b[2i:2i+1];
vb2 = b[2i+2:2i+3];
vt1
vt2
va1
va2

=
=
=
=

extract_even(vb1, vb2);
extract_odd(vb1, vb2);
interleave_high(vt1, vt2);
interleave_low(vt1, vt2);

a[2i:2i+1] = va1;
a[2i+2:2i+3] = va2;
c[i:i+1] = vc;
}
(d) loop-aware SLP:
vc = {C, C};
for(i = 0; i < n; i+=2) {
vb1 = b[2i:2i+1];
vb2 = b[2i+2:2i+3];
a[2i:2i+1] = vb1;
a[2i+2:2i+3] = vb2;
c[i:i+1] = vc;
}

Figure 2: Comparison of the different vectorization approaches: SLP, loop-based, and combined
The important thing to notice for the purpose of this paper, is that the single-statement-at-a-time approach (“1–
1 replace”) is extended to a single-group-at-a-time approach, in which some trivial groups are of size 1 (when
there is no interleaving, such as the access to array c

in Figure 2a), and some groups are of size δ (such as
the access to array b in Figure 2a, where δ = 2, and for
which we perform a “δ -δ replace”). Note that we still
continue to combine VF different iterations when vectorizing, hence the trip-count in the vectorized loop is
reduced by a factor VF. This is illustrated in Figure 2c,
which shows how the current loop-based vectorization
scheme vectorizes the scalar loop shown in Figure 2a,
assuming V F = 2.
The SLP vectorization approach on the other hand
groups VF statements from the same iteration into a
vector statement. It looks at flat code sequences (or
flattened code sequences in case if-conversion is applied beforehand—see [21]). So it is in fact not aware
of the loop context, and can be applied to basic-blocks
anywhere in the program. The SLP approach starts by
looking for groups of accesses to adjacent memory addresses, attempting to pack them together into vector
load/store operations. These groups of adjacent memory references are used as the seed to an analysis that,
starting from this seed, follows the def-use chains between statements, in search for computation chains that
can be vectorized. Figure 2b shows how the SLP approach would vectorize the loop in Figure 2a.
Comparing the two approaches, as illustrated in Figure 2, there are several differences that can be seen.
Since the current (naive) loop-based approach considers each group of accesses separately, when it vectorizes
the a-references it does not consider how they are used,
and does not see that in fact the loaded a-elements can
be operated on in parallel without de-interleaving them
into separate vectors vt1, vt2 (data reorganization is
required only if the computation actually performed different operations on t1 and t2). This results in the
redundant extract/interleave computations in Figure 2c.
While the SLP approach vectorizes the a,b-accesses in
the example more efficiently, it cannot vectorize the caccess without considering the context of the loop and
unrolling it ahead of time such that sufficient (VF) occurrences of the store to array c are created so that they
can be packed into a vector statement. The loop-based
approach on the other hand, does “see” the potential parallelism across different iterations and can use that to
vectorize the store to array c.
There are yet additional tradeoffs that the example Figure 2 illustrates, which we summarize below. But it is
already evident that the natural next step, is to combine the two approaches into a single framework, and
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consider both intra and inter-iteration parallelism simultaneously, while enjoying the advantages of both
approaches. From the SLP approach we borrow the
def-use analysis within an iteration to fix the current
deficiency of our loop-based approach when vectorizing a group of adjacent memory-accesses that don’t require de-interleaving. From the loop-based approach we
borrow the loop-aware ability to consider different unrolling factors, as well as the potential to amortize costs
across loop iterations, and handle more elaborate seeds
(e.g., groups of memory accesses with gaps), as explained below. Figure 2d shows the resulting vectorized
code when performing SLP-vectorization while taking
advantage of the loop context. Or, an alternative way to
view Figure 2d: the resulting vectorized code when performing loop-based vectorization extended to consider
intra-iteration behavior.

4. While the loop-based approach uses the loop as the
starting point for the vectorization analysis, without the loop-level context the SLP approach needs
a different source to start the vectorization analysis
from, and that starting point is the adjacent memory references. Therefore, if data is accessed in a
strided manner with gaps (e.g., accessing only the
even elements of an array), we have non-adjacent
accesses that are entirely missed by the SLP approach. However, they can be easily detected as a
group of accesses using our loop-based strided accesses analysis.

At the same time, loop-aware SLP improves upon the
classic loop-based approach in the following ways:

To conclude this section, we want to summarize the
tradeoffs that are considered when combining the above
two approaches. Loop-aware SLP improves upon the
classic SLP approach in the following ways:

1. It extends the range of computations that can be
vectorized, while reusing the same infrastructure
for the analysis and transformation. Examples for
loops that can be vectorized were mentioned in the
previous section.

1. By focusing on loops we limit SLP to the code
portions that are more likely to impact the performance of the program.

2. It improves the efficiency of the generated code in
cases that knowledge on how data is used within an
iteration can help generate less data reorganization
operations, either by eliminating them all together
(as shown in the example above), or by postponing
them and scheduling these operations more wisely.

2. Applying SLP in the context of a loop optimization pass allows us to optimize the generated code
across loop iterations and amortize vectorization
overheads. One trivial example is set-up of vector registers, such as the initialization of vector vc
(which is done out of the loop). It is not always
as trivial to move out such invariant computations
out of the loop. Another example is the handling of
misaligned accesses. When considering the loop as
a whole, it can be transformed (peeled, versioned)
to align as many data references in the loop as possible. This can not be done without being aware of
the enclosing loop context.
3. Reduction is another example for a situation where
considering the basic block in the context of the
loop extends the range of computations that the
SLP approach can capture. This is because reduction is a special case of computations that create an
inter-iteration def-use dependence cycle, and can
be detected only when looking at the computation
at the loop level.

3. It offers a more register-efficient vectorization approach, that can be used when the register pressure
incurred by combining VF iterations is too high.
If parallelism can be exploited by combining less
than VF iterations together, potentially combining
statements only from a single iteration, the register
pressure can be significantly reduced. For example,
Figure 2d uses two vector registers (vt1, vt2) to
vectorize the a-accesses, while Figure 2c uses only
one vector (vt) to vectorize the a-accesses.

The key point is that performing these optimizations requires extending our current strided accesses support
to look into the uses of these strided accesses, and in
that sense to continue to extend our analysis scheme in
the direction of SLP. Section 4 describes how we extended the loop-based one-statement-at-a-time vectorization approach in this direction.
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3

Vectorizer Overview

In this section, we describe the relevant vectorization infrastructure, to provide the necessary background for the
next section where we explain how this infrastructure is
extended to support loop-aware SLP.
The vectorization pass, which serves as the basis for incorporating our support for loop-aware SLP, occurs during the tree-SSA optimization stage of GCC [14]. It
follows the classic loop-based vectorization approach as
discussed in the previous section. It applies a set of analyses to each given loop, followed by the actual vector
transformation (for loops that successfully complete the
analysis phase).
The vectorizer focuses on innermost,1 single basic block
countable loops. (Certain multiple basic block constructs may be collapsed into straight-line code with
conditional operations by an if-conversion pass prior to
vectorization). It starts off by scanning all the statements in the loop to determine the Vectorization Factor
(VF), which represents the number of different consecutive iterations of the loop that are combined into a single
vector iteration in the vectorized loop (a conceptual unrolling factor). The VF is determined according to the
data types that appear in the loop and the Vector Size
(VS) supported by the target platforms. As explained
below, considering SLP in a hybrid framework together
with the loop-based vectorization introduces additional
unrolling factors to choose from.
Next, the vectorizer finds all the memory references in
the loop and checks if it can construct an access function
that describes the series of addresses that each memory reference accesses across iterations of the loop (using scalar evolution analysis [18]). The access function is needed for memory-dependence, access-pattern
and alignment analyses. The following memory dependence analysis pass checks that the dependence distance
between every pair of data references in the loop is either zero (i.e., intra-loop dependence) or at least VF, by
applying a set of classic data dependence tests [4], [7].
This is the point where interleaving groups are recognized and built [16].
The loop-aware SLP analysis that we describe in the
next section is based on the analysis of interleaved
1 The vectorizer is being extended to also consider some forms of

doubly nested loops.

data, i.e., data that is accessed in the loop with a nonconsecutive (strided) pattern. During the dependence
resolution traversal over pairs of load/store statements,
groups of interleaved loads or stores that have the same
stride and adjacent base address are constructed. For
example, the accesses to array a in Figure 2a form an
interleaving group of size 2 (both have a stride 2, and
their bases, a and a+1, are adjacent). An interleaving
group represents a consecutive range in memory, that is
either fully accessed in each iteration (as in the example)
or accessed with gaps (which would be the case if only
the a[2*i] locations in the example were accessed).
These groups of memory references are considered together when transforming the loop, in order to avoid redundant loads/stores and exploit data reuse.

Following the memory dependence tests and detection
of interleaved data, we examine the access patterns of
each memory reference and check that they access consecutively increasing addresses, or that they are a part of
an interleaving group (which is the context in which we
handle non-consecutive (strided) accesses).

The final analysis phase verifies that every operation in
the loop can be supported in vector form by the target architecture. After the analyses are done, the loop
transformation phase scans all the statements of the loop
from the top down (vectorizing definitions before their
uses) and inserts a vector statement in the loop for each
scalar statement that needs to be vectorized. Vectorization of interleaving groups proceeds as follows: when
the first member (load/store) of an interleaving group is
encountered (during the top down traversal), we generate vector load/store statements starting from the lowest
address accessed within the group. We then generate
a complete set of δ ∗ log2δ data reordering statements
of the form extract even/odd (for loads) and interleave
low/high (for stores), where δ is the size of the interleaving group. See for example Figure 2c. Finally, the loop
bound is transformed to reflect the new number of iterations, and if necessary, an epilogue scalar loop is created
to handle cases of loop bounds that do not divide by VF.
(This epilogue must also be generated in cases where
the loop bound is not known at compile time.)
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(a) Scalar:
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
a0 = in[4i+1];
a1 = in[4i+2];
a2 = in[4i];
a3 = in[4i+3];
b0
b1
b2
b3

=
=
=
=

X
Y
Z
W

+
+
+
+

c0
c1
c2
c3

=
=
=
=

b1
b3
b2
b0

a0;
a1;
a2;
a3;

*
*
*
*

out[4i] =
out[4i+1]
out[4i+2]
out[4i+3]

Stop recursion - loads

in[4i+1]
in[4i+2]
in[4i]
in[4i+3]
Permutation of in
{1, 2, 0, 3}

a0 = in[4i+1]
a1 = in[4i+2]
a2 = in[4i]
a3 = in[4i+3]

5;
6;
7;
8;

b0 = X + a0
b1 = Y + a1
b2 = Z + a2
b3 = W + a3

c0 = b1 * 5
c1 = b3 * 6
c2 = b2 * 7
c3 = b0 * 8

(b) After SLP (Pure, Full):
vec_inv1 = {X, Y, Z, W};
vec_inv2 = {5, 6, 7, 8};
for (int i = 0; i < len; i++) {
v1 = vload in[4i:4i+3];
v2 = vperm (v1, {1,2,0,3});
v3 = vec_inv1 + v2;
v4 = v3 * vec_inv2;
vstore out[4i:4i+3] = v4;
}

Extending the Vectorizer to Perform LoopBased SLP

4.1

Analysis

We use Figure 3 to explain and demonstrate the analysis
performed by our SLP.
The analysis for SLP starts by examining the results
of the loop-based interleaving analysis. Referring to
Figure 3(a), this interleaving analysis builds one group
consisting of the first four load statements, and another group consisting of the last four store statements.
Each such group contains interleaved accesses to memory. The analysis for SLP builds computation trees2 in
a recursive bottom-up, use-def manner rooted at interleaved store groups. Each node in a tree contains the
2 Not

to be confused with GCC’s tree structures.

5
6
7
8

Permutation of b’s
{1, 3, 2, 0}

}

4

X
Y
Z
W
Stop recursion constants

c0;
= c1;
= c2;
= c3;

Figure 3: Basic SLP example

Stop recursion loop invariants

out[4i] = c0
out[4i+1] = c1
out[4i+2] = c2
out[4i+3] = c3

Figure 4: Computation tree for basic example

same number of isomorphic statements, which can execute in parallel (i.e., can be converted into an SIMD
statement). At each step, the uses of statements in
the current node are examined for their corresponding
defs,3 and we either extend the tree by additional child
nodes, conclude that the current node is a leaf, or terminate the tree. When the def statements are all loopinvariant (including constants) or are all loads from interleaved memory addresses (i.e., form an interleaved
load group), the node is considered a leaf. Additional
child nodes are created when the def statements are
all loop-variant, isomorphic and independent non-load
statements. In all other cases, including reaching defs
which belong to SSA φ -nodes, we terminate the tree
and delete it. Referring to the example in Figure 3(a),
the SLP analysis will build a tree depicted in Figure 4
comprising of seven nodes rooted at the interleaved
3 The

SSA framework fully supports this use-def traversal.
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store group, with three leaves being the interleaved load
group and two loop-invariant groups (of {X,Y,Z,W}
and {5,6,7,8}). Note that if a computation includes
common sub-expressions (i.e., is a DAG), the analysis
step will duplicate the common nodes and build a tree;
however, the transformation step will recognize such redundancies and generate code only once for such duplicates.
Some computations are not captured by a bottom-up
process rooted at interleaved store groups, because they
do not include such stores; one prominent case being reduction computations that compute a scalar. Reductions
are currently recognized and vectorized by the loop vectorizer. In order to recognize and SLP-vectorize reduction computations, one can apply a similar bottom-up
process but rooted at reductions instead of interleaved
store groups, or apply the opposite top-down approach
starting from interleaved load groups. We chose to implement the former approach, as it fits well with the
bottom-up approach originating from interleaved store
groups and also with the existing loop-based framework
for recognizing reductions.
The loop-vectorizer is currently capable of handling interleaving load and store groups whose size is a powerof-2, because of the data rearrangement operations
needed to loop-vectorize non-unit strided accesses [16].
On the other hand, SLP is not restricted to power-of-2
sized groups: it seeks to pack statements together according to the Vector Size (VS)—the number of elements in a vector of the relevant type, possibly using
unrolling or using several vectors for each group. Furthermore, even if the Group Size (GS, number of statements in group) is not a multiple of the vector size or
vice versa (that is when gcd(GS,V S) < min(GS,V S)), it
is still possible to unroll the loop (by lcm(GS,V S)/GS)
or pack as much as possible into vector-size groups leaving the remaining elements in scalar form. Our initial
framework is restricted to cases where gcd(GS,V S) =
min(GS,V S), and marks each computation tree with the
required unrolling factor (V S/GS) or the number of multiple vectors needed (GS/V S), which are integers.
Data-dependence testing for SLP is required to make
sure we can move all statements of each group into one
location where they are to be replaced by an SIMD statement. However, as we transform the entire computation
tree together (see Subsection 4.4), these dependence
tests are mostly exercised by the above use-def traversal
of building the tree. Two cases require special attention:

when there are multiple leaves corresponding to (interleaved) load groups, and when nodes are shared among
two or more trees. In the former case, we make sure
the addresses for all relevant loads are available at the
location of the first load (this is already checked by the
interleaving analysis of the loop-vectorizer). In the latter
case, the first tree to be transformed generates the code
for the mutual node, and subsequent trees (generated afterwards) will reuse it. Note that if unrolling is desired,
we require inter-iteration data-dependence tests similar
to those of (and already provided by, in our framework)
the traditional loop-vectorizer.
4.2

SLP Taxonomy

We find it convenient to distinguish between the following two pairs of mutually complementing definitions.
The first applies to the type of parallelism extracted
when creating vector statements, applying SLP to a tree,
or the loop in general:
Pure SLP If only intra-iteration parallelism is extracted
when creating vector statements. That is, if only
SLP (with GS=VS) is applied. Such cases are applicable for general computation trees within basic
blocks, not necessarily within loops. In the loop
context, this means that the loop is vectorized without being unrolled, using only SLP.
Hybrid SLP If both intra- and inter-iteration parallelism are extracted when creating vector statements. That is, when SLP is applied with GS < V S.
In the loop context, this means that the loop is
vectorized together with unrolling, using SLP (and
possibly loop-vectorization).
The following, orthogonal terms relate to the vectorization of a loop:
Full loop vectorization If all statements in a loop are
replaced by vector statements, as a result of either
SLP or loop-vectorization. That is, the resulting
loop contains only vector statements.
Partial loop vectorization If some statements in a loop
remain in their original scalar form.
For example, the loop in Figure 3(b) is Fully vectorized
using Pure SLP, the loop in Figure 5(b) is Partially vectorized using Pure SLP, and the loop in Figure 5(c) is
Fully vectorized using Hybrid SLP.
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(a) scalar:
for(i = 0; i < n; i++) {
b[6i+0] = b0;
b[6i+1] = b1;
b[6i+2] = b2;
b[6i+3] = b3;
b[6i+4] = b4;
b[6i+5] = b5;
}
(b) partial SLP, no unroll:
vb0 = {b0,b1,b2,b3};
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
b[6i+0:3] = vb0;
b[6*i+4] = b4;
b[6*i+5] = b5;
}
(c) Full SLP, unroll=2:
vb0 = {b0,b1,b2,b3};
vb1 = {b4,b5,b0,b1};
vb2 = {b2,b3,b4,b5};
for (i = 0; i < n; i+=2) {
b[12*i+0:3] = vb0;
b[12*i+4:7] = vb1;
b[12*i+8:11] = vb2;
}
(d) loop-based, unroll=4:
vb0 = {b0,b1,b2,b3};
vb1 = {b4,b5,b0,b1};
vb2 = {b2,b3,b4,b5};
for (i = 0; i < n; i+=4) {
b[24*i+0:3] = vb0;
b[24*i+4:7] = vb1;
b[24*i+8:11] = vb2;
b[24*i+12:15] = vb0;
b[24*i+16:19] = vb1;
b[24*i+20:23] = vb2;
}

Figure 5: Vectorization alternatives
4.3

Decision

After completing the analysis which builds computation
tree candidates for SLP, we reach the decision point of
how to vectorize the loop. We need to decide whether to
apply SLP vectorization for each such computation tree,
and also decide whether to apply loop-vectorization for
remaining statements: those that do not belong to any
SLP tree and those that belong to SLP trees which we
decide not to SLP. The resulting loop unrolling factor
is the least-common multiple of the SLP trees unrolling
factors and the loop-vectorization unrolling factor.
One important factor to check when deciding to SLP a

tree is alignment—if it is not loop-invariant, the alignment handling overhead is to be incurred every iteration, which is often too expensive. This happens when
the stride of memory accesses (including unrolling if
applied) does not divide by the vector size. When the
alignment is loop-invariant, loop-versioning and peeling
are used to extract this overhead from within the loop.
In our initial approach we handle interleaved accesses
without gaps, so the stride is equal to GS, and we restrict
our attention to cases where GS divides VS (possibly after unrolling), so the alignment is indeed loop-invariant.
Partial loop vectorization, where only a subset of statements from each node in a computation tree is SLP’ed
and the rest remain in scalar form, may encounter loopvariant alignment problems.
Another factor to consider is the number of iterations,
bearing in mind the unrolling factors.
The order of elements within the groups of a tree may
not be consistent throughout the computation, thereby
requiring the insertion of element-permuting statements.
Our bottom-up approach is reminiscent of the eager shift
[26] policy of alignment permutations, where data is to
be reordered as early as possible according to the order
desired by the final store group. Common subexpressions in the loop may imply nodes that are shared among
several trees (or shared several times within a tree)—
they can be directly reused if all uses require the same
order of elements within the group, otherwise an overhead of permuting the elements needs to be considered.
In some cases, statements of a computation tree cannot
be loop-vectorized (for example, due to non power-of-2
strides); therefore, in Full vectorization mode we decide
to perform SLP in such cases.
We have yet to devise a cost-model mechanism that integrates these considerations; our current plans are to
gather statistics in order to better understand the tradeoffs among these various factors.
4.4

Transformation

After deciding which computation trees to SLP and
whether to loop-vectorize the remaining statements or
not, we perform the actual code transformation by a
top-down scan of the loop’s original scalar statements
in their original order. Upon reaching the first statement of a computation tree to be SLP’ed (typically the
first load), we generate the vectorized version of the
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whole tree, from leaves to root; if any node of the tree
has already been generated by an earlier (or the same)
tree, we reuse it. Otherwise, if we decided upon loopvectorization the statement is vectorized in the traditional way, and if not we leave the scalar statement intact. The result of applying SLP to the loop in Figure 3(a) is given in Figure 3(b).

5

4. The current implementation terminates when it
reaches a φ -node. Therefore, computations that
involve a vectorizable cross-iteration dependency
cannot be vectorized. Such computations include
reductions, inductions, and also false-dependencies
formed by optimizations like PRE and predictive
commoning. The SLP-analysis can be extended to
analyze beyond φ -nodes.

Future Work

We extended the GCC vectorizer to support SLP. An initial implementation is available in the autovect-branch
of GCC. There are many directions in which the current
framework can be enhanced. We review most of them
in this section.
1. Support MIMD (Multiple Instructions Multiple
Data) parallelism, such as the “subadd” computation illustrated in the example in Figure 1c, as well
as other forms of mixtures of non-isomorphic defs
that could still be combined into a vector. There
are targets that can directly support certain MIMD
operations (SSE3, for example, supports a subadd
vector operation), but it can be vectorized also on
targets that don’t directly support it (by multiplying the relevant vector operand by a vector of 1s
and –1s).
2. As explained in Section 4 the vectorizer considers
different unrolling factors as it attempts to maximize the exploitation of SIMD parallelism. Currently this is limited to cases in which the GS (the
Group Size) is less than VS (the Vector Size) and
evenly divides VS. This restriction can be relaxed
to also consider unrolling the loop in cases where
GS divides V F ∗ α, for some integer α. This is illustrated in Figure 5c, in which GS is 6, the VS is 4,
and unrolling the loop by a factor of 2 maximizes
the exploitation of SIMD parallelism.
3. The current implementation does not address the
case in which the GS is greater than VS and not all
the elements of the group are defined by isomorphic computations, but there exists a subgroup of
VS elements that are defined by isomorphic computations. The current implementation attempts to
construct the SLP-tree from the entire group, and
will therefore fail and terminate. However, the
analysis can continue if the implementation is extended to explore subgroups of size VF of the SLPgroup under consideration.

5. The current implementation does not support partial vectorization, however the framework is general enough to consider vectorizing only part of the
loop and leaving the rest of the statements unvectorized, as shown in Figure 5b, where 4 statements
are grouped into a vector statement, and 2 statements remain unvectorized.
6. As already mentioned in Section 4, by examining
the uses of interleaved stores, a loop-based vectorizer could postpone the rearrangement of data
to a later stage (this is demonstrated in more detail in [16]). It is free to decide when to rearrange the data—either immediately when loading
(resembling the eager shift heuristic in [26]), or at
a later stage of the computation not originally associated with loads or stores (resembling the lazy
shift heuristic). Ultimately, we may want to reorder
in anticipation of the permutation needed by the
stores, if internal operations are isomorphic, similar to the eager shift scheme. A simple case to optimize occurs when the rearrangement at the stores is
the inverse of that at the loads (e.g., interleave
low/high and extract odd/even), thereby
canceling each other (this raises the issue of combining and optimizing permutations [19]).
7. By starting the SLP analysis off of the pre-analyzed
interleaving groups, the current framework easily
supports SLP vectorization when there are strided
accesses with gaps. This is, however, not yet included in the current implementation.
8. SLP can be used to vectorize within an iteration
in situations where there are cross-iteration dependencies that prevent loop-based implementation.
The current implementation applies the SLP analysis however is applied only after full dependence
testing has passed. This restriction should be relaxed.
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6

Related Work

SLP was first introduced by Larsen and Amarasinghe
[9], exploiting SIMD parallelism in basic blocks. Their
algorithm starts from identifying seeds of statements
with adjacent memory references, packs them into
group and then merges the groups to get groups of the
size of SIMD instruction. Later Larsen et al. [11] presented methods for forcing congruence among the dynamic addresses of memory references, and thus increasing the number of memory operations that can be
grouped into SIMD instructions. Shin et al. [21] extended the concept of SLP so that it can be applied
in the presence of control flow constructs by using ifconversions. Compiler-controlled caching in superword
register files, an SLP-complementary optimization, was
shown by Shin et al. [20]. The implementations were
done within SUIF compiler infrastructure using AltiVec
instruction set. Our approach for SLP differs in its use
of our adjacent memory references analysis, originally
developed for vectorizing loops with strided accesses,
and in having implemented SLP within the loop-based
framework taking advantage of loop-level analyses. The
approaches mentioned above usually compensate for the
lack of loop context by carefully optimizing alignment
and picking appropriate unrolling factors in advance.
Larsen et al. [10] introduced techniques for selective
vectorization of instructions. Our approach also allows
partial loop vectorization and generating loops with a
mixture of scalar and vector operations.
Proprietary compilers like Intel’s icc and IBM’s xlc have
also incorporated SLP techniques into their vectorization framework. Wu et al. [25] proposed a simdization
framework in xlc that extracts SIMD parallelism from
different program scopes, including basic blocks and inner loops, based on an intermediate representation of
virtual vectors. The Intel compiler [6] applies an early
SLP pass that upon detecting statements that can be replaced by SIMD instructions converts them into explicit
loops (by re-rolling the code) which are later vectorized
using the regular loop-based vectorization pass.
Several studies focus on vectorizing computations that
involve data permutation. Kudriavtsev and Kogge [8]
followed the SLP approach for contiguous data, using
an abstract source-to-source framework, for data permutation optimization. Ren, Wu, and Padua [19] optimized
sequences of permutations for IBM’s VMX and Intel’s

SSE2. Our framework allows supporting data permutations, though this feature has not been added yet.
Tenllado et al. [23] built a modified SLP compiler for
Intel SSE to efficiently exploit vector parallelism from
the outer loop in loop nests that process 2D arrays. By
incorporating transposition (data permutation) into the
SLP packing stage, and scheduling several unroll-andjam and regular unrolling passes at different nesting levels, they are able to exploit parallelism from external
nests (i.e., across different rows). GCC currently does
not have an unroll-and-jam optimization, and our vectorization is thus currently limited to packing statements
from at most doubly-nested loops.
Some architectures provide SIMOMD (Single Instruction Multiple Operations Multiple Data) [5, 22]. The
Vienna MAP source-to-source vectorizer [12] is applicable to such architectures and was shown to produce
most efficient code, focusing on straight-line 2-way vectorization by exploiting domain knowledge for specific
algorithms such as FFT. Our implementation currently
targets only classic SIMD instructions, but the new extension that looks at def-use chains within an iteration
allows us to incorporate this capability into our vectorizer as well.

7

Conclusions

The SLP approach to vectorization can exploit parallelism in important computations that cannot be vectorized otherwise. We have incorporated SLP vectorization
techniques into the loop-based GCC vectorizer, thereby
complementing and extending its vectorization capabilities, while re-using the same infrastructure. In this paper we described how this was done, as well as what
are the tradeoffs and considerations involved. We also
showed why incorporating SLP in a loop-aware context
also improves upon the original SLP approach, and how
it was used to create a hybrid loop-aware SLP approach
that can exploit parallelism both across loop iterations
as well as inside the loop. The initial implementation
presented in the paper, a first step of an ongoing work,
can be enhanced in several directions, that will further
improve the applicability and efficiency of the GCC vectorizer.
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Abstract
We describe ongoing work about global static analysis for GCC4 within the GlobalGCC European project,
funded thru the ITEA Programme.
The aim of this work is to provide global (whole program) static analysis, notably based upon abstract interpretation and knowledge based techniques, within the
GCC compiler, targeted for analysis of medium sized C,
Fortran or C++ programs. This will facilitate the adoption of GCC in the area of safety-critical software development, by providing features found in a few expensive
commercial tools (PolySpace, AbsInt) or research prototypes (Astree). In this perspective, the emphasis is on
the quality of analysis, at the expense of much bigger
compilation times, without sacrificing scalability. Such
analysis can be used for several purposes: statically
compute some interesting properties of the program at
most control points (possibly reporting them the user);
provide clever, contextual, warnings about possible hazards in the user program (null pointer dereferences, zero
divide, conversion loss, out of bound array access, . . . )
while avoiding too much false alarms; enable additional
optimisations, like conditional contextual constant folding, C++ method call devirtualization, an other contextual optimizations.
The compiler’s rich program manipulation infrastructure facilitates the development of these advanced analysis capabilities.
To facilitate the development high-level semantical
analyses, a domain specific language has been developped, and is translated (thru C) into dynamically
loaded code. It uses the Parma Polyhedra Library (also
used in the GRAPHITE project) for relational analysis on scalars and gives more expressivity to develop
analaysis algorithms. It permits multi-staged generation

of the specific analysis tailored to the analyzed source
code. Presenting this work at the 2007 GCC Summit
will allow us to stress the importance of all outputs of
the compiler, not only object-code, and to expose the
complementary contribution of static analyses and dynamic/instrumentation approaches like mudflap.

Warning
This paper describes some work in progress.1 A more
up-to-date report, and a snapshot of the source code,
should be available on the author’s web page http:
//starynkevitch.net/Basile/ or on http:
//ggcc.info/.

1

Interest and Issues of Global Static Analysis

The current GCC compiler2 is mostly used to transform
a source code file into some object form, containing suitably represented processor instructions. For this very
common use, performance of the compiler and of the
generated code are expected (but are sometimes in tension, requiring carefully tuned trade-offs).
However, GCC also provides an interesting infrastructure and internal code representations, usable for other
purposes. In particular, static code analysis (deep inspection and processing of an analyzed source program,
without paying much attention to machine code, or to its
execution) is also possible.
1 Within

the GlobalGCC project, ITEA [Information Technology
for European Advancement] programme, partly funded by MINEFI
(French Ministry of Economy, Finance, and Industry) and other public authorities. Like in every GCC contribution, code copyright has
been transfered to FSF.
2 E.g., the trunk branch of SVN rev. 124285.
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1.1

Static analysis overview

Static analysis tools are already used by some software industries, notably in safety-critical (aerospace,
automotive, nuclear, medical, . . . ) applications. Success of commercial (but expensive) tools (like Absint,
Polyspace, . . . )3 show that some niche market exists for
these techniques. Research prototypes like Astrée [6, 7]
or TWO [9] suggest that it should be worthwhile to
incorporate some of their ideas into GCC. Most such
tools are significantly slower than ordinary compilers,
because they usually process a whole program source,
using sophisticated (but expensive) representations, but
are still used profitably. Safer dialects of C have been
proposed [10, 13].
Static analysers are not a panacea: they compute approximate properties4 on the source code (such as properties or relations on the values of the program variables during any of its execution), but they should always terminate their analysis, even for buggy analyzed
programs.
Of course, many algorithms used in traditional optimized compilation can be viewed as a particular form
of static analysis (usually restricted to a single block,
function or compilation unit). And gcc 4 also permit (in a limited way) whole program compilation thru
the -fwhole-program compile flag.5 The Link Time
Optimization effort within GCC also targets whole program optimization, by encoding some GIMPLE related
internal representation in DWARF debugging format inside object files.

1.2

The G LOBAL G CC project

Because of this interest in static analysis and in the free
GNU Compiler Collection, a consortium of european
industial corporations and research labs proposed the
G LOBAL G CC project6 which aims to extend the GCC
compiler (on Unix or Linux hosts) using global static
3 See

http://www.absint.com/ and http://www.
polyspace.com/ and http://www.mathworks.com/.
4 Always computing exact properties would solve the halting
problem, which is impossible.
5 A Google code search reveals that this flag is almost never used.
6 See http://ggcc.info/ and http://gcc.gnu.org/
ml/gcc/2006-10/msg00676.html

analysis techniques, lead by Mandriva. The static analysis will work on the GIMPLE and GIMPLE/SSA7 [15]
internal representation[s] of GCC (hence re-using all existing GCC front-ends). It is global, because a whole
source program (of several compilation units) should be
processed. Such static analysis techniques should enable:
1. Global program-wide optimisation, because the
properties inferred at a given call site may be propagated to avoid useless computations in the program; for example if on a given call site and calling
context the static analyser determined that some
pointer is not null, this information can be used to
optimise further on, particularize inlinings, etc.
2. Hazard detections, that are warnings (for the developer using G LOBAL G CC) about possible threats
like: if a function f() was called by g() called
by h(x) with x>0 then at foo.c:456 there is
a possible zero-divide fault. The challenge is to
reduce the number of (stricto sensu unavoidable)
false positive alarms.
3. Later, coding rules validation can be considered.
This means defining a formalism to express some
coding rules, and use the statically analyzed properties to partly validate these rules.
It is expected that such static analysis techniques should
be computationally expensive (more than ten times
slower than a traditional, -O3 optimized, compilation
build of the analyzed program). The mygcc project8
provides a complementary, but very useful, alternative:
simple, quick, but useful static analysis based upon sophisticated pattern matching [18]. The static analysis
considered here put emphasis on quality of analysis, at
the cost of much bigger compilation (i.e., analysis) time.
1.3

Abstract interpreters

Abstract interpretation (pioneered by P. and R. Cousot)
[5, 4] provides a conceptual framework for designing
such static analyzers. The guiding idea is to abstract on
program variables’ values with lattices (e.g., considering intervals instead of numbers or their relations, e.g.,
7 GIMPLE is the middle-end, source-language and target-system
neutral, internal representations of (normalized) trees within GCC4;
GIMPLE/SSA is its Single Static Assigment form.
8 See http://mygcc.free.fr/
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linear inequalities) and to “interpret” on every control
flow of the program. At some control points, abstract
values are over-approximated. Such narrowings (and
widenings)9 ensure that the analysis always terminate
(hence avoiding long loops in the analyzer, at the expense of precision): the computed abstract values can
be > (top, representing any value), ⊥ (bottom, impossible or unreachable) or other elements of the lattice.
Abstract interpreters10 have rather complex algorithmic
behavior (like concrete interpreters): it is not easy to
predict if a given abstract value will be further used, or
what is the exact time or space complexity of the analysis. This contrasts with most of current GCC optimization passes, which mostly update or rewrite GIMPLE
trees, and whose other data has a life internal to the pass.
Lattices for simple (e.g., numerical scalar) variables
in simple (e.g., imperative like, without calls) minilanguages routinely exist. Two free lattice libraries have
been considered: APRON11 and the Parma Polyhedra
Library (PPL)12 [2, 1], which was preferred (it is also
used in the Graphite branch of GCC). More complex analyzers and lattices should be built above such primitives
lattices to abstract other control structures and other
data, in particular pointers to heap data structures [12]
or arrays [17]. The result of an abstract interpretation is
conceptually, at every control point of the analyzed program, an abstract value of program variables; for simple
integer programs with variables v1 . . . vn , it could be an
interval vk ∈ Ik = [ak ; bk ] for each variable vk , or a set
of linear inequalities (i.e. polyhedra) ∑k ci,k vk ≤ li between variables, etc. For real programs, pointers or data
structures are also abstracted by shapes or graphs.
The result ρ of an abstract interpretation depends upon
the analyzed program π, the initial conditions α and of
course the lattice: ρ = φ (π, α). ρ is a (big) decoration of the syntax tree. Since such abstract interpretations are costly, and because the analyzed program is
fixed for a given interpretation, it could be worthwhile
to specialize (part of) the analysis for the given program. More pedantically, it may be interesting to par9 We view narrowing and widening operations as necessary
heuristics to ensure that analysis terminate rather quickly, even when
the analyzed program loops. . . Simple reflexive or introspective techniques could be useful here.
10 i.e., abstract interpretation based static analyzers
11 http://apron.cri.ensmp.fr/ with LGPL license,
wrapping other libraries.
12 http://www.cs.unipr.it/ppl/ with GPL license,
self-contained.

tially evaluate φ (π, •). Pragmatically, development of
abstract interpreters should take profit of multi-staged
or meta-programming techniques, i.e., dynamic generation of specialized code during analysis, possibly with
introspection [14] to guide widening. The intuition is to
generate specialized code which does the analysis of the
only particular program which is analyzed.
However, care should be taken to avoid dynamically
generating an analyzing code much bigger than the analyzed source program. Practically, a domain specific
lispy like language capable of runtime code generation,
is deemed useful.

2

A Multi-stagable run-time infrastructure

A run-time infrastructure has been developped (above
existing GCC code) to take into account the specific
needs of abstract interpreters for static analysis, as considered in §1.3 above. It is tentatively called basilys
(base for abstract interpretative analysis).
2.1

Compiler Probe facility

Since our static analysis are expected to run much longer
than a traditionnal compilation, and because it should
produce a lot of intermediate results (abstract values
at many control points) which are useful both to the
expert user of the analyzer and to its developers. To
avoid just generating huge dump files (only usable after analysis ended), a compiler probe facility has been
proposed13 and could be useful to other GCC developers. It works only on some Unix host systems (e.g.
Linux14 ), by (optionally—at configuration and at compilation time) running a separate process (the probe,
with a GTK based sample graphical implementation
in contrib/simple-probe.c) which communicate with the GCC process on asynchronous channels
(pipes) using textual protocols (requests from probe
to compiler, replies from compiler to probe). On the
GCC compiler side, frequent calls (dozens per second)
to comprobe_check("reason-msg") are expected.
This is a macro which expands to the test of comprobe_
interrupted, an almost always zeroed volatile variable. Should a message come from the probe, the
comprobe_interrupted flag becomes set, and then
13 See

patch http://gcc.gnu.org/ml/gcc-patches/
2007-01/msg01278.html
14 It needs SIGIO, F_SETOWN, O_NONBLOCK, and select.
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comprobe_handle_probe is called and handles the

incoming requests, sometimes by sending appropriate
reply messages to the probe. Above that dirty trick, information points (in the compiled source program) are
managed and display routines are callable from them on
request, to show only information pertinent to (or near
of) a given control point.
Therefore, the compiler probe enables giving feedback
to the user during our static analysis (i.e., compilation).
It is implemented in more than 3KLOC (thousand of
source code lines).
2.2

Dynamic run-time

Given the complex usage pattern of abstract values15
automatic memory management techiques are required
(almost every abstract interpreter implementation we
know of uses garbage collection techniques [11]).
The current GCC compiler provide a limited form of
garbage collection (frowned upon by some developers).
The GGC garbage collector is precise, of mark and
sweep kind, and deals only with explicitly declared16
data structures and pointer (global or static) variables,
but does not manage local pointers on the compiler call
stack, which is lost unless saved in globals; it should be
explicitly called. This is acceptable for GGC purpose
of managing rarely dying data (mostly GIMPLE trees),
shared across several passes. GGC collection needs to
scan all the heap, and works better when most of the
data remains alive.

When this birth zone is full, a minor copying collection occurs: it scans all the local pointer variables on
the stack (and some globals) and copy the live data18
into the GGC managed heap. Then, the entire birth
zone can be freed at once (without spending time on
each individual dead value) and suitably quickly reallocated. When a suitable threshold (e.g., 64Mwords) of
cumulated allocations occurred in the birth region, a full
(or major) garbage collection is triggered: all the local
pointers are saved into some GGC data, and the GGC
mark and sweep collector is called. Updated pointers
(i.e., a write barrier) from new to old are managed on a
store list (on the other end of birth region) with a small
caching hashtable (for frequently touched pointers).
Generational garbage collectors are uncommon in
(portable) C libraries, because they require (for GC-ed
data and pointers) a specific, cumbersome, coding style:
• allocation of objects is usually fast (pointer incrementation and test) but may trigger a garbage collection.
• every local pointer should be explicitly known.
Our local pointers are all inside a call frame
structure declared nearly as struct frame_st
{unsigned nbvar; struct closure_st
*clos; struct frame_st *prev; void
*varp[nbvar];} curfra; where nbvar is

the number of local pointers variables (stored in
varp), clos points to the current closure, and
prev chains to the previous frame.

Abstract interpreters are a different kind of beast: they
allocate a lot of data (the abstract values) and most of
it is temporary and quickly fade away (but is difficult to
delete explicitly). For such scenarii, other GC schemes
are better suited, such as generational copying collectors,17 detailed below.

• each function should have an explicit prologue and
epilogue to manage the singly linked list19 of such
frames, which should be initially cleared.

Hence, a copying generational garbage collector has
been implemented for our abstract interpreters. It is
copying generational for young data, but mark and
sweep for old data. It works by allocating (with a quick
current pointer incrementation) inside a birth zone (typically 4Mwords), without any additional space overhead.

curfra.varp[6] = foo(curfra.varp[3]
); curfra.varp[1] = foo(curfra.
varp[2], curfra.varp[6]);

15 It would be very difficult for the developer of an abstract interpreter to know when to free an abstract value.
16 Thru the GTY marker used by the gengtype generator.
17 Like in most efficient implementations of functional programming languages—Ocaml, Haskell, . . .

• no nested function calls are permitted: α =
foo(β , bar(γ));
should become τ =
bar(γ); α = foo(β , τ);, concretely like

• every update inside such a value (excluding initialization) should be notified (write barrier), and can
trigger a minor garbage collection, which can move
every local pointer.
18 Copying

GCs are also rumored to improve data cache locality.

19 Inspecting the list of call frames provide a simple way of reflex-

ive introspection, notably thru the clos fields.
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• special care has to be taken for values which have
to be individually destroyed (e.g., when containing
PPL pointers). Explicit young and old lists of such
special values are maintained, the GTY(mark_
hook) marker is used, and they are explicitly destroyed in our garbage collector.
• a union of all our garbage collected values should
be known, and each value should be discriminable
inside.
Above constraints are easier to follow in generated code
than in human-written one.
Concretely, our basilys (low-level) memory values starts
each with a discriminating pointer, and are one of:
• objects (see below), used for discriminants, highlevel abstract values, analyzer “source” code, etc.
• single or multiple boxes (of basilys pointers),
• boxed GCC stuff, like trees, edges, basic blocks,
etc. For example struct basilystree_st
GTY(()) { basilysobject_ptr_t discr;
tree val; };

• (immutable) strings and (updatable) string buffers
• analyser’s closures and routines
• pairs and triples (for lists)
• boxed (long) integers
• hash tables (or object maps) whose keys are objects, and values are basilys pointers
• hash tables with tree (resp. edge, basic blocks, . . . )
keys (tree maps, . . . ); these are used to associate
abstract values to tree control points.
• special (destroyable) values for PPL, etc.
Our object values contain a discriminating class, an
hashcode, a number, a length, and the object’s variable
(i.e. instance slots) array:
struct basilysobject_st GTY(()) {
basilysobject_ptr_t obj_class;
unsigned obj_hash;
unsigned short obj_num, obj_len;
#define object_magic obj_num
basilys_ptr_t∗
GTY((length("%h.obj_len")))

obj_vartab;};};

Each value starts with a discriminant (discr or obj_
class in objects). This is a pointer to an object, whose
obj_num is used as a discriminating magic number, in
particular for GGC marking (on full collections). Hence
the union of our values is declared as:
typedef union basilys_un* basilys_ptr_t;
union basilys_un
GTY ((desc("%0.u_discr->object_magic"))) {
basilysobject_ptr_t
GTY((skip)) u_discr;
struct basilysobject_st
GTY((tag("OBMAG_OBJECT"))) u_object;
struct basilysbox_st
GTY((tag("OBMAG_BOX"))) u_box;
struct basilystree_st
GTY((tag("OBMAG_TREE"))) u_tree;
/* .... etc. */
};

It is expected that these values (runtime types) are sufficient building bricks for most analyzers. Adding new
such values is quite easy (i.e. for other GCC data like
loops).
We have also considered using an existing runtime (e.g.
Ocaml or MetaOcaml,20 Python, Guile, Ruby, SBCL,
. . . ) but this is not practical, because the current GCC
interface (GIMPLE tree based) is quite low level, needs
to be adressed in C (thru numerous macros), avoiding
the overhead of generic runtime machineries21 ; the practical way to efficiently interface all of GCC internals is
indeed to generate specialized code, tightly dependent
upon GCC data structures. Hence using a foreign runtime would create a significant impedance mismatch.
Dynamic runtime code generation is possible by generating (during static analysis) a C source file, compiling it
as a shared object, and dynamically loading it -thru the
libtool dynamic loader (a portable wrapper around
dlopen). Such shared objects are never released (no
dlclose).
2.3

Basilys objects and closures

Our runtime offers lisp-y closures, which contain a routine value and the closed values. A closure is applied
20 See

http://metaocaml.org/. It would have been very
sexy if we could in particular concisely write Meta-Ocaml-like patterns for matching GCC trees, but runtime considerations make
that impossible.
21 It would be very inefficient to access the son of a GIMPLE tree
by some complex routine call.
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to a sequence of arguments which can be basilys pointers or (plain unboxed) scalars (e.g. long integers, GCC
trees, . . . ). This application produces a primary result pointer, and secondary results22 (either pointers or
unboxed scalars). The routine value contains the C
code pointer and any additional value the code depends
upon.23 The called C routine gets as C arguments the
closure, the first two arguments, and the other arguments and results (as arrays of unions) with a descriptive
string.
Basilys objects are organized à la ObjVlisp [3], with a
single inheritance, meta-class based organization providing mono-dispatched methods and quick is instance
of and is subclass of tests. Classes, slots, selectors,
fields are themselves objects. Discriminants of nonobject values (like boxed integers, single or multiple
boxes, boxed trees, . . . ) are also objects, and can dispatch messages. Therefore, messages can be sent to any
basilys value. Every discriminant or class contains a dictionnary of methods (or nil) and a sending closure (or
nil). Message dispatch of selector σ and receiver ρ with
additional arguments α1 . . . is done as follow:
1. get the discriminant (or class) δ of ρ
2. get the method dictionnary µ in δ
3. find (if any) the closure κ associated to σ in µ, if it
is a closure, go to step 7
4. get the sending closure ν in δ , if any, otherwise go
to step 6
5. apply the sending closure ν to (ρ, σ ), this should
give a closure into κ (otherwise error)24 , and go to
7
6. without closure κ or sending closure ν, if the receiver ρ is an object, get the parent class in δ and
put it in δ an repeat step 2. If the receiver ρ is not
an object (but a non object value, like a boxed tree,
etc.) we are stuck in error.
7. a closure κ has been found for the method send; we
apply it to (ρ, α1 . . .) hence getting the result of the
send
22 secondary

results, like in Common Lisp, may be ignored, but
are useful, e.g. to return some abstract value with an additional item
indicating its completeness.
23 E.g. if the code contains the hash code of some objects, these
objects should be kept in the routine.
24 It is a hook to implement more dynamic situations, e.g. handling error like unknown selectors, or just generating a particular
code on demand.

Our core classes include ROOT the topmost class of all
objects, PROPED subclass of (noted <) ROOT with a
single slot for arbitrary properties (like in Javascript),
NAMED < PROPED for named objects, DISCR < NAMED
for discriminants, CLASS < DISCR for classes, FIELD
< NAMED for fields, and many others (like SEXP for
basilys source expression).
The basilys runtime is implemented in more than
6KLOC, and permits the development of a small lispy
like compiled domain specific language.

3

A compiled domain-specific language for analyzers

As suggested before, a domain-specific language is useful to express more briefly sophisticated analysing algorithms, with an internal representation suited for metaprogramming. Lisp [16] like languages fit the bill.25
Hence, the compiled domain-specific Basilys language
is a Lisp1 -like langage, somehow similar to Scheme
(with the important restriction that tail-recursion is not
supported, because it is non-trivial to compile it to
portable C for our runtime.). The topmost internal representations are organized with s-expressions, instances
of SEXP (containing an optional source location, an operator, a list of arguments).
Most of the data handled by Basilys are basilys values
(i.e. pointers) described in §2.2 and §2.3, but handling
of non-values (like unboxed raw integers, or raw trees)
is also required.
3.1

low level syntax and informal semantics

Assuming some familiarity with Lisp or Scheme, we illustrate our language by giving a few examples. Conceptually, like every Lisp, it is an evaluation based language of expressions. In practice, it is compiled (by
generating C code). The examples suppose that two
and three are each bound to a boxed integer containing 2 and 3, stored in the current frame as curfra.
varp[ITWO] and curfra.varp[ITHREE] where
ITWO and ITHREE are in reality some generated indexes, and that u is bound to an unboxed machine long
integer 1.
25 A multi-staged statically typed language like MetaOcaml would
be even nicer, but too difficult to realize, because it would require
defining a formal typing system for Gcc internal representations and
implementing its type inference.
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Constants, like 1, "a string", or (existing) named
objects like #NAMED denote values26 and evaluate to
themselves. #NIL is the nil pointer value (also false).
Some keywords, starting with a colon, are useful in particular for type indications like :int (machine long unboxed integer) :tree (raw GCC tree-s), etc.
(+ two 3) evaluates to a boxed integer 5, but compiles to unboxing two and boxing the result, something
like
long t22
= basilys_get_int(
curfra.varp[ITWO]);
long t23 = ((t22) + (3));
curfra.varp[IRES] =
basilysgc_new_int(GLOB_DISCR_INT,
t23);

Secondary results of a multi-valued application27 are
bound with (multicall variables applied-fun (
arguments . . . ) bodies . . . ); results are returned
with return. For example
(multicall (f1 f2)
(lambda (f x)
(return (f x) (f (f x))))
(g k)
(list f1 f2))
returns the list made by applying once and twice g to
some k.
We need to be able to express that our + is a primitive taking two plain (long) integer arguments x and y
and gives an integer, and give its expansion as a C code
chunk: with

We need basic Lisp control flow primitives, e.g.
(progn e1 . . . en ) for sequential (side-effecting)
evaluations, (if c t e) for conditionals, (forever
φ e1 . . . en ) for never-ending loops labelled by name
φ (repeatedly evaluating in sequence the ei for side effects) which can be exited by (exit φ e01 . . . e0m )
inside (evaluate the e0j in sequence and jump out of the
loop labelled φ in the same function with the value of
e0m ), etc.

(define-primitive +
((:int x) (:int y))
:int
"((" x ")+(" y "))")

An assignment (setq v e) sets variable v (either local in the current frame, or closed, in the current closure)
to value of e.

We also need macros, like in Lisp. A macro is expanded
into some s-expr which is in turn evaluated (actually
compiled).

Binding let constructs are like in Scheme or Lisp: (let
((v1 e1 ) (v2 e2 ) · · · (vn en )) b1 . . . bk ) locally binds each vi to value of ei en sequentially
evaluates the b j . However, non-pointers variables
are useful, so we admit typed bindings (τi vi en )
where τi is one of :int :tree etc. For example
(let ((:int x (+ u 2))) (* x 3)) don’t
do boxing or unboxing of integers. An flet construct (Lisp syntax, semantically similar to Scheme’s
letrec) permit local definition of (perhaps corecursive) local functions.

3.2

Formal arguments lambda lists are as usual : (lambda
(v1 . . . vn ) e1 . . . ek ) defines an anonymous function with n formal arguments vi whose body is the sequence of e j . We also admit typed formals (τi vi )
26 Hence

1 refers to a boxed integer basilys value.

Progressively, all required GCC notations (e.g. defined
in GCC tree.h file), and all (accessing, mutating,
side-effecting) operations on basilys values should be
likewise defined as primitives.

Modules and their compilations

A module is a sequence of binding definitions and initializations. A binding exist at compile time and at
run time. Binding definitions are mostly defun to define a function, as (defun f (x) (+ x 23)) or
defvar to define a variable, defclass to define a
class, definstance to define an instance. Only publicly exported definitions and macros (thru a export
or export-macro directive) are visible. Macros are
just functions (called by the macro expansion process)
exported as macros and useful only in other modules.
A module is compiled into a single C file which is then
(compiled to a shared object and) dynamically loaded.
27 Like

in Common Lisp multiple-value-bind . . . and in
Scheme call-with-values . . .
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This C file contains a set of static functions for routines,
and a single initialization function which build the runtime part of the module’s exported bindings.

2. implementing a simple static analyser for mostly
numerical functions, using the existing lattices of
PPL.

Naive compilation of such a Lispy language to C is
pretty standard technology,28 implemented by a sequence of usual transformations like:

3. implementing more complex lattices above for real
data structures, using meta-programming when appropriate.
4. implementing some modular static analysis; while
the analyzers above work on a single compilation
unit or a set of source files compiled together with
-fwhole-program, it is necessary to scale to
bigger programs to store, in some persistent way
(maybe augmented LTO?) partial results of analysis to reuse it.

1. macro expansion29
2. normalization, e.g. expanding (f (g x) y 1)
into some internal equivalent of (let ((φ (g
x))) (f φ y 1)) where φ is fresh
3. constructing the set of closed variables
4. allocating slots in the call frame
5. expanding to simple C code chunks

5

6. etc.

This work is done under the GlobalGCC (GGCC)
project, labelled by ITEA Programme, numbered
IP05012, partly funded by French Ministery of Economy, Finance and Industry (MINEFI), convention
06.2.93.0159.

Once a module has been translated to C, it can be
compiled to a shared object which is then loaded with
lt_dlopenext (and won’t be unloaded).
It should be emphasized that dynamic code generation,
(runtime) compilation to C, and a generational collector all work well together: Meta-programming requires
some dynamic code generation, a generational collector is uneasy to use without automatic generation of C
code using it, and dynamic code generation is portably
possible thru C. Of course, all this has a cost overhead,
but given that the analysis we are considering are costly,
such an overhead is acceptable. And higher level languages also inspired GCC [8].

4

future work: implementing static analyzers

The above sections describe an infrastructure that we
feel is useful to implement sophisticated static analyzers. Future work will include the following steps.
1. implementing a powerful GCC tree pattern
matcher, essentially thru a big match-gcc-tree
Basilys macro getting the GCC tree to match and
a set of (suitably defined) patterns.
28 A prototype translator has been written in > 3KLOC of CommonLisp, only used to bootstrap the Basilys compiler.
29 Actually, even core languages feature like if or let are implemented as builtin macros expanding to some first internal representations.
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Abstract
A set of carefully selected compiler optimization options could provide an additional performance boost
over the current best default optimization options in the
GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) C compiler. However, there are more than 60 optimization options in
GCC compiler, which translate to over 260 possible
combinations. GCC compiler developers are therefore
faced with a challenge. The goal is to automate the process of optimization search, taking into consideration
the properties of the program. The resulting customized
set of options is aimed at out performing the best default
options available in GCC.
In this paper, we present a novel machine-learning based
method for dynamic optimization option search in GCC
compiler, which automatically derives the best candidate set of optimization options based on the input program properties. An automated program analysis considers input program objects such as selected functions,
program segments, or even the whole programs. The
preliminary tests show that this method provides better
performance over any default optimization level including -O3, while the additional compilation time remains
minimal.

1

Introduction

GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) C compiler [5] has
more than 60 available optimization options, which
translate to over 260 possible combinations. As a result, finding the most effective combination of compiler
options represents a significant challenge to GCC users.
Fully understanding even a small subset of GCC options
often requires an in-depth knowledge of compiler’s inner structure and organization. Therefore users typically

apply default optimization such as -O3 to reduce the
complexity of this task. However, even the highest default optimization level does not necessarily result in the
best performance for an arbitrary input program [3, 4].
Ideally, if GCC compiler was able to automatically select a set of options according to the specific input program features, it would be possible to achieve an additional performance speedup over the best default optimization such as -O3. This is what has inspired us to developed a dynamic optimization option search method.
Our method uses a machine-learning technique to automatically derive predictive models for each program
object. Predictive models are used to determine which
set of optimization options will result in the best performance, given the input program object features. Program objects could be segments, functions or even the
whole programs. We have developed a dynamic optimization option search method for GCC version 3.3.
The preliminary results show that our method provides
better performance over any standard optimization level
including -O3, while introducing minimal additional
compilation time.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as
follows:
We first describe the method’s fundamental principles in
Section 2. The detection of the program segment similarity is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we present
the implementation skeleton that is integrated in GCC
internal. Section 5 gives the preliminary experimental
results. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss general observations, and introduce readers to ideas considered for
future work.
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2

Methodology Overview

Sample Programs

The described dynamic optimization option search
methodology automatically derives predictive models
for each program object, and is based on a machinelearning technique. A predictive model is used to determine which set of optimization options will result in
the best performance, given the input program object
features. The automated program analysis considers input program objects such as selected program functions,
program segments, and even the whole programs.
Our method first creates predictive models by training
a set of selected program segments [7]. These program
segments are typically loop structures. The selected program segments are compiled in GCC using different sets
of optimization options and benchmarked on the underlying platform. A predictive model is created only for
those combinations of optimization options that result in
additional performance speedup over the best GCC default setting (usually -O3). Each predictive model consists of a feature vector, which quantifies static properties of each program segment (further called program
performance behaviors), and the corresponding set of
optimization options.
A selected program segment needs to be trained if a
combination of optimization options which results in an
additional performance speedup cannot be found. The
training process is empirical. Once the predictive models are created, a machine-learning algorithm first partitions the learning space of program performance behaviors into clusters using the feature vector of the predictive models. Each cluster includes a unique predictive
model. Then the machine-learning algorithm matches
each input program object to a cluster using the program performance feature vector of the input program
segment. The predictive model in the matched cluster
is then used as input program segment’s proxy to determine the set of optimization options which should be
applied in compiling the program segment.
Both the predictive models and the machine-learning algorithm are integrated in GCC internal. The enhanced
GCC identifies all candidate program segments, extracts
the program performance behaviors of each segment
and translates them into the feature vector, and finally
correlates program segments with the predictive models by means of the feature vectors. In the back-end
optimization GCC phase, each program segment is op-

Applications

Create Predicative Model

Identify Candidate Program Segments

Create Predicative Clusters

Calculate Feature Vectors

Predicative Model

Correlated with Clusters
Dynamic segment-based
compilation

Marked Segment with Model Index

Dynamic Compile

Machine-learning

Experimental Platform

Figure 1: Infrastructure of Automatic Optimization Option Search Methodology

timized using only the options which are selected in its
matched predictive model.
The creation of predictive models is a “one-size-fits-all”
process, and is developed as a “plug-in” component for
GCC. A flowchart description of our methodology infrastructure is shown in Figure 1.

3

Program Similarity, Predictive Model and
Machine-Learning

Predictive models are used to determine applicable sets
of optimization options to each input program segment.
Each predictive model could represent an infinite number of program segments. Program segments that have
similar program performance behaviors to their predictive models can be considered predictive model instances.
In this section, we first introduce a method used in program performance behavior analysis, then we describe
the mechanism how the predictive models are created,
and finally we presents the machine-learning approach.
3.1

Program Performance Behaviors Analysis

Program performance behaviors are static properties of
each program segment, and are relevant in choosing
compiler optimization options. In general, program performance behaviors can be determined solely based on
the analysis of operations found in program segments.
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To simplify the analysis we limit program segments to
loop structures only. Also, we only observe the following four classes of program performance behaviors:
• Memory access
• Operation

3.2

Predictive Model Creation

Predictive models are trained from a set of sample program segments. We chose a set of accredited benchmarks for the program segment selection. The current
implementation only considers loop structures as the
candidates for training program segments.

• Conditional Statement
• Global Data and Local Data
Each class of behaviors consists of several types of program performance behaviors, depending on the underlying architectures and the complexity of the machinelearning technique. We consider 11 behaviors to describe each program segment, as shown in Table 1. Too
many types would make the machine-learning space too
big, and consequently the machine-learning algorithm
performance would become poor.
Each type of behaviors is translated into an integer. The
translation phase involves the following steps:
• Estimate the total number of instructions. Assume
each operation in the program segment is transformed into a related instruction. Classify all operations and calculate the number of instructions
for each type of operations.
• Calculate the total number of memory access in the
program segment (LOAD/STORE operands only).
A variable is treated as a STORE operand if it appears on the left side of an assignment statement.
Otherwise the variable is a LOAD operand. If a
variable is reused several times in the program segment, it is only counted once, except when reused
in the parameter list of a function call.
• Extract the storage feature of each variable and calculate the global and the local (stack) space size.
• Extract other types of program behaviors directly
from the program segment.
The behavior extraction procedure transforms program
performance behaviors into a fixed-format feature vector, which always has 11 elements. For all program
behaviors that are not extracted, the corresponding elements in the feature vector are set to 0.

The selected program segments are first benchmarked
on the underlying platform. A custom made tool for
optimization option combination search (options generator) repeatedly produces new combinations of options
from a narrowed-down space of all possible option combinations [7]. Each selected program segment is compiled using the proposed combination of options. If
this combination of options leads to an additional performance speedup over the best default option of GCC
(usually -O3), a predictive model is derived from this
program segment and this combination of options is
stored in the model. If a combination of optimization
options is stored in the predictive model, this combination of options is called an optimized set of options (or
OSO) of this model.
The options generator repeatedly produces combinations of options until an OSO is found. If the generator has not found an OSO after the whole search space
is exhausted, the selected program segment needs to be
trained. This is a trial and error process where the number of assignment statements and the number of operations (operands and operators) is adjusted in the program segment. A selected program segment has to be
skipped if no OSO is found after 10 training iterations.
Once an OSO is found, the program performance behaviors of this program segment are extracted and quantified into a feature vector. A predictive model is formed
by pairing up the feature vector and the OSO.
3.3

Machine-Learning to Determining the OSO

Machine-learning techniques offer an automated framework to correlate input program segments with predictive models. The correlation is based on the program
performance behaviors similarity between the input program and the predictive model. The comparison is only
done between the feature vectors of the input program
and the predictive model.
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Performance Behaviors

Meaning

Global Space
Local Space
Load
Store
Boolean
Arithmetic
Logical
If Condition
Switch
Function
Parameter

Number of Bytes allocated for globals
Number of Bytes allocated for locals
Number of Memory load
Number of Memory store
Number of Boolean operations
Number of Arithmetic operations
Number of Logical operation
Number of IF statements
Number of Switch statements
Number of Function call
Number of actual parameters in all functions

Table 1: Performance behaviors of a Program Segment

3.3.1

Cluster Creation

It is rarely the situation that the feature vector of an arbitrary program segment and the predictive model match
exactly. Fortunately, our machine-learning technique
supports an approximate match. That is, the learningspace (program performance behaviors space) is partitioned into a series of clusters. Any two points are considered to be matched if they belong to the same cluster.
Accordingly, a program performance feature space can
be partitioned into a series of clusters, using the predictive models as a representative point in a cluster. The
goal is to find a unique mapping between the feature
vector of an input program segment and a cluster.
Partitioning a learning space can be done in many ways,
such as Logistic Regression approach [2], Decision Tree
approach [1, 6] and Clustering [7]. The current implementation uses the mean-value clustering approach to
partition the program performance features space.
We have observed that if an OSO applies to a program
segment, the same OSO also applies to its variations (for
instance, decrease or increase in the number of operations found in the segment) in certain ranges [8]. In
other words, we treat the feature vector of a predictive
model as a point (we call it a model point) in the learning space. The points near the model point can also converge to the same OSO as the predictive model.
Our goal is to find the points that are within a close
proximity of a model point, and to partition them
into a cluster. To find these points, we developed the
following partitioning algorithm:

Learning-Space Partition Algorithm
Step 1: Create two bound vectors VL and VU by means
of the feature vector of the predictive model. The ith
elements of VL and VU are 0.5mi and 2mi (mi is the ith
element of the feature vector of the predictive model),
respectively.
Step 2: Using the bound vectors VL and VU , manually
create two new program segments PIL and PIU . These
two segments, in source structure, should be similar to
the program segment that converges to the predictive
model. The segments are then measured to find their
OSOs. If no OSO is found or the OSO is not the same as
the OSO of the predictive model for segment PIL , each
element of VL will be adjusted by increasing it for a half
of the original value. A new PIL is created and again
measured iteratively. Similarly, if no OSO is found or
the OSO is not the same as the OSO of the predictive
model for the segment PIU , each element in VU will be
adjusted by reducing it for a half of the original value,
and a new PIU is created and measured iteratively.
Step 3: If the OSO is not the same as the OSO of the
predictive model for the segment PIL or PIU , a new predictive model is created by the segment PIL or PIU and
a new cluster is created by repeating the algorithm.
After step 2 is completed, the final bound vectors VL and
VU create a cluster of learning space based on the feature
vector of the predictive model. A cluster contains infinite number of instances. If both VL and VU are the same
as the feature vector of the predictive model, the cluster
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contains only one point, which is the predictive model
itself.

4.1

Although only a few points are measured in a cluster, it
is possible to assert that all instances have the same OSO
if they belong to the same cluster. However, the formal
proof is beyond the scope of the paper.

The input code is first transformed into the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) intermediate representation
in GCC’s front-end. This is where the machinelearning algorithm is integrated. The compiler enters
the machine-learning routine before it traverses the AST
to generate the Register Transfer Language (RTL) representation. The machine-learning routine searches for
the candidate program segments and records their positions in the compiled program.

3.3.2

Mapping Program Segment to Cluster

The machine-learning algorithm tries to correlate an input program segment to a predictive model by assigning the feature vector of the input program segment to
a cluster. That is, the algorithm determines which cluster includes the feature vector of the program segment.
Once it finds the cluster that includes the program segment’s feature vector, the OSO of the predictive model
in the cluster will be applied to the program segment.
The program performance behaviors of an input program segment are first extracted and transformed into
a feature vector. The machine-learning algorithm then
searches the corresponding cluster using the feature vector. If each feature vector element is within the range
of the corresponding bound vector of a cluster, the input program segment is considered an instance of this
cluster. In other words, the cluster includes the feature
vector of the program segment. Therefore, the predictive model of each cluster determines the OSO applied
to the program segment.
Not all elements of the program segment’s feature vector fall within the range of the same cluster. Instances
that experience this scenario are assigned to a universal
cluster UC, which has no specific predictive model assigned to it. These instances will be compiled using a
default -O3 option.

4

Implementation in GCC Compiler

The integration of the presented methodology is fully
transparent from the user’s point of view. This section
describes the required alterations to GCC compiler.
The complete modification is done in two steps: 1) a
front-end integration of the predictive models and the
machine-learning tool, after an intermediate representation is generated and the inlining has been finished, and
2) implementation of the program segment-based OSO
selection in the optimization phase.

Implementation Principle

During the candidate program segment searching phase,
the machine-learning routine correlates each candidate
program segment to a predictive model. Upon the completion of this phase, the compiled program is divided
into a sequence of program segments. The program segments that do not correlate to any predictive model are
assigned a default -O3 option. The predictive model correlated program segments are usually represented in the
RTL format and are passed to the GCC’s back-end.
Unmodified GCC uses fixed set of optimization options
to optimize the whole compiled program. The modified GCC ‘forces’ the compiler to use a customized set
of optimization options for each program segment. The
set of optimization options for each program segment
comes from the OSO of the corresponding predictive
model. The candidate program segments search and the
machine-learning phase are executed after the inlining
has been performed in order to keep the program segment invariance.
4.2

Machine-Learning Implementation

In this section we present the implementation process
of the machine-learning approach which correlates program segments to predictive models.
The machine-learning routine first extracts performance
behaviors for each program segment in the compiled
program. This is done in a single pass, which typically
increases the compilation time for less than 1%. The extracted behaviors are quantified and translated into a feature vector. The machine-learning algorithm then determines the feature cluster of the observed program segments using the feature vector. The OSO of the predictive model of this cluster is used to compile the program
segment. If the program segment’s feature vector relates
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(c) Calculate the feature vector and store it to the
TableFeature .
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In the end, each item in the TableFeature represents a correlation between a program segment (loop index) and its
corresponding feature vector.
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Figure 2: Flowchart of Machine-Learning Approach

Predictive Model Correlation

After calculating the feature vectors of all candidate
program segments, the machine-learning algorithm attempts to match segments to clusters. The following
procedure describes the matching process:
1. For each feature vector in TableFeature

to more than one cluster, it is considered a non matched
segment.
The current implementation processes each loop structure in the program in the described way. A predictive
model table is then used to map loop indexes (the order
of the loop in the compiled program) to the order number of the correlated predictive model. A special predictive model order number 0 matches every loop structure
and program segments which have no determined correlating predictive model.
Figure 2 shows the flowchart and the data structures
used in the implementation of the machine-learning approach.

4.2.1

Feature Vector Creation

The procedure of identifying candidate program segment and the feature vector calculation is described as
follows:
1. Traverse AST until a loop structure is determined.
2. For each loop structure,
(a) Assign an index IndexL (initial 0) and initialize the
predictive model record table TableFeature with 0
(b) For each statement in the loop body, extract the information which contributes in the calculation of
the program performance behaviors. Repeat until
the end of the loop structure is reached.

(a) Compare the feature vector with the feature vectors of all clusters.
i. If the feature vector is an instance of a cluster, correlate this segment to the predictive
model of this cluster and store the corresponding OSO into TableOSO .
ii. If the feature vector is not an instance of any
cluster, store 0 into TableOSO
2. Repeat the above for all elements in TableFeature

In the end, each item in TableOSO contains the correlation between each loop structure in the program (loop
index) and a matched predictive model’s OSO. OSO = 0
designates the loop structures that have no corresponding predictive model. The following optimization phase
will replace 0 with -O3 for these segments.
4.3

Dynamic Program Segment Compilation

The optimization options supplied by GCC compiler are
classified into three sets: basic optimization options B,
global optimization options G, and local optimization
options L. Our methodology only considers local optimization options L, because global optimization options
force GCC to optimize the whole program instead of
just the code segments. Considering G optimizations in
our methodology would call for a complex analysis of
GCC compiler. The basic optimization options B, typically activated by -O1 in GCC, do not contribute to our
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Index

Optimization Option

o1
o2
o3
o4
o5
o6
o7
o8
o9
o10
o11
o12
o13
o14
o15
o16
o17
o18

fforce-addr
fmove-all-movables
fprefecth-loop-arrays
freduce-all-givs
fsched-spec-load
fsched-spec-load-dangerous
funroll-loops
funroll-all-loops
fbranch-count-reg
fpeephole
fforce-mem
strength-reduce
fcse-follow-jumps
fcse-skip-blocks
freturn-loop-opt
fsched-spec
fpeephole2
frename-registers

Table 2: GCC Local Optimization Options

added compilation time. For example, in the current implementation, only 10 among the total of 18 local optimization options shown in Table 2 have passed the test.
If GCC compiler was able to do region-based processing
instead of a whole program based processing, we could
dynamically set the customized set of options in the begin of each region, because the program segments could
be transformed into regions. This issue is addressed by
the ongoing efforts.
4.4

Dynamic Program/Function Based Compilation

The presented method also covers the automated optimization option search applied to both program functions and to the whole programs. This implementation
is integrated in GCC toolchain instead of GCC internal.
The whole program search is based on the dynamic option search applied to program functions only. The later
is in turn, derived from a dynamic option search for program segments in the function.

method. Hence, we choose B ∪ G as a default set of options in the current implementation. That is, the options
in B ∪ G are always active.

There are four steps in the function based dynamic option search implementation:

Table 2 lists the local optimization options L which is
used in our method.

Step 1: Identify all candidate program segments in each function found in the input program and search their OSOs. This
step is the same in the segment based search.

The original GCC optimization phase is modified by
adding an additional step where the customized set of
optimization options for each program segment is selected dynamically. The set of optimization options for
each segment comes from the corresponding predictive
model OSO.
In the GCC optimization phase, each option applies to
the whole input program object (program or function).
A customized set of options can not be set for program
segment due to GCC internal architecture constrains.
Alternatively, we dynamically turn on and off any option when it travels the input program object. That is,
the application of an option o to a program component
C depends on whether the option o is in the OSO of the
program segment to which the program component C
belongs.
This is the phase that limits the number of options applicable in our methods, and generates the majority of

Step 2: Assign a weight to each OSOs of a function. The
weight is equal to the product between the number of times
the same OSO appeared in the function, and the sum of the
OSO’s feature vector elements.
Step 3: Each function is assigned the OSO with the maximum
weight.
Step 4: Spill the input program into functions and involve
GCC to compile each function with the selected OSO. The
generated object files of these functions are then linked and
executed.

The implementation of the program based dynamic option search is somewhat similar to the function based
implementation, with certain exceptions. After determining the OSO, each function’s OSO is assigned a new
weight. The new weight is the sum of all function’s
weight in which the same OSO appears. The OSO with
the maximum new weight is selected as the program’s
OSO.
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This is just one of the possible implementations for
function based and program based dynamic option
search methods, which is not necessarily the most efficient one. We are aware of at least one important shortcoming:
the selected OSO may not be a dominant OSO for all
program segments found in the function. In other words,
some program segments may introduce negative performance speedup when compiled with this OSO.
Our research is partially focused with exploring alternative methods, which could better address the observed
issues with the current implementation.

5

Experimental Results and Analysis

The current implementation supports 1) the Intel embedded XScale PXA255, and 2) a general-purpose Intel
Pentium 4 platform running Linux. Both platforms use
GCC 3.3.

• Function Based Test This test evaluates the application of our method to program functions. Each
function is compiled separately through its OSO.
The individually compiled files are linked together
and measured as a whole. This test step is currently
done manually.
• Whole Program Based Test This test evaluates
the application of our method to a whole program.
The tested case is compiled solely through the corresponding OSO. This step is also done manually.
Figure 3-(a) shows the performance speedup results on a
general-purpose Intel Pentium 4 platform running Linux
and GCC 3.3. The presented results cover the performance speedup of the whole program based, the function based, and the program segment based approach
over the best default GCC option (baseline), for each
test case.
Figure 3-(b) shows the compilation overhead over -O3
default option in GCC 3.3, for the tested cases.
5.2

5.1

Analysis of Experimental Results

Experimental Results

A total of 13 cases have been tested. The 13 cases are selected from 4 accredited benchmark packages - CommBench, Mediabench, Mibench and SPEC2000. The test
cases and the predictive model training cases are coming
from two separate suites. The training cases are tuned,
while the test cases are unknown to the compiler. We
believe that this makes the evaluation of our method fair
and accurate.
The testing phase consists of the following 4 arrangements:

• Baseline Test This test searches for the best result
for each test case, when the default GCC options
are used such as -O1, -O2 and -O3. The best result
is set as a baseline, and is compared to the performance achieved through applying the new methodology.
• Program segment Based Test This test evaluates
our dynamic optimization options search method,
during its application to program segments. This
test is done automatically.

From Figure 3-(a), we find that the additional performance speedups over the best GCC default result for
different program objects of: the whole program based,
the function based, and the program segments based approach is on average 2.2%, 1.2% and 1.7%, respectively.
The Maximum speedups are 13%, 18% and 7% respectively.
The program segment based option search performance
is not as expected, and in few cases we even experience
a negative speedup. We believe that this is due to not
enough identified program segments, and due to the fact
that we currently train only a small number of predictive
models. The total of 11 program performance behaviors
is currently used. However, the machine-learning space
is very large. A higher learning performance would essentially require a lot more data. The second reason is
that the execution time for the identified program segments is only a small fraction of the program execution
time. Also, we have currently implemented only 10 local options in GCC, while the other 8 options are in the
debugging phase. That is, the OSO for each segment is
searched from a subset of the local option set L.
From Figure 3-(b), the compilation overhead over -O3
for segment based option search is on average 2.87%
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Figure 3: Experimental Results on Pentium 4

(for program based and function based option search,
the compilation overhead is on average 0.58% and
3.25%, respectively). The major part of the compilation overhead is due the dynamic option search phase.
Limited by the structure of GCC 3.3, for every operation, we have to locate which segment does it belong to.
We are confident that the compilation overhead can be
reduced on average to less than 2% as we go deeper into
the GCC structure.
The speedups found in function based option search
show interesting phenomena. In some cases we experienced impressive speedups, while in others have negative speedups. If the speedup of a certain function is
positive, the selected OSO from one of its program segments is one of the dominant OSOs for all other program segments in the function. We were not able to find
a dominant OSOs for the functions that experience negative speedup. The presented test results show only an
assertion that there is a dominant OSO for each function.
However, how to find dominant OSOs remains an open
topic.

The speedups of program based option search are relatively comparable to function based speedups. Therefore, any improvement in function based option search
will consequently improve the program based option
search.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have described an automated optimization options search method, discussed certain implementation challenges, and presented preliminary experimental results.
The final goal of our work is to find the optimal or nearoptimal set of GCC compiler inherent optimizations for
an arbitrary application in an automated fashion. We
believe that defining a proper methodology is only the
first step toward reaching this goal.
Currently we are focused to the following tasks:
• Develop a new clustering strategy of partitioning
the machine-learning space
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• Study the relationships between the program segment performance behaviors and the underlying architecture features and develop a more precise description of the program segment performance behaviors.
• Improve the efficiency of the current non region
based implementation of our method, so that the
overhead of compilation is further reduced.
• Extend our method to apply multi-core architectures.
We believe that the current implementation meets the
two initially set criteria: (1) achieve increased performance over the best default optimization setting, and
(2) additional compilation time should be minimal and
should not interfere with the overall GCC performance.
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